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This dissertation reports the results of an exploratory data analysis investigation of the 
relationship between the structures used for information organization and access and the 
associated storage structures within state government websites.  Extending an earlier claim that 
hierarchical directory structures are both the preeminent information organization and file storage 
mechanism, three different classes of overall website structure were found to be identifiable by 
linear classifiers, when trained on features of the website hypertext graphs.  Two more structural 
types, not analyzed with the classifiers, were suggested through an examination of misclassified 
websites.  Further, the notion of website structure was found to be best modeled recursively, 
allowing variation on a sub-graph level, instead of deeming a structural class to apply to the 
entirety of a website. 
Linear discriminant analysis was used to construct a series of experimental classifiers, using 
subsets of ten features identified by either earlier classifiers or principal components analysis.  
Two groups of features, seemingly reflecting website size and graph density, were found to 
convey somewhat redundant information to the classifiers, in this application.  A number of other 
practices in website implementation were uncovered that engender classifier errors, arguing for 
either the deliberate inclusion of websites having these properties in the training dataset, or the 
expansion of the feature set.   
Hierarchical cluster analysis and blockmodeling of whole-website graphs were also briefly 
investigated, and found to occasionally contribute file relatedness information of fundamentally 
distinct types, and information sometimes at variance with directory structure usage for file 
storage. 
Multiple literatures suggest a number of social factors that may influence the way websites and 
webpages are constructed within an organization, particularly the differing types of administrative 
control in bureaucracies, and the nature of help-seeking in technology work.  While traces 
reminiscent of these suggestions were encountered, investigation of social causal factors behind 
website structural choices in the organizational types and workplace styles of the sponsoring 
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 CHAPTER 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This research addresses poorly understood relationships between information organization and 
access mechanisms and underlying file or information storage systems, in operational state 
government websites.  Website information organizational structure may be tightly coupled to a 
storage technology, as in the case of files deliberately stored in a directory hierarchy, or the 
storage layer may be abstracted away by the access layer.  Cases reliant on the hypertext graph 
for the encoding of website structural information can be extensively decoupled from the 
underlying storage technology as, though the current hyperlink mechanism of the Web is strongly 
location-specific, a Web browser will retrieve the necessary files from any number of locations.  
Programs running on the Web server ("scripts") provide access to files in document storage 
systems, or to information stored in databases, conceal the specifics of the information storage 
system.  As a virtual machine, with retrieval abstraction mechanisms in both the client and server 
layers, the Web supports a very broad range of information access options.  However, to 
effectively identify portions of website content for archiving, better understandings are needed of 
the bi-directional relationship between website information organization and access choices and 
the underlying storage technologies. 
The initial claim involving the relationship between information organization and storage in state 
government websites (the "Arizona model"), is two-fold, asserting first that directory hierarchies 
are the only content organizational device, and second that website directory hierarchies are 
specifically designed so as to be isomorphic to the organization, of the documents stored therein, 
into archival series and sub-series (Pearce-Moses and Kaczmarek, 2005; Wells and Pearce-Moses, 
2006).  Although familiar storage technologies such as directory hierarchies are obvious website 
implementation candidates, making the basic claim plausible, the possibility of other couplings of 
information organization to storage technologies should be explored.  Designed-in decomposition 
of website content into archival series would be quite fortuitous for preservation agency workers, 
but skepticism demands such a situation not be presumed.   
Hierarchical directory structures as an information organizational principle were investigated here 
as one of three website structural types.  Readily apparent counter-examples, though, include 
script-based information delivery systems, investigated here as a second structural type, and the 
existence of websites entirely lacking subdirectories.  Hypertext graph structures not 
commensurate with the website directory structure, co-occurring with a relative absence of script 
invocations, suggested the existence of a third structural type, wherein the hypertext graph 
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 provides the information organization and access underpinnings.  Using a hypertext graph, the 
relationship with the underlying file or information storage system is generally not readily 
apparent. 
A data-driven, exploratory data analysis study is presented here, drawing on graph-based features 
and analytical methods, but most prominently the construction of linear classifiers as a means to 
probe the adequacy of proposed feature sets, and thereby explore the role of various features in 
the determination and characterization of overall website structure.  The research questions 
explored are these. 
1. What evidence indicates the three structural classes examined exist, as either distinct or 
overlapping conceptualizations? 
2. How capable are classifiers, trained using features of the hypertext graph, of classifying 
websites structurally, and, if generally successful, which are the particularly important 
features, and how are they related to website structural choices? 
3. Which factors contribute to misclassifications, what do they disclose about the 
relationship between website organizational structure and storage technologies, and how 
might such features be reflected in the feature sets of subsequent classifier-based research? 
4. What other graph-based information sources might contribute to improved classification, 
and how might they be utilized in subsequent research? 
This work proceeded in three consecutive phases, with phases two and three iterating, based on 
the results obtained in each iteration; 
1. dataset acquisition and classification,  
2. experimental classifier construction, and 
3. detailed examination of classifier results. 
1.1 PHASE ONE - DATASET ACQUISITION AND CLASSIFICATION 
In the dataset acquisition and classification phase, I selected and classified 46 websites, spanning 
the size range for Illinois State Government websites, on the basis of the overall structural type.  
Use of the researcher as the classification authority was done in the absence of shared definitions 
of website structural types, in research that is an initial exploration.  Including multiple websites 
was a deliberate attempt to encompass a wide range of the plausible, and frequently encountered, 
diversity in website implementation, hopefully admitting anomalous or unforeseen cases which 
could be examined in detail to extend the prevailing understanding of the relationship between 
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 organization and storage.   Workplace factors such as more give and take between management 
and workers, and informal modes of help-seeking in technology work, might permit increased 
diversity in website implementation, however attempting to trace causation back to organizational 
dynamics is not included here. 
1.2 PHASE TWO - EXPERIMENTAL CLASSIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
In the experimental classifier construction phase, ten thought-independent features were extracted, 
primarily from measures of the website hypertext graphs, and normalized for use in classifier 
construction and feature set analyses.  The potentially implementation-specific features used in 
the manual selection of datasets in the first phase were discarded, utilizing only the graph-based 
features in the classifier experiments.  The first three research questions were investigated 
through the construction of a linear classifier, followed by attempts to streamline the classifier 
through the retention of only features indicated as being particularly relied upon in the earlier 
classifiers, or as particularly unique by principal components analysis.  Successful construction of 
a classifier would show that, within the feature set used, evidence existed concerning both the 
existence, and the degree of uniqueness, of the classes examined. 
Linear classifiers were generally able to classify the training dataset into the three investigated 
classes (i.e., an overall website structure that is classified as being primarily directory-, script-, or 
graph-based in its structure), confirming, from research question one, some combination of 
hypertext graph features fundamentally differs for these structural types.  The "script-based" class 
exhibited the most consistent uniqueness in linear classifier trials, with the "graph-based" class 
often partially overlapping the "directory-based" class.  One experimental feature set reduction 
produced a classifier that was not usable, while the others were generally successful.   
Research question four was briefly explored using hierarchical cluster analysis and 
blockmodeling of the website graphs.  Those methods occasionally disclosed information 
potentially indicative of file relatedness, sometimes contradicting, and sometimes reaffirming 
indications in the directory structure.  Application of file relatedness information, though, seemed 
more promising for tool-building applications than for website structure research. 
1.3 PHASE THREE - DETAILED EXAMINATION OF CLASSIFIER RESULTS 
In the third phase of this work, detailed examination of classifier results, misclassifications from 
classifier testing proved also illustrative, revealing answers to research question three. 
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 1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 
Contributions of this research include; 
1.  confirmation that at least the examined three website overall structural types are in 
production use, with two other types suggested as useful, including a discussion of the 
need for a better definition of what it means to say a website has a graph-based structure, 
2. confirmation of the general capability of linear classifiers in website classification based 
on structural type, when trained on features of the website hypertext graph, implicitly 
confirming unique properties exist in that graph for the three examined classes, 
3. through examination of contradictions encountered in misclassified websites, a 
demonstration that website structure should be understood recursively, varying at the sub-
graph level, rather than being modeled as an overall attribute, 
4. identification of two groups of graph features which reflect largely the same information 
in this application, 
5. identification of a number of website implementation factors, outside the feature set used 
here, that engender misclassification, and 
6. a further elaboration of the list of woes, from webometrics, concerning the use of spiders 
as a dataset acquisition mechanism. 
This research, plus recent Library of Congress and OCLC tool-building efforts (based on the 
Arizona model), seek to inform digital archive decision making.  Improved knowledge of both 
website structure and the interrelationship between information organization and the underlying 
storage systems can contribute to such applications. 
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 CHAPTER 2: RELATED LITERATURES 
Several literatures contribute facets to understanding information dissemination via websites.  Of 
particular interest here, in very broad terms, and without intending to be completely 
encompassing of the sub-parts, are the fields of; 
1) webometrics and studies of the Web, its conventions, and the results of applying these 
conventions, 
2) social network analysis, including the incorporated specialties of graph theory (primarily 
only the vocabulary) and equivalence analysis, with the attendant inclusion of 
blockmodeling and hierarchical cluster analysis, and with the realization that the 
relationship information encoded in these graphs has parallels in diplomatics, and  
3) organization theory, here including studies of the worker situated in organizations, 
particularly bureaucratic organizations, and the accomplishment of technology work. 
All of these fields disclose some aspect of how websites might be expected to be structured, at 
least some of the time.  Using exploratory data analysis as a research method permits responding 
to positive or negative potentialities suggested by exploring these fields in this research context.  
The contributions of these fields to this study are discussed, with further decomposition of these 
broad headings. 
2.1 WEBOMETRICS 
A great many people have studied aspects of the Web, giving rise to a community of interest 
called "webometrics," with its own attendant toolset and vocabulary (Björneborn and Ingwersen, 
2001, 2004; Berners-Lee, Hall, Hendler, O’Hara, Shadbolt, and Weitzner, 2006; Broder, Kumar, 
Maghoul, Raghavan, Rajagopalan, Stata, Tomkins, and Wiener, 2000; Chakrabarti, 2003; 
Thelwall, 2004; Thelwall and Payne, 2005; Thelwall, Vaughan, and Björneborn, 2006).  A great 
many interesting results have been obtained, but those most informative to this work include; 
1. recurring power law distributions and patterns in linkage (Broder, Kumar, Maghoul, 
Raghavan, Rajagopalan, Stata, Tomkins, and Wiener, 2000; Thelwall, 2004), although 
these can be interrupted locally when large numbers of documents are processed in 
exactly the same way by automated means (Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003), or because of 
other conventions (Botafogo and Shneiderman, 1991; Park and Thelwall, 2003), 
suggesting in this context that script-based websites and websites produced under 
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 systematically applied production conventions may exhibit significantly different 
hyperlink patterns, 
2. the appearance of the categories of information "hubs" (directories pointing to locations 
of detailed information) and "authorities" (caches of information-rich documents) 
(Kleinberg, 1999), with the notion that some webpages are somehow more important, or 
have had more "impact" than others (Ingwersen, 1998),  
3. macro-level studies concerning the size of the Web and path lengths between items 
(Albert, Jeong, and Barabási, 1999), particularly including the "small world 
phenomenon" of Milgram (1967), described for the Web by Watts and Strogatz (1998), 
where links sometimes do not proceed to the obvious neighbors but instead link to 
seemingly quite disjoint or separated material or locations, as in the study of website 
inter-linkage by academic departments by Björneborn (2004, 2006), and  
4. descriptions of the linking behavior of Web authors, although primarily studied using 
academic websites (Baeza-Yates and Castillo, 2001, 2007; Cothey, 2006; Heimeriks and 
Van den Besselaar, 2006; Thelwall, 2002; Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003; Walker, 2005; 
Wilkinson, Harries, Thelwall, and Price, 2003). 
The dissimilarity in the granularity of Web analytical processing here as compared with other 
studies from the webometrics community is next explained, followed by a discussion of 
expectations arising from the webometrics and citation analysis literatures on author motivation 
behind hyperlink creation. 
2.1.1 Analysis Granularity 
For this study, the level of analytical granularity should be the individual website files, from an 
aggregation of which digital document renderings are made.  Web hyperlinks exist as encoded 
tags within individual markup language files, so analysis at the file level will preserve the most 
specific association of links to and from nodes of the website graph.  Grouping files into 
abstractions such as webpages and documents could be supported through subsequent processing, 
if necessary, given that all the individual files and all hyperlink relations are preserved.  Analysis 
at the webpage level has worked well for research questions including those analyzing the use of 
links (Weare and Lin, 2000), and the webpage is, although variously defined, seemingly one step 
above the file in level of abstraction.  Modeling the website graph at the file level should then 
also work, given that webpage and document delineations will not be required.   
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 Spiders do not have available abstractions such as the definition of a multi-webpage document, 
though they can temporarily expand their scope of operation to retrieve all those files necessary to 
accomplish the rendering of a certain webpage using only files copied to the archive.  Information 
encoded in the website graph at the individual file level can always be aggregated later, should it 
be necessary to perform additional studies based on organization groups or sub-divisions, or at 
the whole website level (Weare and Lin). 
Non-markup language files do not contain hyperlinks that can be processed by spiders, however 
they may contain proprietary forms of hyperlinks.  Markup language files can contain scripts 
(programs) that are dynamically executed by the Web browser, and any hyperlink mechanisms 
embedded in these scripts are generally not able to be processed by spiders (Weideman and 
Schwenke, 2006).  Both of these cases result in nodes in the website graph that have hyperlinks 
pointing inward, but not outward.  However, files resulting in terminal nodes of the website graph 
are still of interest in that their utilization can be part of a pattern in hyperlink generation behavior 
by website authors. 
Most hyperlink studies have addressed the external linking behavior of websites, opining that 
internal website hyperlinks, completely under the control of the website owner, are potentially 
biased indicators with regard to the target documents (Bharat, Chang, Henzinger, and Ruhl, 2001).  
Earlier studies, such as those listed by Ellis (1998), made assumptions that an acyclic graph 
sufficed as an analytical model of a website, assumptions that ubiquitous use of "navigation bars" 
(e.g., as employed in both left and right borders of the Governor's webpage in Figure 1, where the 
upper left corner, and many of the icon-based hyperlinks point back into this same website) and 
ad hoc authoring now invalidate, through the introduction of innumerable cycles.  This research 
examined structural evidence of Web content authoring practices internal to websites, and 
therefore necessarily primarily addressed website internal hyperlinks.  Although teams producing 
Web documents likely are assigned work at the document, versus file, level, there is no apparent 
necessity to consider correct delineation of document boundaries a prerequisite to the use of 
graphical analytical methods, modeling the website at the file level. 
2.1.2 Hyperlink Analysis Supplements Content Analysis 
Studies of hyperlinks have resulted in recognition that the potential of hyperlinks in 
understanding and utilizing information stored in the Web and other hypermedia systems seems 
great.  Adamic and Adar (2001) observe "... valuable information is hidden both in the text of the 
homepages, and in the links which are created between them."  Walker (2005, 524) observes 
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 "links are seen as objective, democratic, and machine-readable signs of value," and the design of 
the Google Web search engine has incorporated that value indicator (Brin and Page, 1998).   
Heimeriks and Van den Besselaar (2006, 2), summarizing (Cronin, 2001), say "hyperlink 
research is an increasingly important area in information sciences based on the idea that 
hyperlinks provide information that is not accessible to traditional bibliometrics."  Pirolli, Pitkow, 
and Rao (1996) note that what they term "inter-page hypertext link typology... can be used to 
optimize user information-seeking and sensemaking." 
Websites are logically partitioned and linked in various ways, perhaps encoding thematic 
collections, co-authoring indications, or taxonomies useful in information retrieval, particularly 
specializations of information retrieval supporting preservation appraisal.  Conversely, sometimes 
websites reflect design by those unskilled in information organization and dissemination (Johnson, 
1996), and patterns to facilitate usability may be absent or indecipherable.  Segregation of 
portions of websites may use many criteria, and may be implemented using a variety of methods 
(e.g., directories, hyperlinks).  But, someone made that segregation decision, perhaps also 
enshrined it in a book of rules or a computer program, and patterns resulting from that decision 
may be useful in retrieval. 
Content analysis of document files is widely studied in information retrieval and is not further 
examined in this research.  Weare and Lin (2000) advocate the incorporation of hypertext studies 
into the field of content analysis, although they also describe many sampling and definitional 
issues this raises.  However, recognition of the largely overlooked value of hyperlink analysis 
now recurs in the literature, suggesting unexamined value may lie in that direction.  Bar-Ilan 
(2005, 973) reports little progress concerning “why and when authors of Web pages create links, 
and what are the characteristics of these links," despite the use of hyperlinks to improve the 
performance of search and retrieval systems.  Discussion in the literature of current 
understandings concerning Web author motivation for hyperlink creation follows. 
2.1.3 Motives For Hyperlink Creation 
To utilize website structure as a form of information, it is necessary to have at least an overview 
of typical factors motivating the use of hyperlinks.  This information can contribute to 
understanding of patterns encountered in website graph structure.  A discussion comparing and 
contrasting hyperlink behavior with citation behavior is provided below.  However, as this study 
is primarily interested in appraising structural patterns as a potential kind of indicator of website 
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 file relatedness, deeper examination of webpage author motivations in hyperlink creation 
sufficient to utilize the hypertext as a knowledge encoding system is omitted. 
There are a wide variety of motives for including a hyperlink within a document (Adamic and 
Adar, 2001), some mimicking the motives for citations in print documents, and others with less of 
a parallel to print citations (e.g., courteously providing facilitated access to separately stored 
material the webpage author considers to be of widespread interest to the readers of a particular 
webpage).  In a study of academic websites, Bar-Ilan (2005) found many motives for hyperlink 
creation.  Especially in academic circles, linkage to homepages reflects “awarding credit” rather 
than topical relatedness or collaboration (Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003, 706). 
Analysis of webpage co-linkage as an indicator of topical relatedness, reminiscent of co-word 
analysis, has also been done (Davison, 2000).  Large-scale analyses and categorization of 
webpages into content-rich “authority” pages and directory-like “hub” pages has been done by 
Kleinberg (1999), Berners-Lee, Hall, Hendler, O’Hara, Shadbolt, and Weitzner (2006), and 
Baeza-Yates and Castillo (2001), and the other studies cited therein.  “Webometrics” has emerged 
as an offshoot of bibliometrics and scientometrics (Björneborn and Ingwersen, 2001, 2004).   
Studies of hyperlink motivations have generally not addressed government websites, preferring 
academic and professional-community websites.  Further, webometrics studies have generally 
favored far larger node definitions, such as the combined Web presence of a university 
(Heimeriks and Van den Besselaar, 2006) or university department (Thelwall, 2002; Park and 
Thelwall, 2003; Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003; Wilkinson, Harries, Thelwall, and Price, 2003), 
or all the discoverable websites located within a certain nation (Baeza-Yates, Castillo, and 
Efthimiadis, 2005; Baeza-Yates and Castillo, 2007), or even the totality of the Web (Albert, 
Jeong, and Barabási, 1999; Broder, Kumar, Maghoul, Raghavan, Rajagopalan, Stata, Tomkins, 
and Wiener, 2000; Serrano, Maguitman, Buguñá, Fortunato, and Vespignani, 2007), than is 
analyzed in this study.  Ranking of results by search engines (Baeza-Yates and Castillo, 2001), 
and appraising the impact of certain Web resources (Ingwersen, 1998; Thelwall, 2002) are strong 
motivating factors behind much of the current Web research, but these are not of concern in this 
study. 
Understanding motivations behind hyperlink creation remains a research issue, and very little has 
been done to date in the analysis of hyperlinks as a type of information (Bar-Ilan, 2005).  As 
Wilkinson, Harries, Thelwall, and Price (2005, 50) summarize that, despite demonstrated 
applicability of hyperlink analysis in appraising research productivity, "no causative connections 
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 have been claimed and only tentative attempts have been made at giving a theoretical basis upon 
which to interpret these results in an actionable way."  They consider the lack of understanding 
motivations behind hyperlink creation "a major obstacle in the newly emerging discipline of 
webometrics and one that must be directly addressed in spite of its evident complexity."  Park and 
Thelwall (2003) caution that, although hyperlinks embody a different type of information that 
might be utilized, "link creation is an unregulated phenomenon and so it would not be sensible to 
assume that the meaning of hyperlinks in any given context is evident."  Adamic and Adar (2001) 
report their "study of the publicly available user information [e.g., personal homepages, mailing 
lists] revealed a complex network of interpersonal links and a rich mining ground for studying 
social phenomena." 
Though, at this juncture we do not have a detailed understanding of hyperlink authoring 
motivations for government website authors, the various motives discovered in other studies seem 
plausibly applicable.  The mechanism most conspicuously different in government websites is a 
general lack of a close parallel to the lists of references or the formal citations typical of academic 
or research writing.  A more detailed analysis of government author motivations is tabled as a 
matter for future research. 
2.1.3.1 Citations 
Hyperlink studies have thematically followed studies of citations and citing behavior in scholarly 
documents.  However, there are multiple points of departure where hyperlink usage behavior does 
not agree with understandings from the study of citations and citing.  Citation as practice, 
particularly as practiced by scientific and scholarly communities, has been a continuing research 
concern.  As Cronin (1980, 311) describes, "citation may be a well-established convention in the 
primary communication process, but it is a convention which displays a marked resistance to 
standardisation."  And, his study addresses citation analysis in formal publication mechanisms, 
predating the relative publication anarchy of the Web. 
Many studies have been done addressing author motivation for the inclusion of citations in 
documents.  There have been several attempts to categorize these motivations, either through 
document analysis or author contact (e.g., see Cronin (1984) and the multiple categorizations 
reported on therein).  Some of the motivations found include; "decorations, ritual observances, 
dazzling the bystanders, property rights and priority claims, providing, income, tools of 
persuasion, provide justifications, demonstrate the novelty of one's results, showing knowledge of 
the important work in the field, showing up-to-dateness," and that "authors are revealed to be 
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 advocates of their own points of view who utilize previous literature in a calculated attempt to 
self-justify." (Brooks, 1985, 225)  Brooks did not find social consensus, negative credit, reader 
alerting, nor the providing of operational information to be widely used in citations in an 
academic setting, where motivations seemingly related to persuasiveness were dominant. 
Brooks further observed that citation behavior should be expected to differ between individuals, 
and therefore also between teams or communities.  Inconsistencies in the use of citations are 
common, seemingly reflecting local habit or practices learned in apprenticeship-like settings.  As 
Brooks (1985, 225) summarizes work by Kaplan, "... he was surprised to find no governing 
norms controlling citational practices except those given in style manuals, or those passed by 
word of mouth from professor to student."  Pockets of locally-consistent hyperlink usage are 
therefore specifically sought in this study as a form of evidence, potentially identifying a specific 
team of Web content creators. 
2.1.3.2 Hyperlinks are not citations 
Studies of the use of hyperlinks did not find their use to follow suit with citation practice.  
Wilkinson, Harries, Thelwall, and Price (2003) reported that, although academics use hyperlinks 
heavily, and for scholarly purposes, only two in 414 analyzed "were equivalent to journal 
citations."  Thelwall (2001, 1157) finds that "in contrast to citation analysis ... [hyperlinks] ... 
measure the reputations of universities and their scholars, rather than the quality of their 
publications."  Scharnhorst, van den Besselaar, and Wouters (2006) outline difficulties in 
hyperlink studies, saying "both quantitative and qualitative studies struggle with the meaning of 
the hyperlink, with the problem of how to draw boundaries around the object of study, and with 
the definition of the best unit of analysis. In the interpretation of web data, the researcher is 
moreover faced with the necessity of reflecting upon the nature of the Web as a set of converging 
media and the relation between off-line and on-line worlds."  This is augmented by Thelwall's 
(2002, 997) observation that "the web page is not a clearly understood and defined entity.  There 
are publicly available seemingly authoritative definitions that incorporate fundamental 
disagreements."  Cothey (2006) cautions that presuppositions from citation analysis may not hold 
in hyperlink analysis, asking "... do we expect (or find) that the Web’s hyperlink structure shares 
similarities with ‘real world’ communication networks or does the communication network 
mediated by the Web’s virtual hyperlinks offer a novel distinctiveness?" 
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 2.2 SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 
As Web browsing, the most frequent traversal mechanism of websites, is graphical in its 
underlying implementation, this suggests that graph structure, either whole-website or localized, 
may be an important source of information.  To this end, social network analysis techniques for 
graph analyses seem applicable (Thelwall and Payne, 2005).  Marcus, Moy, and Coffman (2007) 
took particular note of the metrics of node degree, graph density, and graph diameter.  Hyperlink-
based analysis of website structure is the analysis of a website as a graph, with nodes (document 
files) connected by directed edges (hyperlinks).1  As websites may include hyperlink usage 
patterns reflecting the social organizations behind their creation, the graphical analysis techniques 
of social network analysis deserve investigation concerning their potential applicability.  Park and 
Thelwall (2003) state that, “compared to other Web methods such as a content-based analysis, the 
relative advantage of hyperlink analysis is that it is able to examine the way in which Web sites 
form a certain kind of relations with others via hyperlinks,” and “using this information in 
combination with other Web analyses can contribute to the understanding of why and how certain 
types of contents come to appear on Web sites.”   In a converse research application, Burt 
describes archives as a potential source of social networks for analysis (1983). 
Social network analysis arose from use of the mathematical model of graphs applied in the 
analysis of social relationships between actors (Nadel, 1964; Coleman, 1964; Wasserman and 
Faust 1994).  In sociology, actors typically model individuals, groups, and occasionally 
autonomous devices.  In social network analysis, links between actors generally model persistent 
relationships or communications channels between those actors.  A variety of computational tools 
have been created for use in social network analysis, including Pajek (de Nooy, Mrvar, and 
Batagelj, 2005) and dendrogram provisions in R (Maindonald and Braun, 2007). 
Lorrain and White (1971, 50) noted the potential usefulness of their work in other contexts than 
sociology, saying "although the elements of our framework are stable expectations held by 
persons, it should be possible to deal in this way with macroscopic flows either of material 
resources or of abstractions."  Modeling computer-mediated communication mechanisms via 
social network analysis techniques, particularly noting the potential applicability of the concepts 
of network positional equivalence (Lorrain and White, 1971; Burt, 1976; White and Reitz, 1983) 
and blockmodeling (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Batagelj, 1997), was initially suggested by 
                                                     
1 Graphs in many SNA applications employ undirected or symmetric edges (Wasserman & Faust, 1994), 
however Web hyperlinks are inherently directional in the nature of their construction.  Web hyperlinks 
originate within various markup language tags within one file that reference another, or the same, file. 
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 Garton, Haythorthwaite, and Wellman (1997).  Electrical engineering and mathematical 
applications of graphs have long been widespread, and include analysis of the flow of circuit-
level information (e.g., signals, voltages). 
Considering a website as a form of computer-mediated communication, involving multiple 
messages and an indeterminate group of authors situated in a socialized organization, the question 
is raised whether social network analysis techniques may disclose structural information to the 
analyst that is not otherwise readily discernable due to the complexities of hyperlinked 
information space.  Of particular interest in preservation appraisal applications is whether graph-
based analytical results are more robust under frequent and postulated Web and website revision 
than are directory-based analyses. 
Park and Thelwall (2003) suggest the use of social network analysis methods in hyperlink 
analysis, but only "in conjunction with improved techniques for data collection, validation and 
interpretation."  Interpreting Web hyperlinks as a modeled communications channel is termed 
"hyperlink network analysis" by Park and Thelwall, casting hyperlinks "between Web sites (or 
Web pages) as social and communicational ties," where social network analysis methods apply, 
as contrasted with webometrics, which “has tended to apply much simpler techniques combined 
with a more in-depth investigation into the validity of hypotheses about possible interpretations of 
the results.”  The social network analysis methods and concepts used in this research, and allied 
methods they entrain are the notions of equivalence, blockmodeling, and hierarchical cluster 
analysis.  These methods are discussed subsequently.  Additionally, parallels between the 
hyperlink usage pattern evidence being sought here with the "tool mark" evidence of diplomatics 
are discussed. 
2.2.1 Modeling Websites With Social Network Analysis Methods 
In applying social network analysis methods in this research, the files of a website are considered 
the actors, and therefore the nodes in the social network graph.  The hyperlinks are therefore 
modeled as the relations between actors, represented as the edges of the graph (Iacobucci, 1994).  
The following constraints affect the completeness of a social network graph obtained using spider 
downloads. 
1. As a consequence of the nature of hyperlinks in the Web, the hyperlink relation is 
directed (i.e., each hyperlink has an origin and a destination node), because each 
hyperlink is defined by an HTML tag within a markup file, so the existence of a 
hyperlink from node A to node B says nothing about the possible existence of a hyperlink 
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 from node B to node A.  (Other hypertext systems than the Web, such as discussed in 
Appendix B, employ bi- or multi-directional hyperlink implementations, with 
correspondingly different implications for their modeling as social network graphs.) 
2. As a consequence of using the particular Web spider selected by the Illinois State Library, 
graph nodes corresponding to non-markup language files cannot be the origin of 
hyperlink edges as the spider never processes such files seeking embedded hyperlink 
directives.  While vendors selling tools that use various proprietary file formats have been 
embedding hyperlink capabilities within their products, and as such what is considered 
the complete hypertext graph of a website might be larger than the markup-only portion, 
the continuing need to add file format processing capabilities to spiders encounters the 
practical limitation of affordability on the part of the spider developer.  The exclusion of 
the possibility that non-markup files could contain hyperlinks is a system-wide bias in 
this study.  However, as proprietary hyperlinks have been rather recent additions (e.g., for 
Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft Word, and Macromedia Flash formats), perhaps the older 
mass of Illinois documents predates this capability, and the loss of information has not 
been too great. 
3. Per general spider operation convention, files located on Web servers other than the 
server being copied are generally not retrieved, or if retrieved, are not processed to 
extract embedded hyperlinks, and as such also cannot be the node of origin of hyperlink 
edges. 
2.2.2 Equivalence 
The notion of equivalence in social networks arose out of interest in reducing the network being 
analyzed through the combination of actors, "discrete individual, corporate, or collective social 
units" (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, 17), having similar relationship situations (here, hyperlink 
neighbors) within the network, into one "position." (Burt, 1976)  Any ability to reduce the size of 
an analyzed website graph is attractive, given the frequent occurrence of very large websites.  
Simplification of analytical graphs by merging "groups of nodes that had a high semantic 
relation" was also suggested by Botafogo and Shneiderman (1991, 72), although not within social 
network analysis, but based on content analysis.  Content-independent analysis using website 
structure, though not using blockmodeling, was also investigated in the "community identification 
algorithms" of Thelwall (2003). 
Hyperlinks are at least occasionally used in consistent ways, at least on highly local scales (e.g., 
the navigation and convenience links in Figure 1, or in various lists of hyperlinked resources, 
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 typically volumes or issues of serial or series publications).  Even a scrap of consistency is 
potentially useful in identifying both related material and, when it is also detected elsewhere, 
other regions of a website that appear to have been produced by the same authoring or production 
team.  Equivalence, indicated in the nature of the relationships (edges, hyperlinks) is a different 
type of information from the content of the files.  That a file, for example, contains hyperlinks to 
the same set of convenient or navigational targets, and is linked to by a certain page that provides 
the list of online annual reports, would make it structurally equivalent to, say, another file already 
known to be an annual report.  The implication would be, not that this second file is definitely an 
annual report, but that it occurs in the same region of the graph of the website as do annual 
reports.  That rather strongly suggests that the file could be an annual report, but it certainly may 
also be other things (e.g., perhaps related things, such as a list of contributing authors, a glossary, 
or a resource commonly used in interpreting annual reports such as a map of the counties of 
Illinois). 
Pirolli, Pitkow, and Rao, (1996) contrast the Web with the "explicit structure and strong typing 
found in many closed hypertext systems," (e.g., see a discussion of the different hyperlink 
mechanisms of alternative hypertext systems in Appendix B) as the possibility of broken links 
due to implementation choices for the Web "further complicates the already difficult problem of 
identifying usable structures and aggregates in hypertext collections."  As such, analytical 
techniques such as regular equivalence (White and Reitz, 1983; Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj, 
1994), employing a more broadly defined notion of equivalence, are more desirable in this 
application than the earlier and more demanding technique of structural equivalence (Lorrain and 
White, 1971).   
In the structural equivalence model of Lorrain and White, actors can only be merged into a 
position if they have links of the same direction (if the study involves relations having direction, 
e.g., "likes," or "exports to") to and from exactly the same set of actors.  That restriction often 
cannot be met in practice (e.g., assembly line employees communicating only with their 
immediate supervisor, and among other employees in their group would be considered 
structurally equivalent, however employees of another supervisor, although perhaps performing 
exactly the same list of tasks, would not be considered structurally equivalent because their 
supervisor is a different actor in the network).  Further, "when dealing with actual networks of 
relations, the strong definition of equivalence has little utility since there are likely to be minor 
differences between structurally equivalent positions due to sampling variability, errors of 
observation, and/or theoretically trivial differences between actors." (Burt, 1976, 96)  A more 
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 realistic form, regular equivalence, was advanced (White and Reitz, 1983) which considers actors 
equivalent if their relations are with actors that are in turn equivalent.  In the preceding example, 
the assembly line workers would be considered regularly equivalent.  The factory's first-line 
supervisors would also be regularly equivalent with one another, although they supervise 
different individuals. 
Blockmodeling algorithms, combining graph nodes by equivalence, must also be tolerant of data 
incongruities and error (Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj, 2005a; Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj, 
2005b), including adaptation due to the directedness of Web hyperlinks, as contrasted with 
analysis of undirected social relations. 
2.2.3 Blockmodeling 
Blockmodeling uses the notion of equivalence, merging the nodes of multiple actors, based on 
similarities in their structural locations within networks, that is, the relationships (represented as 
graph edges) they have with specific other actors.  In this analysis, actors are equated with files of 
a website, and graph edges with the hyperlinks.  Per Wasserman and Faust (1994, 417), "systems 
characterized by a hierarchy, the domination of one or more positions over others, and cohesive 
subgroups can be represented by blockmodels."  Government agencies certainly seem to meet 
those criteria, so seemingly interrelationships in their information products (websites) can be 
expected to as well. 
Interpretation of blockmodels involves using attributes of actors to describe the resulting 
positions.  "If there are systematic differences between positions in the characteristics of their 
members, then we have some external validation of the blockmodel." (Wasserman and Faust, 
1994, 408)  Blockmodeling, where successful, reduces the size of the graph being analyzed, 
possibly thereby enabling analysis of large (e.g., state government) websites.  Aggregations of 
actors into positions result, with the aggregate of inter-actor relations specifying the inter-position 
relations.  However, social network analysis methods, and blockmodeling in particular, have 
typically been employed involving far smaller networks than large government websites 
(Wasserman and Faust, 1994), and there are implementation difficulties in performing the 
mathematics of blockmodeling on very large graphs, especially when using a general tool such as 
Pajek (de Nooy, Mrvar, Batagelj, 2005).  This necessarily limits the explorations of this research 
to smaller website graphs. 
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 2.2.4 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Hierarchical cluster analysis, using the graph constructed from website spider results, is a 
necessary prerequisite in performing the blockmodeling analysis.  Fortuitously, hierarchical 
cluster analysis itself discloses information drawn from the graph structure of the website, 
including indicating document file relatedness on the basis of closeness based on hyperlink 
strengths within a sub-graph. 
2.2.5 Tool Marks, Workgroups, and Diplomatics 
Hyperlink patterns might arise from sources such as organizational rules concerning publications, 
templates (either prescribed, or convenient in origin), interfacing with document retrieval 
programs, community norms, and habits.  Patterns discerned using clues left by webpage 
authoring tools still indicate some form of author community, even if the relationship is no closer 
than, say, "those who have a certain tool available, and who use it in the accomplishment of their 
work." 
Social and normative forces at work on website authors are not necessarily coterminous with the 
websites produced or the organization employing these authors.  In hierarchical organizations 
such as in government, a number of agencies, with their associated websites, may fall under the 
same superordinate agency, and be somewhat administratively regulated in their publication of 
materials via their website.  Conversely, workgroups within a large agency may evolve their own, 
regional norms and practices in how they accomplish publication of their materials via the larger 
organizational website, as a path easier than the detailed coordination of all the staff engaged in 
Web work.  Other suggestions arising from parts of organization theory are discussed 
subsequently.  Accordingly, intra-website links may also bear information that may indicate 
importance of document files, and so are also worthy of study.  
Diplomatics, a discipline predating and contributing to archival science, studies production 
practices and conventions evidenced in documentary artifacts as a means to establishing the 
genuineness of the artifact, and indirectly, of the information contained therein (Duranti, 1998).  
Many quantitative and qualitative labels are possible from review of the documentary artifact, 
such as an appraisal of its age, materials and methods of production, conformance with 
established formats, preambles, closings, signatures, seals, and other authenticators.  Still more 
qualitative labels are possible concerning the information contained within the document, in that 
it, at best, reflects what was known or believed by the document author at the time of authoring.  
As such, that information may or may not be at variance with other items of the historical record.  
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 It, for example, does not invalidate a documentary artifact as historical evidence if the document 
author had not yet learned of an event in a distant place.  As most of the nuances of diplomatics 
analysis do not apply to this research, by taking only a loose parallel to diplomatics analysis, it 
may be possible to identify authoring groups active in website construction by evidence 
embedded in the document text (outside the scope of this research) or the hyperlink structural 
patterns.  If so, and if a group tends to perform the same or similar work repeatedly (e.g., 
substantially the same committee prepares the quarterly and annual reports, continually), then 
knowing something of the authoring or publishing group may disclose the identities of their other 
information products. 
Along these lines, a variety of graph features, including loops, which are often discarded in social 
network analysis (Wasserman, and Faust, 1994), are useful in this research.  The most common 
forms of loop (i.e., a hyperlink pointing to the file that contains it) currently used are on-page 
navigation links (e.g., convenience measures added for the reader, linking back to the top of the 
page from many vertically distributed locations down long pages, or the converse table of 
contents like links taking the reader from the top of a long page down to the section of interest).  
Use of such links is not a requirement of some Web technology, nor are uses of such links 
standardized external to the organization operating the website.  As such, conventions in their use 
are more locally chosen, encoded either by individual effort, or automatically in the document 
production tools used.  This, in turn, is a form of evidence of local action, with the possibility that 
this action may also be evidenced elsewhere in the website indicating co-authorship.   
Navigation bars, typically applied in a template-like fashion, are similarly useful.  The use of 
blockmodeling, based on regular equivalence and some tolerance for error or other mismatch in 
the website graph, is particularly valuable in analysis of graphs resulting from Web pages 
containing standardized navigation bars.  First, the multiple links of the navigation bar do not 
result in a difference in the hyperlink pattern of the nodes corresponding to these Web pages, 
allowing the collapse of such nodes into a single block, if otherwise warranted.  Second, minor 
discrepancies need not invalidate the candidate grouping of nodes (files) into blocks.  Small 
lexical variations, such as the hyperlink within the navigation bar that would have pointed to the 
current page being disabled by website convention, thereby do not perturb the defining of a 
candidate block.  It would seem much more difficult to accomplish this recognition of structural 
equivalence using strictly content analysis techniques. 
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 Thelwall (2004) reports that replicated links, such as those injected by tools, are also problematic, 
as they often overshadow the hyperlink counts to other pages.  However, if the tools inject these 
hyperlinks across all the files of the website, blockmodeling should discern no uniqueness among 
nodes, and thereby not be drawn into error by the presence of even extensive template-like 
hyperlink use. 
Botafogo and Shneiderman (1991, 65), in discussing their compactness metric, describe how a 
high value “means that each node has many links and that consequently there are potentially 
many cycles," and "might also indicate a poorly organized hypertext.”  Conversely, too low a 
value "indicates insufficient links and that possibly parts of the hypertext are disconnected.”  
Further, they observe that, as the same hypertext authoring environment was used by all their 
authors "the system induced authors to produce similarly structured hypertexts,” indicating 
another form of behavioral pattern that might be detectable in the documents produced.  It is also 
plausible that the creators of such a region of hypertext might be creatures of habit, exhibiting 
similar hyperlink usage patterns or tool use in other Web materials they create.  Both habit- and 
tool-induced patterns should be detectable via hyperlink analysis.  If the authoring assignments to 
such a group are similar (e.g., periodic reporting or publications associated with a certain subject), 
the co-author information could be utilized to alert archivists and librarians to other website 
regions of potential interest. 
2.3 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
In supposing the information products of a government agency might be strictly segregated in the 
website using a hierarchical directory structure, a view of government agencies as strongly 
centrally controlled evinces itself.  If work is strongly centrally controlled and proceeds in a 
hierarchical manner, information products that would rightly be termed an archival series or sub-
series cannot fail to be located in the appropriate hierarchical niche (e.g., directory).  In addition 
to the claims of the Arizona model, a hierarchical publishing model may well match "pre-Web 
conventions" of what series publications of government agencies should look like, akin to Bar-
Ilan's work with academic websites (2005, 974).  In other literatures, particularly those dealing 
with how people communicate and work within organizations, and more specifically, within 
bureaucratic organizations such as is typical in government, a variety of communications and 
power mechanisms are addressed that disagree with an assumption of strong central control.  
Though one might suppose government agencies to be authoritarian, this need not be so for all 
agencies.  Additionally, the literature of how technology work is accomplished in organizations 
discloses a number of boundary-crossing behaviors in the pursuit of the help necessary to 
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 accomplish work tasks, particularly technical tasks.  If communication within some agencies is 
actually less structured and less centrally controlled, it is possible the information products 
produced by the parts of that agency might not be organized and accessed via mutually exclusive 
mechanisms such as the branches of a directory hierarchy. 
Like other work within organizations, website work may be done in ways that do not strictly 
conform to organizational hierarchical decomposition, or in multiple convenient ways.  Meyer 
and Rowan (1977/1981, 341) state that "a sharp distinction should be made between the formal 
structure of an organization and its actual day-to-day work activities," and that "prevailing 
theories assume that the coordination and control of activity are the critical dimensions on which 
formal organizations have succeeded in the modern world... but much of the empirical research 
on organizations casts doubt on this assumption."  
Worker adaptations for obtaining help in technical topics have shown a disregard for potentially 
constricting organizational hierarchies and rules, in favor of expeditiously making contact with 
persons capable of providing needed help (Nardi and Miller, 1991; Gasser, 1986; Johnson,1996; 
Orr, 1996).  Orlikowski (2000, 409) firmly situates technology utilization in the social, saying 
"use of technology is strongly influenced by users' understandings of the properties and 
functionality of a technology, and these are strongly influenced by the images, descriptions, 
rhetorics, ideologies, and demonstrations presented by intermediaries such as vendors, journalists, 
consultants, champions, trainers, managers, and 'power' users."  Johnson (1996) further laments 
that the document and information expertise such as publishers, librarians, and archivists could 
contribute is generally lacking in the production of government websites,2 potentially further 
motivating help-seeking. 
My over eight years of website preservation work with the Illinois State Library, and two years 
involving the state libraries from six additional states, has revealed a wide variety of website 
organizational practices, often varying markedly within individual websites.  If government 
website workers are unfamiliar with archival and library document preservation practices and 
requirements, or if they employ locally derived expediencies to “get the job done,” including 
informally borrowing templates and techniques from colleagues, it is unlikely they will 
fortuitously happen to organize website structures coincident with archival series and sub-series.  
                                                     
2 In defense of government website workers, and lest all the problem examples herein give the wrong 
impression, government agencies are not unique in this regard (Signore, 2005).  
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 It is, however, possible that copied materials and techniques may leave forms of evidence of these 
behaviors in the website files and structures produced. 
Positing a hierarchically decomposed website structure reflects ideas reminiscent of the 
functional decomposition analysis of organizations by an archivist in the process of making 
acquisition appraisal and macro-appraisal decisions (Cook, 1992; Bearman, 1992 and 1996).  
However, a website is not an organization, but rather a group of information products of various 
parts of an organization.  How those parts come to exist, and how they come to be logically 
structured in the way they are involves the work of people within organizations, particularly in 
the sections of the organizations related to the use or administration of Web-related technologies.  
Orlikowski (2000, 406) particularly cautions that "assumptions of technological stability, 
completeness, and predictability break down in the face of empirical research that shows people 
modifying technologies and their conceptions of technology long after design and development," 
and that "such assumptions are also inappropriate in the context of the dynamically 
reconfigurable, user-programmable, and highly internetworked technologies being developed and 
used today." 
Lindblom (1959, 81) discusses policy formulation by government administrators, and in 
particular the method principally used, the "method of successive limited comparisons," which 
operates, and succeeds, by "...continually building out from the current situation, step-by-step and 
by small degrees."  As incorporation of website publishing as a form of information publishing by 
an agency requires policy shifts, accompanied by implementation technology shifts, it seems 
extensive redesign (Lindblom's "root method") of information handling in document form within 
government agencies will rarely occur.  Such occurrence is made all the less likely due to the 
much higher cost of a redesign when compared to an incremental change.  A series of incremental 
changes seems less likely to produce a website structure corresponding to the archival series and 
subseries of an agency than would a bottom-up (re-)design, further calling into question the 
assumption that directory analyses alone will be sufficiently informative for archival analyses. 
A website, like the organization employing all the content contributors, is a social construction, 
and therefore probably exhibits localized variation.  The nature of cooperating work within 
organizations therefore needs to be considered in appraising the likelihood of workers’ organizing 
the website in ways that match the organizational practices of professional archivists or librarians.  
For example, Brooks, in the early days of the Web (1985, 223), said that, within academic 
websites, "authorship is essentially a private process."  But, in government websites, authorship is 
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 usually corporate (e.g., annual reports, or informational publications are issued on behalf of the 
organization as a whole, and reflect contributions from multiple departments).  For example, 
reflecting the tendency toward corporate authoring, the "State GILS" metadata system used by the 
Illinois State Library3, and formerly several other states (Zussy, 2000), contains five tags for 
hierarchically-decomposed corporate author identification, but none for personal author 
identification.  As a product of collective human work, a website can be expected to reflect 
influences from the various contributing workers, themselves reflecting influences of their 
prevailing situations within the organization.   
Orlikowski and Robey (1991, 145) examine the roots of conflicting types of studies of 
organizations, and how two camps have emerged, one based on treating social reality as 
subjective, where, after Weber, social systems are understood to be the products of "meaningful 
human behavior," and the other treating social reality as objective, with "social systems which are 
seen to be independent of and constraining human action," after Durkheim.  With the contribution 
of structuration theory by Giddens (1984), the presumption that the subjective and objective 
understandings must be mutually exclusive drops away.  Organizations both influence and shape 
social relations, and are shaped by purposeful action of individuals and groups.  Reliance on an 
organization's hierarchy and its website directory structure moving in lockstep, as a constraint on 
website authors concerning acceptable document locations, is strongly objectivist, disallowing the 
possibility employees may create local adaptations. 
Britan’s summary of the dynamics of the federal bureaucracy (1981) provides an overview of 
developments in organizational theory since the early 20th Century.  Assumptions that 
organizational Web work conforms to hierarchical decompositions of organizational work reflect 
early analyses of bureaucracies by Weber (1947), and the “scientific administration” literature of 
the early 20th Century, wherein “bureaucracies achieve their success through well-defined formal 
structures," with an explicit hierarchical system, orderly spheres of competence and responsibility, 
specified roles.  "Their members' individual interests, goals, and relationships do not intrude into 
the work environment.” (Britan, 1981, 14) 
Britan summarizes the post-Weber “neoclassical” view of bureaucracy of the 1960s that “focused 
on the study of ‘informal organization’ - the everyday activities that occurred outside the formally 
defined bureaucratic roles, but which still had a crucial effect on a bureaucracy's functioning,” 
wherein “anthropologists emphasized the informal social groupings that were often at odds with 
                                                     
3 "State GILS" metadata (Frankenfeld, 2007) reference materials provided by the Illinois State Library to 
Illinois agencies are available on the web (http://www.finditillinois.org/metadata/indexingsites.htm). 
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 an organization's formally defined rules. This informal organization defined ‘subcultural groups’ 
whose members were strongly influenced by group norms, sentiments, and status-seeking. 
Anthropologists realized that formal organizations were far more complicated than their structural 
blueprints…” in recognition that strict hierarchical models simply did not match studies of 
worker behavior.  “Open-systems” approaches in the 1970s reflected the evolved understanding 
“that the functioning of a bureaucracy could not be derived from existing formal rules, but was a 
complex outcome of internal social process and external conditions beyond the organization's 
control.” (Britan, 1981, 19) 
In recognition that bureaucracy workers must frequently exceed the formal definitions of their 
roles, and considering worker adaptive behavior in seeking advice on use of new technology 
items (e.g., as in Nardi and Miller), it cannot be expected that Web work in a large organization 
should strictly follow organizational architectural division.   Instead, Web workers may devise 
and use production methods of their own as “spontaneous and functional adaptation by human 
actors to the problems of bureaucratic life.” (Britan, 1981, 16)  Heimeriks and Van den Besselaar 
(2006) note this, saying "communications between actors (e.g., between co-producers of 
knowledge, between collaborators in research projects, or between users and producers of 
knowledge) are not randomly distributed but take place in clusters or communities."  Orlikowski, 
Yates, Okamura, and Fujimoto (1995, 423) discuss the importance of certain individuals in 
technology deployment projects, noting that "the system's use was significantly influenced by the 
activities of a few individuals who shaped users' interaction with the conferencing technology, 
modified features of the technology, and altered the context of use... both initially at the point of 
adoption, as well as over time as needs, preferences, experiences, and conditions changed."   
As Web workers are producing material (files and hyperlinks) which can be retrieved and 
analyzed, it may be possible to detect, in their information products, evidence of the actions and 
conventions of such informal groups, as has been done for centuries in diplomatics with tangible 
documentary material, as Duranti (1998, 173) considers it "essential to recognize how the 
informational content of the archival fonds is determined by the functions of its creator, how its 
shape (the organization of collectives of documents within the fonds) is determined by the 
organizational structure within which it was produced, and how the form and interrelationships of 
its records (within each collective) are determined by the activities and procedures which 
generated them." 
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 The presence of strict controls over Web workers is contraindicated by other studies that disclose 
frequent inattention to detail and to standards in government website implementation and 
operation, such as Johnson (1996) and Jackson (2003, 2005).  Though one may suppose, or wish, 
government to be formal, thoroughly regulated, and audited, implementation of websites seems to 
remain rather outside those descriptions, in many cases.   
Hierarchical assumptions concerning who interacts with whom within organizations in the 
process of accomplishing work are also in conflict with studies of the individual in organizations, 
and of groups dealing with technology deployments.  As Web workers within an organization 
attempt to accomplish their work, they can be expected to form informal alliances and 
cooperating groups.  Examples of studies of such behavior include; Nardi and Miller's report on 
the coming of spreadsheets to an office (1991), Gasser's study of the sociology of computer-
related work in organizations (1986), Star and Ruhleder's reporting of adoption of emergent 
information dissemination mechanisms, despite simultaneous involvement of the research 
subjects in a study evaluating a different, specific mechanism (1996), or Orlikowski and Yates 
(1994) finding of rich adaptations being made to e-mail communication by a distributed group of 
knowledge workers, in response to emergent needs of their community, or Orr's discussion of use 
of lunch-hour conversation as opposed to reliance on deterministic technical manuals by 
photocopier repair technicians (1996).  Per Gasser (1986, 222), "Appropriate and rational action 
is defined by the demands of the work situation and the institutional arrangements surrounding 
computing, not by the ideologies of managers or the presumed necessities of system structure."   
My lengthy observation suggests state government inter-agency cooperation is seldom close.  
Further, as organizations suffer fiscal pressure, there are fewer resources available to seek 
external synergistic combinations.  Operating a website, or portion thereof, is, therefore, often a 
thing undertaken quite locally.  If website materials reflect the necessary involvement of those 
having the capability to accomplish Web-based publishing, decomposition of the website strictly 
along organizational hierarchical lines cannot be expected to hold.  Within such a website it 
cannot be presumed that document files are located in predictable, centrally specified locations.  
Directory names must be used with considerable circumspection as encodings of information, 
such as being potential indicators of document relatedness or archival series or sub-collection co-
membership. 
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 Conversely, many websites are so small as to perhaps be the product of one mind.  Approaching 
this limiting case, directories alone are perhaps a sufficient information organizing device.  
Essentially, the group of Web workers seems to have collapsed to the minimum -- one person. 
Sociological studies of organizations have addressed factors that influence the diffusion of 
innovations, particularly technology innovations, e.g., (Gasser, 1986; Orlikowski and Robey, 
1991; Rogers, 1995; Orlikowski and Yates, 1994; Star and Ruhleder, 1996).  Teaming of Web 
workers seems to follow social practices like those involved in the diffusion of other technologies, 
especially in that individuals have varying skill levels, and markedly different opinions of their 
own Web abilities (Johnson, 1996), and may turn to one another for advice and assistance as they 
go about accomplishing their work, as was observed in connection with the spreadsheet-focused 
study of Nardi and Miller (1991).  Bingham (1976), though pre-dating the Web by many years, 
cites multiple studies and lists many factors that both promote and inhibit adoption of innovation 
by local government, including reflection of situational aspects that differ markedly in detail from 
corporate industry.  The socialized nature of innovation diffusion suggests the possibility of 
teaming behavior among Web workers, which in turn suggests strictly hierarchical Web 
document authoring practices are unlikely. 
Rogers (1995, 18) discusses "communication channels" that are the transmission medium of 
information concerning an innovation, saying "most people depend mainly upon a subjective 
evaluation that is conveyed to them from other individuals like themselves who have previously 
adopted the innovation," and noting that "the transfer of ideas occurs most frequently between 
two individuals who are similar, or homophilous."  Homophily in the workplace not only follows 
the top-down flow of the "org chart," but also in lateral, peer-to-peer communication that is 
usually not drawn on the chart.  This, too, suggests social factors may influence how Web 
technologies actually get used to create and manage the document content of websites.  
Individuals with similar communication-based role labels in organizations would result in a 
blockmodel consisting of a single block.  If workers learn Web techniques and norms from one 
another, it can be expected the webpages produced will exhibit similar hyperlink usage practices, 
which should enable these webpages to also collapse to a single block under blockmodel analysis. 
Tensions in the workplace between task prescription and worker adaptations to prevailing 
situations have been widely analyzed (Britan, 1981; Giddens, 1984; Orlikowski and Robey, 1991).  
It may be that the nature of communications and authority flow within organizations, particularly 
bureaucratic organizations, affects the nature of websites organizations produce.  If 
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 superordinates rigidly control what is done and how it is done, perhaps website structures would 
naturally then reflect a hierarchical decomposition into topical parts or functional regions. 
In discussing how relatively greater employee mobility within and between organizations in the 
United States, in contrast with Europe, affects the nature of work within organizations, Bearman 
(1992, 177) states that, in the presence of this increased mobility, "methods of work are strongly 
influenced by the personal styles and work history of the employees who are judged by results 
rather than by adherence to organizational practices."  Bearman further applies organizational 
cultural analyses by Hofstede (1980a, 1980b, 1983) in mapping national archival approaches into 
four different categories, named by Hofstede and elaborated upon by Mead (1990); "full 
bureaucracy," "market bureaucracy," "workflow bureaucracy," and "personnel bureaucracy."  
These distinctions are made on the basis of the four quadrants resulting from high and low values 
of Hofstede's "power distance" and "uncertainty avoidance" measures.  The nature of power, and 
the control of work, varies between the categories.  As communication and power vesting varies 
widely across the different types of bureaucracies, consideration needs to be given to admitting 
alternative, non-hierarchical mechanisms for the segregation of information products of 
government agencies within websites. 
More recently, communication within an organization has been found to effect how websites are 
constructed, particularly including a need for the understanding of content and functionality to be 
negotiated, in the absence of one all-knowing authority.  Lin (2007) reports organization size, 
structure and internal communications were all associated with website effectiveness in its 
assigned role.  This, despite a paucity of formalisms in website design, and the employment of 
locally unique ad hoc methods.  Lin (2007, 43) advocates use of the theory of rhetorical situation 
in analysis of the negotiation and interpretation of website requirements, as being particularly 
valuable when organizational goals are uncertain or not mutually understood, saying "An 
organizational website is the outcome of organizational leaders engaging in a dialogue with 
organizational members and together defining organizational realities, overcoming constraints, 
and responding to exigencies."   
Lemke (1999) reports open discussion of the role of the website in an organization can be 
particularly helpful in achieving a shared understanding of the mission of the organization.  
Perhaps information products published using older media have not triggered such an observation 
as their percentage change is smaller than the newer and more technologically volatile Web 
products.  Dhillon (2008) reports individual technical competence is insufficient to implement an 
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 effective information technology product.  Instead, "organizational competence", consisting of 
technical, managerial, and general management skills was needed, with the ability of effectively 
communicating across these categories of people implied. 
2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY 
This research will benefit from tools and analytical techniques of webometrics and social network 
analysis.  Graph characteristics from those literatures may be discoverable in classifier training 
and may contribute to the ability to classify website hypertext graphs on the basis of structural 
type. 
Overall power law distributions of hyperlinks were found in webometrics studies to be locally 
interruptible when large numbers of files are processed through automated means.  This suggests 
that hyperlink patterns in websites primarily delivering their information content via scripts may 
have unique hypertext graph characteristics.  The dissimilarity of the webometrics concepts of 
hubs and authorities suggest hypertext graph dissimilarities may also exist when a website has a 
primary role of document dissemination.  "Small world" links, when scaled down to examine 
only the hypertext graph of a particular website, may indicate non-automated production of 
webpages, as opposed to automated webpages which would be expected to include a fixed set of 
links in all instances.  Motivations for hyperlink generation are many, and, though studied 
primarily outside of government websites, suggest considerable variation will be encountered in 
hypertext graph analysis.  This argues for the use of multiple example websites, so as to attempt 
to encompass a range of hyperlink authoring behaviors. 
The literature of organization theory suggests a range of website structural types and mission foci 
may exist, reflecting to some degree the dynamics of the organization operating the website.  In 
particular, considering technology capabilities to likely be vested in only some agency staff 
members, the give-and-take pragmatics of making the website operate may be better supported in 
less authoritarian agencies, depending on the agency balance of power and communications 
effectiveness.  So, websites may occasionally reflect in their structure implementation 
impracticalities resulting from social forces.  Conversely, in technologically intense activities 
such as website design and implementation, perhaps frank communication with supervisors is a 
necessity, and authoritarian regimes are in decline.  A range of websites should be examined as a 
series of ethnographic studies are not available to describe variations in agency organizational 
dynamics. 
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 Studies of technology work, particularly help-seeking in technology work contexts, and the 
diffusion of innovations, suggest website staff members are likely to obtain help from known-
reliable sources, regardless of the sub-part of the agency to which the seeker and the source are 
administratively assigned.  Pressures to accomplish tasks are known to engender alliances of 
convenience and the use of "work-arounds."  As a consequence of all of these, website 
construction conventions may be replicated in parts of the website addressing different sub-parts 
of the information delivery concerns of the agency.  Replicated details having their origins in the 
tools and practices involved in webpage creation may suggest co-authorship, at the individual or 
community of practice level, as was much earlier observed in diplomatics.  Such replications may 
be observable in the hypertext graph structure, particularly in cases involving manually 
constructed websites. 
As the structure studied here is that of one website, the analysis granularity will be files and their 
embedded hyperlinks, in contrast to webometrics studies which often address whole websites or 
the multiple websites of large organizations.  As the internal hyperlinks of one website are under 
the control of the agency operating the website, these hyperlinks may not have the value and 
information richness of those of independent authorship.  Studies of document relatedness, 
including the construction of search engines, often discount the importance of intra-website 
hyperlinks, but their use is definitional in studies of individual website structure. 
Social network analysis methods based on modeling of persistent relationships between 
individuals using methods adapted from graph theory appear particularly promising in analysis of 
website hypertext graphs.  Viewing documents (files) as a type of persistent member of the 
information products of an agency, and hyperlinks as reflecting some type of inter-document 
relatedness, in the view of the hyperlink author, is plausible, given the understanding of 
government agencies as social institutions, and the development of their information products as 
socially negotiated.  Hyperlinked documents should be capable of being analyzed using methods 
previously applied in computer mediated communication.  The notion of equivalence, when 
applied to a set of document products, suggest it may be possible to consider documents (files) as 
similar in purpose within the agency, on the basis of similarities in their hypertext graphs. 
This research examines, through the medium of classifier construction experiments, whether the 
hypertext graph variations suggested as consequences of what is known from other literatures (a) 
actually occur in practice, and (b) are sufficiently pronounced in magnitude to support the 
construction of a linear classifier.  Classifiers so constructed examine these questions 
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 simultaneously, across the range of features with which they are trained, as opposed to addressing 
each aspect individually.  The feature set chosen as inputs in classifier training reflects attempts to 
include, at least in some way, the effects suggested by these other literatures.  Given the resulting 
successful classifier construction (described above), subsequent studies might more precisely 
examine the origins and salience of the individual effects suggested in these other literatures. 
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 CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH PROBLEM AND CONTEXT 
Though Web structure has been studied in large scale (e.g., university-level, or national), 
comparatively little is known concerning structure as an information organization and access 
mechanism at the website level (Thelwall, 2001; Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003; Baeza-Yates and 
Castillo, 2001 and 2007).  Though utilized sometimes in powerful ways, such as in the Page Rank 
algorithm of the Google search engine (Brin and Page, 1998), hyperlink structure, as an 
information source, is recognized as underutilized (Park and Thelwall, 2003; Thelwall, 2004).  
Shortcomings impeding utilization include incomplete understanding of how structure originates 
(e.g., whether through deliberate choice, or perhaps also involving unintended consequences of 
implementation choices such as selecting an authoring tool), and an incomplete specification of 
the potentially useful information encoded within structure.  Improved knowledge of website 
structure could support decision making in the preservation of Web-distributed information, or 
website search. 
Rather than simply copy websites into preservation facilities, relying on keyword-based facilities 
to search the accumulated holdings, it is desirable to find ways for professional preservation staff 
to continue to be able to add value, via the use of abstract groupings (e.g., by subject, or 
collection membership), and added descriptive material.  There are archival science concerns that 
deferring such contributions would impose the work on a generation of professionals too far 
removed from the societal and authoring-agency context of the documents to make fully informed 
judgments (Bearman, 1996).  The projected poor classification and grouping judgments resulting 
would then impact the usefulness of the archive.  Better understanding of website structure could 
improve workflow management for preservation professionals, and presumably simplify 
processing through the forming of document file aggregations, as well as being a potential source 
of document descriptive metadata. 
The exploration of the feature set of a successful classifier informs concerning the sensitivity of 
the classifier to specific features, and hence which of the features are the more predictive.  The 
ability to construct a generally, though not perfectly successful classifier discloses that there are 
patterns in the feature set which differ for the analyzed structural types.  Classifier construction 
here was not done for some specific utilitarian purpose, but to thereby interactively explore 
relationships between the selected features and the website structural types.  The nature of those 
relationships is evidenced in the parameters of the classificatory surfaces learned by the 
classifiers.  The degree of classifier success is appraised in the degree and accuracy of separation 
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 of the input data into classes.  More detailed examination of those cases where the classifier failed 
contributed to addressing effects that may warrant the addition of features to the set, and to 
clarifying how existing features are defined and measured. 
Beginning with the variants of some common Web terms unique to this problem domain, this 
chapter then elaborates on an initial, informal suggestion of website structure based solely on a 
hierarchical directory structure, describing difficulties, shortcomings, and evidence in opposition 
to that suggestion.  Two additional structural types (i.e., script-based websites, and websites both 
organized and traversed via the hypertext graph) are then presented and justified for inclusion in 
the expanded analysis constituting this research.  Motivations behind classifier-based approaches 
to the research problem are then presented, including discussion of inherent limitations in using 
website copies as datasets.  A discussion of the information to be gained through structural 
investigations utilizing hierarchical cluster analysis and blockmodeling concludes this chapter. 
3.1 DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this research, the term "agency" indicates some organized body within state 
government that takes any type of information generation, dissemination, or preservation action 
which involves use of a website.  As websites can be operated by any level of a state government 
organization, sub-organization, or federation of organizations, striving for a precise definition of 
agency is rather futile.  Possible agencies with Illinois State Government include the Office of the 
Governor (and those of the other Constitutional Officers), standing or permanent boards, 
commissions, and committees, and the major activities under these agencies (e.g., the Illinois 
State Library and the Illinois State Archives are permanent departments under the Office of 
Secretary of State), or ephemeral activities.  Further, reorganization of the parts of state 
government is a frequent and recurring process, rendering exact enumerations moot.  Delineation 
of sub-parts or superordinates of agencies is not done here, as the focus is on the website and not 
on making explicit its particular sociological context.  Still, there remains at least a funding 
connection between some formally constructed agency of state government and the operation of 
the agency website.  The exact nature of administrative controls and the distribution of technical 
expertise within the agency vary on a case by case basis. 
For the purposes of this research, the term "website" indicates a collection of one or more Web 
servers engaged in providing agency information in digital document form, or service delivered 
via digital document form, to any user (including government officials and staff, as well as the 
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 private citizens of Illinois, or any other individual).  As websites can become arbitrarily complex, 
the websites chosen for analysis herein have, or appear to have, only one principal Web server. 
For the purposes of this research, the term "Web server" indicates a computer program providing 
connection interfaces conforming to Web conventions.  Although a single computer can function 
as the host for several Web server programs, operating under several Domain Name System 
(DNS) names simultaneously (and, at a cost savings), that possibility is not generally of concern 
to spiders engaged in website copying, and hence is ignored here.  Equally commonly, agencies 
may employ multiple Web servers to support their various public interaction modes. 
For the purposes of this research, a precise definition of the term "webpage" is not considered 
important, as it represents a grouping abstraction, concerning multiple files that the webpage 
author wishes to somehow to be simultaneously perceived by the user.  The spider accomplishing 
the file retrieval is generally unencumbered by this grouping.4  Website copies, and websites 
themselves, do not generally delineate webpage boundaries via some storage mechanism.  If an 
archive user subsequently wishes to delineate a webpage, the markup language files involved 
must be re-parsed to extract and resolve the hyperlinks. 
For the purposes of this research, the term "document" is even less important, as it represents an 
additional layer of grouping abstraction, concerning multiple webpages that the document author 
wishes to somehow be accessed as a group by the user.  Again, the spider is unaware of this 
abstraction, and, once a document is copied, it appears to be a collection of simple files, until 
markup is re-parsed. 
Delineating the sets of files that are considered to constitute Web-delivered "documents" and 
"webpages" are problematic and not universally agreed upon.  Delineation of Web documents is 
problematic in that there are not hyperlink usage conventions or hyperlink attributes that could be 
used to indicate document limits (Wilkinson, Harries, Thelwall, and Price, 2003).  A Web-
delivered document may be said, depending on the context, to consist of one or more webpages.  
As webpages typically hyperlink to multiple other webpages, deciding which of those target 
webpages are to be considered part of the same Web-delivered document is subject to some 
debate.  It may be that the author's intent and the user's information needs differ, so that their 
                                                     
4 The wget spider (Free Software Foundation, 2008) provides the '--page-requisites' command-line option 
for the purpose of ensuring retrieval of all the files necessary to re-display an entire webpage from the 
archived copy.  Use of this option is the Illinois State Library default. 
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 answers to questions concerning the inclusion of various hyperlink target webpages within the 
delineation of a certain "document" would differ. 
For the purposes of this research, the term "node" or "vertex" indicates a node in a graph 
constructed to be isomorphic to the hypertext structure of a website.  Spider operation proceeds 
on the basis of individual files, or what appear to be individual files (e.g., as in the case of the 
outputs of Web server scripts), so individual website files give rise to individual nodes within the 
hypertext graph.  With the extraction of any hyperlinks embedded within any file encoded in a 
markup language, and the subsequent retrieval of the files pointed to by those hyperlinks, the 
spider eventually retrieves all the files of the website (subject to the limitations on spider efficacy 
discussed in Appendix A, and the general spider operating configuration that only files co-
resident on the same Web server are to be retrieved). 
For the purposes of this research, the graph and social network terms "hyperlink," "link," "edge," 
"arc," and "line" are effectively synonymous as Web hyperlinks are necessarily directed and 
involve only an origin node and a destination node.  Some of the graphical analyses ignore 
directionality, effectively considering a hyperlink as an un-directed "line".  Web hyperlinks do 
not have a weight or strength, though the graph analyzed records multiple occurrences of 
duplicated links as edge strength, for use in some analyses. 
The graph constructed from the website for this research, then, has nodes corresponding to 
individual files from the website, and edges corresponding to hyperlinks encoded within any of 
those files containing markup language.  Of necessity, edges are only extracted from markup-
language files, so some nodes do not originate edges.  All nodes are pointed to by at least one 
edge, or else the spider would not have retrieved them. 
3.2 STRUCTURE THROUGH STRICT DIRECTORY HIERARCHIES 
In the relative absence of consensus on the nature of website structure, analysis of government 
websites strictly on the basis of directory hierarchy was claimed as sufficient in the Arizona 
model (Pearce-Moses and Kaczmarek, 2005; Wells and Pearce-Moses, 2006).  A top-down, 
specific decomposition of information product lines according to some criteria conforms with 
understandings of work in centralized-power bureaucracies having little inter-level 
communication, though government bureaucracies may not all function in such a way.  At its core, 
the Arizona model seeks ways that website structure might inform archival decision making.  
However, the claim was not investigated for validity, or regarding the extent of its applicability.  
Contrary suggestions, discussed in Chapter 3, follow motivations behind alternative organization 
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 of document artifacts in websites, drawing on prevailing understandings in the literature 
concerning how people accomplish technology work in organizations. 
Using website directories as simultaneously an information organization and file storage 
mechanism has implications for the nature of the hyperlinks that must correspondingly be 
provided.  At a minimum, some form of hyperlink access tree-like sub-graph of the entire website 
graph must be created in order for users and spiders to have Web-based access to the files.  
Presumably such hypertext sub-graphs incorporate structures something like those illustrated in 
Figure 2, incorporating hyperlinks to support tree-like descent from the general (e.g., series) to 
the specific (e.g., volume or issue). 
Expanded knowledge of the principles of website structure can inform preservation decision 
making in the archivist's transaction, record, and evidence-oriented senses, and in the librarian's 
publication-oriented sense.  Different processes and considerations are involved in appraisal of 
documentary material for those different purposes, however archivists, librarians, and even 
website users can potentially benefit in perceiving the information conveyed by the structure of 
the website.  Government bodies use the Web as a publication medium, but not all of what is 
published, regardless of medium, is selected for long-term preservation.  As the quantity of 
website information exceeds what preservation agency staff can examine in detail (Matthews, 
Burnett, Cain, Dow, McFadden, and Baish, 2003), filtering and grouping technologies of many 
types are desirable to reduce the amount of staff time expended in support of preservation 
decision making (Pardo, Burke and Kwon, 2006).  In the absence of a more complete model of 
website structure, OCLC has constructed a set of open-source software tools based on the 
Arizona model, to retrieve copies of websites via spider and then assist an analyst in navigating 
directories and subdirectories during archival appraisal.5  Natural language techniques are widely 
studied and applied elsewhere, and, though clearly applicable in content analysis and document 
grouping tools, are outside the scope of this research.  Tools combining natural language 
processing with the ability to utilize information encoded in multiple structural ways could 
provide powerful environments to support preservation decision making concerning website 
content. 
                                                     
5 That work was performed under a three-year project grant from the Library of Congress, under the 
National Digital Information Infrastructure Preservation Program (NDIIPP), as part of Phase I of the 
‘ECHO DEPository' project, and is described at the project website, http://www.ndiipp.uiuc.edu/. 
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 The directory-based organization claimed in the Arizona model, which couples information 
organization rather directly to the storage technology used, was examined more formally, and 
expanded upon in this research.  In the following sections, difficulties with that understanding are 
examined, including contrary results observed in website practice.  Conversely, successful 
website examples are also provided wherein a directory hierarchy is both the storage technology 
choice and the principal information-organizational device. 
3.2.1 Difficulties Relying Solely on Strict Directory Hierarchies 
Although hierarchical file systems are a data storage technology ubiquitously available in 
computers utilizing disks, they are not necessarily simultaneously the only information 
organization or access mechanism possible in website implementation.  Websites are already 
known to utilize information partitioning mechanisms other than hierarchical directory structures 
(Jackson, 2003 and 2005).  Conversely, there are example websites where directories alone 
suffice to segregate and organize website files.  The extent, and nature, of the use of directories in 
websites is highly variable, suggesting that directory based grouping of files might be unreliable, 
in and of itself, as an indicator of information organization or relatedness. 
Difficulties in relying solely on a strictly hierarchical model of website structure are described 
next, including points of definitional confusion, intra-organizational work practices not 
isomorphic to the organizational hierarchy or to archival series and sub-series6, the counter-
example of websites implemented entirely without subdirectories, and the case of websites 
extensively employing scripts. 
3.2.1.1 Definitional confusion 
A point of definitional confusion involves the way in which spiders obtain copies of websites, and 
how directories of the website come to be inferred as existing.  In order to model a website copy 
as a hierarchy of directories, a spider must first copy the website, by traversing the website as a 
hypertext graph, starting from the homepage, and eventually reaching all the files.  Hypertext 
graphs do not necessarily respect directory boundaries.  Indeed, depending on how the Web 
server stores and retrieves files, or otherwise transmits a stream of characters that appear to have 
possibly been a file (e.g., a report, dynamically composed based on the selected contents of a 
                                                     
6 An archival series is “a group of similar records that are arranged according to a filing system and that are 
related as the result of being created, received, or used in the same activity” (Pearce-Moses, 2005). 
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 database), the supposed document directories might not exist on the copied website.7  Using a 
spider, directories are generated as a result of encountering slash characters within Web addresses, 
when it becomes time to store each downloaded file somewhere on the spider-host computer; the 
spider has no definitive information concerning whether or not a corresponding directory exists 
on the copied website.  Spiders and Web browsers request individual files, not directories.8  
Under Web server redirection mechanisms, what appears from the Web address to be a directory 
might not exist .9  However, if redirection mechanisms are not in use, and website-specific 
encodings involving the slash character are not in use, broken hyperlinks are not encountered, and 
the website is otherwise able to be completely processed by spider, then the resultant website 
copy should reflect the directory structure of the copied website. 
3.2.1.2 Work practices not conforming to archival series and sub-series 
Certainly workers familiar with computers have used directories (folders) in their other work, 
although possibly in a highly idiosyncratic manner.  Still, as a file storage technology, it is likely 
that the mechanics of hierarchical directory structures, if not the information-organizing 
principles behind their effective use, will be widely understood.  Web addresses of specific files, 
perhaps less those files retrieved from document management systems, often include a file path 
specification that involves the use of directory names, separated by slash characters as one 
                                                     
7 Using the Apache Web server, the “Redirect” directive allows references to a certain Web address to 
result in a redirection of the Web browser or spider to another address.  This mechanism allows, for 
example, the redirection of requests based on a former directory structure of the website onto the current 
structure.  This can be used to prevent “breaking” remotely-held copies of Web addresses when a website is 
overhauled.  But, it is important to note that what appears to be a directory in the Web address the browser 
or spider requested may not actually exist.  Further, redirection destination addresses may be located on an 
entirely different Web server. 
And, currently, the portion of Web addresses following the computer name is a character string, entirely 
subject to interpretation by the Web server (Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter, 1998), so slash characters 
do not prove the existence of a directory.  Although many Web addresses can currently be read, left-to-right, 
as a form of quasi-English, and might thereby disclose some contextual information for the file at that 
location, this is not enforced by any Web server mechanism, and as such is subject to variation. 
8 Although Web servers have a facility for automatically generating webpages that index the contents of a 
directory, this is not widely practiced in government or commercial websites as it is both a potential 
"security hole", disclosing more information than users actually need (Wainwright, 2004).  Plus, these 
displays are comparatively unsightly, unless additional formatting effort is expended.  With the Apache 
web server, automatic index generation within website directories is enabled via the "Options Indexes" 
directive in the server configuration file, "httpd.conf" (Apache HTTP Server Project, 2008).  That facility, 
though, automatically generates a webpage listing the files within a directory, rather than accomplishing the 
retrieval of the entire contents of the directory simultaneously. 
9 A common use of file redirection is to continue to make a file available at a former Web address, despite 
the website having been extensively changed.  In this way, Web addresses stored elsewhere by users 
remain usable.  In the Apache web server, this command is the "Redirect" directive (Apache HTTP Server 
Project, 2008). 
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 descends the directory hierarchy on the Web server.  It is not clear, however, that these directories 
were designed to reflect the kind of grouping of material that a professional archivist or librarian 
would find immediately useful.  Web authors and website administrators may have evolved 
practices of their own, with any coincident mapping of document files and directories onto 
archival series and sub-series a matter of fortunate accident.  The range of uses of directories as 
organizing devices in websites is not fully known, but it seems imprudent to assume a fortuitous 
correspondence to the preservation analytical work that remains to be done.  However, examples 
follow where such a correspondence indeed occurs. 
Archival macro-appraisal (whole-agency, top-down, appraisal based on organizational 
functionality) follows the hierarchical decomposition of an organization into its functional sub-
parts, and in the process identifies the information artifacts of primary concern to the historical 
record.  While this is a powerful technique, it does not necessarily produce the same hierarchy as 
the dividing of an organization’s website document file set into directories for efficient website 
administrative purposes.  So, macro appraisal cannot be claimed as the theoretical justification for 
the structuring of website preservation review solely via directory hierarchy analysis.  There may 
be situations where portions of the website hierarchical directory structure parallel the 
organization’s own hierarchy, or situations where related document files (e.g., volumes of a 
publication in a series) are grouped together in a directory, but any number of other factors can 
also influence how files in a Web server are stored and subsequently accessed.  The directory 
structure fundamentally is a storage technology, particularly when concealed from the user 
through the Web hyperlink access mechanism, though it can in some cases simultaneously 
implement information organization. 
There is the possibility that in a large organization, production matters are simply not completely 
centrally controlled.10  In such a situation, local variations, deliberate, inadvertent, or erroneous, 
                                                     
10 For Illinois State Government websites, completely centralized control is not applicable as there are five 
Constitutional Officers with independent oversight of their offices.  Under the Office of the Governor, the 
Illinois Department of Central Management Services and its Bureau of Communication and Computer 
Services establish general information technology and telecommunications policies, guidelines, and 
facilitated centralized purchasing (http://www.illinois.gov/Tech/), and tried to start a voluntary, multi-
agency "Webmasters' Roundtable" circa 2002.  Under the Office of the Secretary of State, the Illinois State 
Library provides metadata tools and training, by way of encouraging standards adoption 
(http://finditillinois.org/metadata/webmasters.htm), but does not have the cross-agency authority to compel 
that behavior.  Legal requirements occasionally have cross-cutting effect on website operations such as 
Public Act 094-0484, requiring a homepage footnote for the AMBER Alert system concerning notification 
of missing children (http://www.amberillinois.org/), and a series of directives since 2001 under the Illinois 
Information Technology Accessibility Act (http://ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/fulltext.asp?Name=095-
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 can arise.  Increasingly large organizations involve more total effort in control and coordination 
of member efforts, so shortcomings in control and coordination can occur.  Consequently, the 
information structures organizations produce are likely to include sub-assemblies of varying 
design.  It is problematic for the website preservation analyst when seemingly simple 
administrative or coordination errors (e.g., typographical errors in file or directory names, or 
storing a file in an incorrect directory) are not detected and corrected by website quality control or 
standardization efforts.  Where exactly to look initially and where to look eventually, seeking the 
entire contents of an archival series or sub-collection, is problematic when a mix of website 
organizational principles is in effect. 
Any number of skills may be possessed by the document publishing staff of a government agency, 
but it seems imprudent to assume that multi-faceted expertise will be held by a single individual, 
or a very small number of individuals.  It also seems likely that, considering widespread 
organizational practices involving hierarchical divisions of labor and responsibility in government, 
at least some degree of inter-workgroup, intra-agency communication will be involved in 
document publishing.  In the presence of communications imperfections in human endeavors, 
mismatches in understanding will exist between the various parties involved in website content 
creation and publication (e.g., authors, agency heads, reviewing lawyers, markup-language 
encoders, script authors, budget managers, and server operators).  Operating under a less than 
wholly shared understanding, website staff may make implementation choices that are not what a 
professional with a different background might have chosen, in an otherwise unconstrained 
situation.  But, production situations are full of constraints, implementation time and budget 
limits being some of the more obvious.  Some website implementation actions may be undertaken 
simply for reasons of expediency.  And, the range of consequences of these actions may not be 
fully understood by those people beforehand. 
3.2.1.3 Some websites exist without subdirectories 
As processed by the 319 Illinois State Library spiders in January, 2009, there were four Illinois 
websites employing no subdirectories.11  Three of those were very small websites, and the fourth 
employed script-based retrieval, using a script located in the root directory.  However, there were 
114 websites employing fewer than ten subdirectories.  The number of files retrieved by these 
                                                                                                                                                              
0307) concerning accessibility of websites (the current materials are available at 
http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=32765). 
11 The websites without subdirectories are; BdEd-Vermilion, 20 files.  IL_RIA, 2 files.  
IL_RiverRoadByway, 56 files, 39 of which are JPEG images, SenGOP, 875 files, 871 of which result from 
script invocations. 
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 spiders is plotted against the number of directories resulting from spider operation in Figure 3, 
and shows a general linear fit using a log-log scale (y = 0.9475*x + 1.2091, with an adjusted R-
Squared of 0.7201, using ordinary least squares).  The relatively large percentage (35.7%) of 
websites employing fewer than ten subdirectories suggests directory hierarchies are not the only 
information organizing technology in use. 
The presence of 21 websites employing 1,000 or more directories and 26 websites incorporating 
10,000 or more files (these two sets overlap) also suggest, if for no other reason than practicality 
and labor cost, that some websites are not entirely manually constructed, and as such may have 
been constructed with a view of directory hierarchies (say, a computer programmer's view) that 
differs from their use along archival series/sub-series lines. 
Checking for possible effects on this distribution due to the management of unusual file types 
(e.g., very large audio/video files), the log-log plot in Figure 4 again shows a general linear fit, 
when the number of bytes downloaded by spiders are plotted against the number of files 
downloaded (y = 1.178*x + 4.487, with an adjusted R-Squared of 0.7713, using ordinary least 
squares).  It appears the processed websites tend to employ a general mix of file sizes, without the 
segregation of file sizes associated with, say, hosting very large files of certain media types on 
their own Web server.  Website analysis should then be able to proceed without undue concern 
for the segregation of file types. 
3.2.1.4 Script-dependent websites  
Some website construction technologies, most notably the use of scripts12, generally do not result 
in a multi-layered hierarchy of directories to store website files.  In retrieval of documents or 
database records under the control of a software system resident on a Web server, the set of query 
parameter names and values sought form the primary information identifier, rather than the 
specification of a file storage path in a hierarchical directory structure.  Information organization 
and access is decoupled from the storage technology, in the view of the website user, though the 
script must provide the necessary interfacing.  For n name-value pairs, there are n factorial (n!) 
possible orderings of the pairs.  Each of these orderings could be used in a Uniform Resource 
Locator (URL), and so form an access alias to exactly the same information content.  In spider 
                                                     
12 The term "script" here includes several varieties of Web server-resident programs that return information 
in response to being provided some small set of parameters.  JavaScript programs, run on Web browsers, 
are not included.  Most typically, scripts include (1) support mechanisms for querying database 
management systems and retrieving and displaying database records matching certain selection parameters, 
and (2) retrieval mechanisms delivering copies of some document file, in response to the identification of 
the sought file by means of parameter values. 
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 processing of a website involving multiple access aliases, unmanageably many downloaded files 
will appear to reside within a single directory (typically the "cgi-bin" directory).  Problematic 
aspects of script access by spiders are discussed in more detail in Appendix A.  The script-based 
information access mechanism lies entirely outside a hierarchical directory organization and 
storage model. 
Directory-only website content analyses, as initially suggested, will not suffice for scripts even 
now.  Further, the use of scripts can be expected to be extended with the deployment of more 
"Web 2.0" user-contributed content mechanisms and access mechanisms to other server-hosted 
computer programs, linking Web server software to other computer programs via scripts.  Other 
types of website structural systems must be incorporated into the analyses, at least addressing 
script-based access to Web material. 
3.2.1.5 Web addresses are brittle 
An addition difficulty in relying on website directories is that Web hyperlinks are widely known 
to very frequently "break," in large part due to current Web address reliance on storage locations 
(Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter, 1998; Chakrabarti, 2003; Thelwall, 2004).  Other hypertext 
systems, discussed in Appendix B, provide alternatives to location-specific access to files.  But, 
location-specific addressing, including explicitly stating the path down the directory hierarchy in 
the file storage system, is integrally coupled with directory-based information organization and 
access.  A directory-based website organizational model is particularly vulnerable to common 
Web and website changes as a consequence of its definitional ties to the file storage system.  It is 
desirable to find a set of website features, sufficient to support classification work, where those 
features are not defined based on known-volatile implementation technologies such as location-
specific addressing. 
3.2.2 Websites Successfully Employing Strict Directory Hierarchies 
Some websites are implemented using directory hierarchies as both the information organizing 
device and the file storage technology.  As such, the initial suggestion of website organization 
exclusively via directory hierarchies deserves a place in the understanding of website structure, 
although the claim to exclusivity needs to be extensively relaxed.  It would be expected that small 
websites, presumably employing author labor to a disproportionate degree, could expeditiously be 
organized and constructed around a directory hierarchy, as hierarchical directory structures are 
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 very probably familiar to users of personal computer workstations.  Surprisingly, some of the 
very largest Illinois State Government websites processed appear to be constructed in this way.13   
Analysis of the nature of large websites successfully employing primarily directory hierarchies to 
accomplish their file organization disclosed that the websites, and seemingly also the mission of 
the agencies operating the website, involve information products that reflect clear hierarchical 
decomposition, with mutually exclusive parts.  Geographical, legal, and regulatory themes were 
found to be used as organizing themes.  Many state government activities have sub-parts specific 
to counties, or other governmental bodies of geographic extent smaller than a state.  
Geographically-based subdivisions then provide mechanisms for clearly understood, mutually 
exclusive subdividing of the various information products within the website.  Legal and 
regulatory delineation is similarly useful, as agency services, and their information products, 
often follow in lockstep with statutory requirements or funding acts or bills.  Another example 
website (ION, the Illinois Online Network website) is taxonomical, and though not 
geographically organized, describes services that are separable along lines associated with types 
of university services. 
If there is a widely known, hierarchical, and non-duplicating subdivision principle associated with 
a website and its operating agency, that principle can give rise to a corresponding hierarchical 
directory structure for the storage of information products.  It would be easier for an individual 
seeking to solve an information organization and access problem (e.g., a website author or 
implementer) to go along with a locally-obvious decomposition than to invent some other storage 
and organizational principles, which would presumably require training or explanation to all 
others who need access to the information. 
3.3 ADDITIONAL STRUCTURAL TYPES 
As discussed, script-based information organization and access produces website structures that 
do not resemble a directory hierarchy.  As such, the possibility that script-based websites have 
structural information that is of a unique type was included in this investigation.  Structure 
information in script-based websites is discussed following. 
                                                     
13 Very large websites employing hierarchical directory file organization include ION (the Illinois Online 
Network website, addressing a variety of online education options from the University of Illinois, with 
3,152 files), IlPlanCommission (the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission website, with 4,488 files), 
ILGeoSurvey (the Illinois State Geological Survey website, with 59,610 files, and by far the largest website 
processed, in terms of total bytes retrieved), Auditor1 (the Auditor General website, with 4,205 files), and 
DoNatRes (the Department of Natural Resources website, with 2,621files). 
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 Manual examination of some websites disclosed a use of webpages in a table of contents or 
chapter heading manner.  Groups of files, related either by subject or sequence in a document or 
series, were stored co-mingled in a single directory (recurring names for such directories used file 
format identifiers such as "PDF," or "HTML," or functional identifiers such as "publications" or 
"documents").  Although such websites incorporate directories, they were not structured in a 
hierarchy according to archival series and sub-series.  These websites instead presented 
subdivision mechanisms such as topically oriented webpages which accomplished the per topic 
specification of files that had been co-mingled within one directory.14  Users access the files via a 
sequence of hyperlink activations involving the intermediate webpages, traversing a hypertext 
graph.  That file grouping information is not available via another source, as the files of multiple 
groups are co-mingled within a single directory.  Accordingly, hyperlinks, and the associated 
hypertext graph so constituted, are another fundamentally different structural information source 
that must be analyzed. 
3.3.1 Script-Based Information Dissemination 
Many factors affect the ability of a spider to produce a complete copy of all the information 
output of a website where scripts are involved (Thelwall, 2004).  Problematic aspects of script 
access by spiders are discussed in Appendix A.  Many such cautions and operational limitations 
have previously been addressed by my research group and the Illinois State Library, to the extent 
practicable, in refining the spider parameter configuration for each website-copying spider.  
Spider configuration options are described in Appendix A and listed in Table 26.   
                                                     
14 An example of this practice is the list of publications on the Illinois Secretary of State website 
(http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/publications.html) on June 16, 2008.  The major topical 
headings listed were; "accounting revenue", "administrative hearings", "archives", "business", "consumer 
protection", "index", "kids/teens", "library/literacy", "motorist", "organ & tissue donation" -- listed twice, 
"persons with disabilities" -- listed twice, "publications list", "securities", "senior citizens", "state 
government", "veterans", and "voter".  17 of the 18 topical hyperlinks provided did not point to locations 
within separate subdirectories, but to one "publications" directory.  Although this webpage segregates 
publications, at least loosely, along topical lines, that segregation is encoded by a sequence of hyperlinks, 
displayed using group headings and, in some cases, involving subordinate topics with their own lists of 
hyperlinks.  Publication files on multiple topics were intermingled within one directory.  "A Guide for 
Organizing Domestic Limited Liability Companies" (http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications 
/pdf_publications/c334.pdf), the spring 2008 edition of the "Securities Bulletin" 
(http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/pdf_publications/securities_spring08.pdf), and the form to 
request amateur radio license plates (http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/pdf_publications 
/vsd20215.pdf) were all located within the "publications/pdf_publications" directory.  Archival analysis on 
the basis of directory hierarchy would have no differential information available upon which to base a file-
relationship judgment.  Further, there is seemingly little content-indicating information in file names like 
"c334.pdf" to assist in the positive identification of archival sub-series. 
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 3.3.2 Graph-Based Information Organization and Access 
Hyperlinks may reflect an author’s view of some form of document relatedness, and are a 
potential additional source of information (Park and Thelwall, 2003).  Capitalizing on the number 
of inward-pointing hyperlinks as evidence of the importance of the target webpage is a central 
feature of the Google search engine (Brin and Page, 1998).  Habitual, procedurally prescribed, or 
codified (i.e., tool-generated) repetitions of many types may exist, but of particular interest here 
are those involving the creation of structure primitives (e.g., directories or hyperlinks).  Detection 
of repeated features in website structure might indicate recurring behavioral patterns, suggesting 
different regions of a website were produced by the same staff -- a potentially useful form of co-
author indication.   
Document files deliberately hyperlinked now, seemingly reflecting an assertion of relatedness by 
the document producer, might be expected to continue to be considered related when delivered to 
users via a different technology.  If the changed Web continues to be a hypertext-based system, 
presumably this document file relatedness will be re-encoded in the posited new hyperlink 
technology.  If so, deployment of alternative Web implementation technologies would not change 
the hypertext graph, making graph based analyses far more robust than location-dependent 
analyses.  Analytical model robustness in the face of implementation technology change is 
particularly desirable, as opposed to necessarily revising all tools based on a model, and redoing 
all the associated analyses.   
Access to script-produced or script-retrieved files, too, is sometimes implemented for users via 
hyperlinks provided in webpages.  Those times when it is not, such as involving the submission 
of script parameters via the HTTP "Put method" that involves simultaneous but separate 
transmission of parameters, as opposed to encoding them within Web addresses, spiders would 
have proven incapable of accessing the script.  Though it is somewhat "making a virtue of a 
necessity," for the purposes of this research, hyperlinks suffice to define the graph of the files 
which were able to be retrieved. 
As hyperlink authoring was a form of deliberate human decision, whether by document author or 
script programmer, most features developed from the dataset and used as input in this classifier 
research are those that originate in properties of a graph, constructed so as to be isomorphic to the 
hypertext graph of each website. 
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 3.4 EXPLORATIONS ENABLED THROUGH CLASSIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
Three candidate website structural types have been identified for investigation.  Attempting to 
construct a classifier then offered an expeditious way to determine if website hypertext graphs 
inherently reflect evidence of the structural type in use.  Successful classifier construction, where 
a classifier is able to segregate websites into the three structural types, based on evidence 
(features) extracted solely from the graph, would confirm that the three structural types exist, as 
evidenced by each having a unique combination of graph features. 
Although classifiers in general might become quite complex, a widely useful class of classifiers is 
based on developing a linear combination of the input features sufficient to divide the feature 
space so as to correctly locate each observation vector (here, the features of one website).  Linear 
classifiers were used, as the development of increasingly complex mathematics was not 
necessarily warranted -- certainly not as an initial assumption (Hand, 2004 and 2006).  More 
complex mathematics would have been necessary and appropriate, should linear approaches have 
failed. 
Linear discriminant analysis was used to construct a classifier, based on a linear combination of 
all the features observed.  The weight multipliers associated with each feature are what is learned 
by such classifiers.  The linear discriminant analysis algorithm was trained using normalized 
features extracted from the hypertext graphs of the training datasets.  Machine learning classifiers 
are necessarily "biased by the implicit assumption that the target concept could be represented by 
a conjunction of attribute values." (Mitchell, 1997, 42)  One contribution of this research is the 
confirmation of this assumption, for the problem domain, features, and classes chosen. 
Linear discriminant analysis reduces a higher dimensionality feature space to a lower 
dimensionality space, where the axes in the new space are linear combinations of the features of 
the original space (Balakrishnama, Ganapathiraju, and Picone, 1999; Fodor, 2002; Venables and 
Ripley, 2002).  In the results reported herein, the original space is defined by ten features, while 
the lower dimensionality spaces analyzed are two-dimensional, and their analysis is by means of 
scatter plot examination.  The linear discriminant values (with the first two here defining the plot 
axes) are selected by the algorithm "such that the means of the classified groups are as different 
as possible, while the variance around those means within the groups is as small as possible." 
(Baayen, 2008a) 
The resulting equation for the decision surface (linear, in terms of each feature, but multi-
dimensional) would be expected to be at least partially interpretable.  Although a general multi-
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 dimensional space exceeds straightforward human comprehension, the dimensionality of the 
feature space explored in this research is relatively small (i.e., initially 10 features).  Analysis of 
factors affecting the efficacy of alternative classifiers, constructed with alternative feature sets, 
was done, as described following, using principal components analysis, hierarchical clustering 
analysis, and blockmodeling to disclose the relative prominence of specific features. 
3.4.1 Fundamental Limitations in Spider-Collected Datasets 
Spider incompleteness in website copying is a source of bias in this research and in webometrics 
generally.  Such bias is not researcher-applied, but rather originates in website implementation 
decisions made by the website operators and webpage authors.  Analyzing websites without the 
cooperation of the website operators is widely recognized in cybermetrics literature as being 
necessarily reliant on spider-produced copies, despite recognized limitations (Bar-Ilan, 2001;  
Björneborn and Ingwersen, 2001; Chakrabarti, 2003; Park and Thelwall, 2003; Thelwall, 2004).  
An additional complication for researchers is that retrieval actions spiders are incapable of 
performing (e.g., those involving parsing proprietary-format computer program files) are not 
generally discoverable by inspecting spider results (i.e., the spider will not have failed in a task, 
as it will have not tried such a task), producing no evidence for the associated modes of retrieval 
failure. 
3.4.2 Use of Researcher-Selected Datasets 
Supervised machine learning approaches to classifier construction involve the analysis of datasets 
for which the correct classifications are known (Mitchell, 1997; Han and Kamber, 2001; Hastie, 
Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001).  These classifiers may then be tested on other, separate, datasets, 
for which the correct classifications are also known.  Knowing datasets to have been reliably 
classified by other means is important to being able to trust the material with which the classifier 
was trained, and the material used to confirm classifier accuracy.   
As of the point in Web history of this research, however, the understanding of website overall 
structural type is not established, so researcher-assigned dataset classifications were used.  
Hopefully this research will lay foundations for a more precise, and more widely held 
understanding of website structural information.  As this research addresses a little-studied area, 
the nature of website structure and its potential utilization as a source of information supporting 
preservation appraisal decision making, the focus is on obtaining an overview of the nature of the 
problem domain. 
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 I performed the selection and classification of training and testing website datasets, utilizing 
experience gained from working with the overall Illinois State Library website archive for over 
eight years, and having written most of the programs associated with sequencing spider operation 
and storing the resulting copied websites.  I identified a range of websites, arranged by the 
number of files retrieved, classified them, and randomly selected from among them to form both 
training and testing datasets. 
Research questions one and two address, in combination, whether sufficient evidence is available 
in the hypertext graph to support a linear classifier being able to differentiate between the three 
examined structural classes.  This research is an initial exploration of a problem area, using 
exploratory data analysis so as to avoid giving undue prominence to preconceived models (Tukey, 
1962/1986; Hartwig and Dearing, 1979; Mallows and Tukey, 1982/1986).  Similar avoidance of 
dependency on assumed models early in the exploration of a new area is also advocated in 
connection with grounded theory research methods (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987).  As 
this research is exploratory in nature, rather than attempting to certify one model or classifier 
construction approach, so researcher involvement in selecting and classifying exploratory datasets 
is acceptable.  Subsequent research, in an environment where concepts such as overall website 
structural type are better defined and widely agreed upon, should involve additional separation of 
the researchers from the definition of the correct answers.  To maintain some distance between 
the datasets and myself, multiple datasets seeming to clearly belong to the various classes were 
identified, with final selection of the datasets to use in each size range and class being 
randomized.  The candidate datasets are listed in Table 1, with annotations indicating those 
selected for the classifier experiments.  The features used in suggesting website datasets for 
detailed manual analysis are described following. 
3.4.2.1 Features used in initial website screening 
Tentative manual classification of websites was based on an examination of numerical features.  
Websites seeming, from these features, to be clear examples of each of the three structural classes 
were then examined in more detail.  Final manual classification most importantly involved an 
inspection of the entire hierarchical directory structure and file names retrieved by spider 
operation for each website.  Manual inspection of the complete retrieval contents was necessary, 
and of principal importance, in supporting an abstract classification of the website on the basis of 
overall information organization and access provisions.  An overall classification is more 
meaningful at this stage in investigating website structure than keying classification off the 
presence or absence of some single aspect (e.g., many websites employ some scripts, but doing so 
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 does not necessitate that the principal information retrieval mechanism used across the website as 
a whole is script-based).  Overall website classification is admittedly subjective now, predating 
community accepted norms and definitions. 
The following website features were used in initially identifying a list of websites for manually 
inspection, in selecting and classifying the training and testing websites. 
1. The number of URLs requested of the Web server was used as one measure of the 
number of lexicographically unique edges in the hypertext graph. 
2. The number of URLs, for which a file was successfully delivered by the Web server, was 
used as a measure of the number of nodes of the hypertext graph, but a measure which 
reflects both the possibility of broken links and server-based redirection of URL requests.  
Websites with large percentages of unsuccessful retrievals were rejected as seeming an 
unsuitable basis for analyses (e.g., perhaps such websites were poorly or partially 
implemented). 
3. The number of broken links encountered by the spider, exclusive of redirection, was also 
parsed from the spider run log, contributing similar information to the selection process. 
4. The number of files retained after spider completion, which forms another measure of the 
number of nodes of the hypertext graph, but one which also reflects a reduction due to the 
number of aliases used for the same destination file.  As many aliases can be encountered 
for a single file (e.g., particularly in the case of parameterized script URLs with multiple 
parameters and no canonical ordering), this graph size measure is more reflective of the 
hypertext graph size expected in the subsequent analyses as measures will be taken to 
eliminate file retrievals resulting from aliases. 
5. The number of files retrieved via parameterized scripts (i.e., here defined as files 
containing a "?" in the filename), which, if a large fraction of the total website size, 
strongly suggests the website to be designed for script-based content delivery. 
6. The number of non-script files processed by the spider were also calculated, by 
subtraction, which indicates the converse. 
7. The number of files having file extensions occurring more than 100 times in the August, 
2008 version of the Illinois State Library spider processing summary (Jackson, 2009), 
where those file extensions are associated with non-markup documents (interpreted 
liberally, so as to include audio, video, and bundled formats) typically associated with the 
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 delivery of a document to the user in the transmission of one file15, hence the informal 
designation "single-file documents."  Use of file formats of these types suggests a website 
is used as a publication medium, and that the agency operating the website is engaged in 
information publishing.  Publishing activities could indicate a need to accommodate 
archival series in the website, which might motivate use of directory-based information 
organization. 
8. The mean storage-directory depth for all files retrieved by the spider was determined by 
counting "/" characters within file storage path specifications.  If archival series are being 
accommodated in a website, directory depth was claimed to necessarily be "deep" 
(Pearce-Moses and Kaczmarek, 2005 
9. The sum of file sizes in bytes for all files retrieved from the website was tabulated as a 
reflection of both website size information and the nature of the types of information 
being published via the website.  Proportionately large bytes-per-file ratios would suggest 
website use in publication activities, akin to #7 above. 
These features were not the same set subsequently used in the construction of the classifiers.  
Some of the features used in this step, such as the number of webpage addresses apparently 
equating to a script-generated file (because of the appearance of a "?" in a filename), or expedient 
metrics such as counting directories, were not subsequently used as their origins are in world-
knowledge, plus the implicit assumption that contemporary Web practices will persist.  As such 
these features may not be available as a source of information subsequent to Web or website 
technology changes.  But, they sufficed to support website screening down to a manageably small 
list, for subsequent, detailed manual inspection. 
Website screening, prior to manual examination of the entire directory and file structure, involved 
these steps; 
1. Websites involving more than one principal Web server were excluded from these 
analyses.  Websites no longer in operation were also excluded as, although copies of 
spider results are available, the version of the spider used would not match that of current 
work.  All such websites were identified using the spider configuration files from the 
                                                     
15 Specifically, the "single-file document" extensions of interest were ASP, ASPX, BMP, CSS, CSV, DGN, 
DOC, DOT, EXE, GIF, JPEG, JPG, JS, JSP, MAR, MOV, MP3, MPG, MSO, ODS, PDB, PDF, PNG, PPT, 
RAM, RM, RTF, SID, SWF, TXT, WAV, WMF, WMV, XLS, and ZIP.  The other file extensions 
occurring more than 100 times, CFM, HTM, HTML, PHP, PHTML, SHTML, and XML, were ignored as 
containing, or probably containing, markup, with subsequent hyperlinked inclusion of other material into 
what constitutes a document in the user's view. 
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 Illinois State Library Web archiving operation.  262 active websites, involving 
principally one Web server, were then examined further. 
2. The website features of the previous list were then tabulated in a spreadsheet.  Features 
were tabulated both in raw (un-adjusted) form and as mean or percentile values. 
3. Websites for which the spider retrieved fewer than 50 files were discarded as untypically 
small, or perhaps as only partially implemented. 
4. Sorting the spreadsheet by various fields then disclosed unusual feature characteristics.  
Unusual values were investigated to exclude websites for which the spider run may have 
been somehow flawed. 
5. The range of websites sizes, in terms of the number of files retrieved, was determined to 
span a range of 50 to 102,400 files.  This range was divided into 11 increments (listed in 
Table 1) along size limits that increase by a factor of two from the previous group.  
Sample websites were then sought which fell into each of these size ranges. 
6. Within each size range, websites were sought where the preceding features suggested 
possible directory-based or script-based structures.  Features suggesting neither of these 
left unanswered the question of how the materials of the website were organized.  So, as 
there must be some way for users to access the material, perhaps such websites were 
graph-based in their organization. 
7. Website file and directory names and structures were examined manually, using recursive 
listings produced by the UNIX "ls" and "tree" commands.  Manual classification used 
this inspection as the primary classification basis.  Features of note in this review 
included the use of noun-like names for files and directories, or alternatively names 
seemingly based on the calendar or some organized report numbering system.  If a 
website utilized a division into mutually exclusive sub-directories, each having names 
seeming to reflect an archival series or sub-series, that website was classified as 
directory-based.  If a website instead primarily utilized a large percentage of script-
delivered files, that website was classified as graph-based.  For example, the graph-based 
classification was chosen if no tree-like decomposition of a website into subdirectories 
were found, or if files named so as to suggest disparate topics were co-mingled in one 
sub-directory, and extensive use of scripts was not seen. 
8. Website analysis continued until no other seemingly clear examples were suggested in 
the above feature set.  This completed identifying the 79 entries listed in Table 1.  
Selection for each class and size range was then made using a uniformly distributed 
random number generator in R.  In some of the size ranges, fewer than two websites were 
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 found (i.e., one for training, one for testing), so another website from an adjacent size 
range was substituted.  24 training websites and 22 testing websites were randomly 
chosen from among the 79 manually classified. 
3.5 ANALYSES ENABLED THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUES 
Using a graph structurally equivalent to a website, a number of graphical analysis methods 
(Botafogo and Shneiderman, 1991; Broder, Kumar, Maghoul, Raghavan, Rajagopalan, Stata, 
Tomkins, and Wiener, 2000), particularly those drawn from social network analysis (Coleman, 
1964; Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Marcus, Moy, and Coffman, 2007), and more specifically, 
blockmodeling (Batagelj, 1997; Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj, 2005a) and equivalence analysis 
(Lorrain and White, 1971; Burt, 1976 and 1982; White and Reitz, 1983; Doreian, Batagelj, and 
Ferligoj, 1994 and 2005b), can seemingly be used to better understand the hypertext structure of 
the website (Pirolli, Pitkow, and Rao, 1996; Chakrabarti, 2003; Park and Thelwall, 2003; Signore, 
2005).  In particular, the Pajek network analysis tool (de Nooy, Mrvar, and Batagelj, 2005) was 
used for small-scale blockmodeling, hierarchical cluster analysis, and network visualizations 
(Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991; Kamada and Kawai, 1989), and the R statistical analysis 
software was used (Maindonald and Braun, 2007). 
3.5.1 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on the hypertext graphs as another potential source of 
structure information.  Hierarchical cluster analysis on a graph utilizes the strength information 
associated with each edge (here, the number of times a link having the same origin and 
destination nodes occurred) as a measure of closeness, and as such is readily used with the graphs 
previously constructed.  Additionally, hierarchical cluster analysis is a preparatory stage in the 
process of blockmodeling.   
In some cases, hierarchical cluster analysis disclosed file closeness that contradicted the 
placement of the file groups in directories.  Graph and directory structure indications of file 
relatedness need not disagree, but at least some of the time they do.  This is additional evidence 
that structural and grouping mechanisms encoded in the hypertext graph constitute a 
fundamentally distinct information source than that arising from analysis of directory hierarchies.  
As the focus of this research is not on investigation of file relatedness indicators, the boundary-
crossing capabilities in graph analysis were not pursued further.   Pajek and R were used to 
construct the dendrograms of website graphs. 
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 3.5.2 Blockmodeling 
Blockmodeling is useful in connection with website graph analyses as it builds on the notion of 
equivalence (Lorrain and White, 1971; Burt, 1976 and 1982; White and Reitz, 1983) in 
relationship (here, hyperlink) patterns to group individual graph nodes into blocks and thereby 
simplify the graph to be analyzed.  As website graphs may be extremely large, any measure that 
might simplify analyses is potentially attractive.  However, accomplishing the blockmodel graph 
construction in the first place, as is currently practices, requires utilization of the complete graph.  
Generally, this exceeded the capacity of the software tools, although some results were obtained.  
Adapted methods may be developed to model website-scale graphs incrementally, joining the 
simplified blockmodel graphs in a later pass. 
Equivalence analysis of hyperlink patterns potentially discloses an additional type of file 
relatedness information, more indirect than hierarchical cluster analysis.  That is, hierarchical 
cluster analysis may well identify volumes of a given document series that are scattered between 
the current homepage, the volumes of the current year, and the volumes in an archive directory, 
and regular equivalence may group these into a single block, simplifying the graph.  Structural 
equivalence can potentially go conceptually further, grouping all series publications of the 
website into a single block, on the basis of similarity in the patterns of how their blocks are 
related.  Pajek software was used as it includes graph processing for blockmodel analysis based 
on both regular and structural equivalence. 
3.6 RESEARCH PROBLEM CONTEXT SUMMARY 
This research examined the internal structure of website hypertext graphs, and as such addresses a 
smaller portion of the Web than is more commonly researched in webometrics.  Improved 
understanding of website structure is expected to be informative in the construction of tools to 
support website preservation efforts involving staff professionals.  A previous claim that websites 
were necessarily organized using a directory hierarchy isomorphic to the information products of 
the agency (the "Arizona model") seeded this investigation.  That claim was found to be 
insufficient to encompass the range of website implementation types encountered, and the 
diversity of social forces suggested in the literature as likely impinging on website 
implementation staff.  Counter-example implementation architectures included websites not 
utilizing any sub-directories, and websites implemented using script-based content delivery, and 
websites where the hypertext navigation path organizes the information content in the user's view. 
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 Website structure indicators that are not brittle in the face of likely Web or website 
implementation change are particularly desirable in that analyses based on these, and tools 
utilizing these, would be expected to be less effected when change occurs.  The features used in 
classifier construction in this study were primarily common measures of the website hypertext 
graph encountered in other webometrics studies. 
To analyze website graphs, as is also done in webometrics studies, researchers necessarily rely on 
copies of websites obtained via spider programs.  Spider-based copying is problematic, and can 
result in an incomplete copy for a variety of reasons.  Nevertheless, without the detailed 
cooperation of each website staff, the spider-produced copy is seemingly the best that can be done.  
Analysis of the spider run log was performed, with the percentage of failed retrievals a criteria in 
the manual rejection of a website dataset from the classifier construction phase of this research. 
Exploratory data analysis was used here to broadly explore a largely unknown aspect of the Web.  
I selected websites typical of the three investigated overall structural types, and then randomly 
selected training and testing datasets from among those.  Multiple features of the spider-produced 
website copy, previously described, were used in tentatively identifying websites as examples of 
the three examined structural classes.  The principal factor in my classification of a website 
according to a structural type was a complete manual inspection of the retrieved set of files and 
the associated directory structure.  Subsequent classifier experiments utilized a different feature 
set, quantified from the hypertext graph. 
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 CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
This chapter contains a description of the steps in implementing this exploratory research, and an 
explanation of how the results of these steps proceed to address the overall research question of 
identifying website structural types and evidence for their existence based on persistent features 
of the hypertext graph.  Taken at a highly abstract level, the sequence of exploratory steps is; 
1. identify exemplary website datasets seeming to unequivocally (in my opinion) exhibit 
one of the three investigated organizational principles,  
2. construct graphs for each selected website, based on the hypertext structure as discovered 
by operation of the archiving spider, 
3. identify and extract features of the website as a whole and of the website graph which are 
thought to be robust under implementation technology change, and 
4. attempt to construct a linear classifier based on those features, and in so doing strive to 
better understand those situations when one website organizational principle is chosen 
over another. 
As the linear classifier effort generally succeeded (as will be subsequently shown), this 
research goes on to; 
5. attempt to improve on the classifier by reducing the feature set it uses, to discover those 
features that are most salient in accomplishing this classification, 
6. explore the cases of misclassifications in more depth, identifying issues that clarify 
feature definition and additional, fundamentally different classifier features, with their 
attendant suggestions for improvements of understandings of the nature of website 
structure, and 
7. explore the nature of the information potentially disclosed to the classification process 
through the use of the graph-based analytical techniques hierarchical cluster analysis and 
blockmodeling. 
A more detailed discussion of each of the steps follows, including presentation of the results 
obtained from each step. 
4.1 PREPARATORY PROCESSING 
This section introduces the Illinois State Library website archive from which these datasets were 
obtained, how websites were selected from that archive to be the datasets of this research, how 
the hypertext structures of the selected websites were processed to yield graphs, and the how 
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 graph features were identified and extracted to form the feature set for the classifier construction 
effort.  This begins the description of phase one of the effort -- dataset acquisition and 
classification. 
4.1.1 Dataset Origins 
An extensive collection of website copies spanning eight years has been created for the Illinois 
State Library, principally by me, and involving over twenty of my students (Jackson, 2006).  The 
system developed uses the open-source wget spider and manages the set of spider configuration 
parameters listed in Table 26 via a collection of XML files, one per copied website.  Metadata 
extraction and utilization for various purposes16, including archival management (Jackson, 2009), 
plus the removal of duplicate files, are performed using post-spider code we developed.  That 
work has now been turned over to the library staff for continuing operation.  Excerpts from that 
collection, each being a spider-based copy of an individual website at one “snapshot” moment, is 
the primary source of website data in this research.17  A set of overview statistics for each website 
(e.g., file counts by type, space consumption, HTML META tag usage) is automatically produced 
monthly (Jackson, 2009).  Those statistics facilitated the initial searches for website examples to 
illustrate three types of structure being investigated. 
Shortcomings of spiders as mechanisms for copying websites are many, and many authors have 
addressed these.  Work in archiving Illinois State Government websites has also uncovered 
deficiencies that, although not explicitly stated in the literature, are understandable enough given 
knowledge of how the Web is implemented and how networked computer communication 
proceeds.  A lengthy discussion of these problems, referencing the literature, and with examples 
taken from the Illinois State Library work, is provided in Appendix A.  Simple, unflawed 
processing examples taken from a spider run log are also provided in Appendix A.  In addition to 
listing each file requested, the log provides retrieval failure information, redirection information, 
and a statement of the path specification (i.e., the directory hierarchy and file name) used to store 
the downloaded file.  The spider configuration parameter choices available to the Illinois State 
Library (Jackson, 2006) are also described in Appendix A. 
                                                     
16 A metadata byproduct of the website archiving effort is the Illinois Government Information search 
engine we also developed (http://igi.finditillinois.org/).  This search engine searches all the active websites 
of Illinois State Government. 
17 In the course of routine website preservation processing, newly discovered websites continually resulted 
in the configuration of new spiders.  Disappearance of websites from the Web resulted in the deactivation 
of that spider, but previously acquired copies of websites were retained.  To date, since 2002, 487 websites 
have been processed, with the majority continuing to be processed periodically.   
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 The specific sources of data analyzed in this research are (a) the verbose version of the wget 
spider run log (Free Software Foundation, 2008), for each of the selected websites, (b) the CEP 
software package (Jackson, 2006) post-spider assembly of website statistics, as tabulated monthly 
in (Jackson, 2009), and (c) followed by a manual appraisal, by the author, of the overall website 
structure, utilizing UNIX utilities to list the disk hierarchical file system. 
Permission was obtained to use both the web archive data and the associated open-source 
software18, originally created primarily by this author for the Illinois State Library.  Permission to 
use the software is not specific to this research, but is addressed in the open-source usage license 
provided with the software download by the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois.  
Website archives material was all initially copied from publicly accessible websites, operated by 
various portions of Illinois state government.  As such, there was no expectation of privacy at the 
time of creation of these files, nor were there access restrictions imposed.  Website content was 
created either by government employees or contractors, and was made available publicly, without 
charge.  Much of the material remains publicly available.  Additionally, the letter of permission in 
Figure 5 was obtained from Illinois State Library Director Anne Craig.  The wget spider itself 
was obtained from (Free Software Foundation, 2008), also under an open-source license. 
Most spider results analyzed here came specifically from the October, 2008 archival processing 
by the Illinois State Library.  Where spider processing faults were discovered in the course of 
these investigations, corrections to spider configurations were made and results from subsequent 
spider processing were used. 
4.1.2 Website Selection 
Websites classified into the three analyzed categories were first identified through the sequence 
previously described.  The organization of the retrieved files into the directory structure resulting 
from spider operation was manually examined, including noting naming conventions used in the 
files and directories.  That inspection was the principal factor in website manual classification.  
The results of these classifications are listed in Table 1 and repeated as an informational column 
in Table 2.   
Some websites examined (not those listed in Table 1) proved poor choices for further analysis, 
typically when the spider-based copying of those websites was discovered to be seriously or 
                                                     
18 Website copying by the Illinois State Library uses a software system (Jackson, 2006) built around the 
wget spider (Free Software Foundation, 2008).  The complete system is available as an open-source 
software download via http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/departments/library/who_we_are/cep.html.  
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 systematically flawed.  In all such cases, the full cooperation of the Illinois State Library was 
obtained to reconfigure and rerun website archiving spiders, for the benefit of both this research 
and the completeness of the formal archive.  Nevertheless, some websites proved insufficiently 
retrievable via spiders and others were randomly selected to take their place. 
 More than enough websites to support construction of separate training and testing datasets for 
classifier construction experiments were so classified, 79 in all.  Random selection was then made 
from the candidate websites 19, for the three categories, and distributed across the range of 
website sizes.  24 training datasets and 22 testing datasets were so selected from the 79. 
For cross-reference with the world outside this research, Table 2 provides the formal website or 
sponsoring agency names, and the website homepage address, for all websites in Table 1, 
including those not subsequently selected for analyses. 
The overall website structural categories (classes, types) considered in this research are; 
1) "directory-based" -- a hierarchical directory structure is used as the overall website 
organizational device, that is, the overall tendency is to structure the website as a 
hierarchy of directories, where directory contents appear to be along lines typical of 
archival series and sub-series, as claimed in the Arizona model, 
2) "script-based" -- script-based information delivery implements the overall website 
organizational device and content delivery mechanism, and 
3) "graph-based" -- the hypertext graph is used as the overall website organizational device, 
that is, the overall tendency in the website structure is to group related materials using 
lists of hyperlinks (e.g., webpages containing lists of hyperlinks, pointing to documents 
that are either concerning a shared topic or attribute, or which are part of a series). 
For all these categories, there is always the possibility that a website may contain portions that are 
primarily one category, while the overall categorization of the website differs.  For example, a 
website may utilize some scripts, while overall reflecting a directory-based organization.  Hence, 
in the absence of an agreed upon definition of how overall website structure is defined, a manual 
appraisal is used here to classify the websites by overall structural type. 
                                                     
19 The random selection was made using the R software, generating a uniformly distributed random integer 
variable, using a random seed, and with a defined range set to the number of websites in each size range, 
for each structural class.  The R function used to choose, say, among six alternatives would be  
floor( runif( 1, min=1, max=(6 + 1))) 
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 Linear classifiers were here tasked to classify websites by overall website structural type, and 
utilized training data involving overall structural classifications.  Deliberate selection of a range 
of training datasets provided the classifiers with examples of mixed-type websites, involving 
subtleties and exceptions, where the classifier was tasked to learn feature set classification based 
on the provided overall structural type classification of the website. 
4.1.3 Graph Extraction 
Website structural information was extracted from the run log file produced by spider operation.  
Using the run log, statistical features such as the depth of hierarchical directory structures, the 
employment of file format types, counts of files retrieved, and the total bytes of retrieved files 
were tabulated by computer program.  Processing of the run log, plus attendant difficulties 
encountered, are described following. 
4.1.3.1 Spider run log processing 
Use of the spider run log as the underlying source of data leading to feature construction 
precluded problems where locally constructed software differed in its hyperlink parsing results 
from those of the archival spider.20  As many markup tags are allowed to contain hyperlink 
references to other files21, design issues are raised, and possibly resolved differently, concerning 
which hyperlinks are to be followed for purposes of file retrieval.  Relying solely on how the 
spider is programmed at least eliminated these problems of inconsistency, although one might 
hope for different programming22.  Declining to obtain features directly from the spider-host file 
system further precluded another potential source of inconsistency that might have affected graph 
production and subsequent feature extraction. 
The spider used by the Illinois State Library, and other spiders, attempt to store retrieved files 
using a directory path (structure) based on the characters of the file URL.  In so doing, a mimic of 
                                                     
20 Different versions of the wget spider itself have also been observed, in Illinois State Library archival 
operations, to exhibit different retrieval behaviors and produce run logs differing both in the sequence of 
operations and in syntax.  These differences, for example, introduced problems in monthly archival 
processing in August, 2008, because of extensive differences between wget versions 1.8.2, 1.10.2, and 
1.11.4.  Wget version 1.10.2 is currently the version in production use by the Illinois State Library, and was 
the means of acquisition of all the website data analyzed in this research. 
21 Hyperlinks may be contained within these tag-attributes; A HREF, AREA HREF, FORM ACTION, 
FRAME SRC, IMG SRC, and LINK HREF. 
22 The wget spider, for example, provides only very limited support for hyperlinks encoded in JavaScript 
program statements.  Wget also does not attempt to follow hyperlinks encoded within the ACTION 
attribute of an HTML FORM tag. 
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 the website directory structure is created, which was further manually analyzed in assigning 
websites to structural classes for both training and testing datasets. 
4.1.3.2 Implementation difficulties 
Processing the spider run logs necessarily involved resolving, at least on a website-specific scale, 
the spider-based website copying problems described in Appendix A under the general label of 
aliasing.  Multiple Web addresses can, with some website implementations, result in retrieval of 
identical files.  Rather than consider such a website to be unnaturally larger than its authors 
actually implemented, spider run log processing here attempted to map the alternative Web 
addresses into one canonical form, and to base the graph definition on only the files 
corresponding to the canonical Web address.  In particular, run log processing had to deal with 
the problems of; 
1. redirection, where a request for a file at one Web address eventually, possibly after 
multiple redirections, resulted in downloading a file from another location, 
2. case sensitivity mismatch between the computer hosting the copied website and the 
computer hosting the copy, as case insensitivity constitutes another means whereby one 
file can be retrieved under multiple Web address aliases, and 
3. the lack of a canonical form for Web addresses involving script parameters, whereby 
factorial numbers of alternative parameter orderings generally retrieve the same file. 
Redirection was dealt with as a back-and-forth dialog between the Web server and the spider is 
the means of implementation of redirection, and this entire dialog is recorded in the log.  
Accordingly, it was possible to follow an initial request to its eventual conclusion. 
Case insensitivity was dealt with by mapping Web addresses into an all-upper-case canonical 
form, as is done in the CEP archiving software (Jackson, 2006) used by the Illinois State Library.  
Indication of those websites requiring this processing was based on an entry in the Illinois State 
Library spider configuration files in use at the time of the spider run.  That value is permanently 
assigned by the CEP operators based on website copy inspection, but the CEP software initially 
detects file or directory names differing only in the use of case.   
Web script parameters were reordered into a canonical form based on alphabetical order by the 
name portion of each name-value pair.  Omitted values were standardized to a value of one, 
which seemed to match the notion of "true," or "present," as was perhaps the original intent, but 
which then resulted in a name-value pair that is complete. 
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 Some files were retrieved from Web addresses that could not be spelled out in a manner 
acceptable to the UNIX file system for file storage.  As such, those files were never stored, or 
were not stored where the operating system subsequently attempted to find them in support of the 
spider's reading and parsing of the file contents.  As such, no hyperlinks which may have been 
present in the original file would be incorporated into the graph.  Those files were treated as 
equivalent to broken hyperlinks in the file attempting to link to them. 
4.1.3.3 Graph recording 
Graphs paralleling the website hypertext structure were recorded as a set of triples, one triple per 
graph edge (link, arc, hyperlink), with an accompanying key list.  The triples present, as integers, 
in this order; the node number of the node (file) of origin of the edge, the node number of the 
destination node of the edge, and the strength of the link (i.e., the number of hyperlinks 
encountered running from this origin node to this destination node).  The strength information is 
not used in most analyses here, but may be useful in other research (e.g., research concerning 
document file relatedness).  Strength values of greater than one reflect a second or subsequent 
hyperlink, originating from within a file, and leading to one specific other file (e.g., the phrase 
"the annual report" often labels a redundant hyperlink, pointing, seemingly as a courtesy, to the 
current annual report of the agency operating the website).  Such redundancies in hyperlinks may 
or may not reflect an increased degree of file relatedness to other researchers. 
An alternative form for the recording of a graph is to use a matrix, where the origin node number 
determines the row, and the destination node number determines the column of the cell in which 
the edge strength is recorded.  That method is not generally practical in the analysis of websites as 
typically very many nodes (files) exist, say n, resulting in a matrix of size n*n.  As hyperlinks 
between all possible pairs of nodes would be very expensive to implement in a website, the 
resulting matrix would be expected to be quite sparse.  As such, storage of the graph in the form 
of triples is much more economical of space, though altering subsequent graph processing 
algorithms somewhat. 
The associated key list identifies the canonical file specification associated with each graph node 
number.  From that file specification, it is generally possible to reconstruct the Web address 
within the Illinois State Library website archive where a given file is archived, supporting both 
general inspection, and the investigation of problems or unexpected results.  The Illinois State 
Library website archive was used as, in many cases, the online websites had been changed over 
the course of this research, and many archive-based hyperlinks no longer functioned. 
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 Edge strength is greater than one when multiple hyperlinks are encountered having both the same 
origin node and the same destination node.  An undesirable effect of synonymy (aliasing, in 
Appendix A) in Web addresses is that multiple files could be retrieved that map to the same 
canonical address, resulting in a duplicated evaluation of the associated hyperlinks.   This can 
inflate edge strength artificially.  That is, the webpage author did not manually create those 
duplicated links, so, if the author was, as is often supposed, indicating a form of file relatedness 
via hyperlink creation, the presence of duplicated hyperlinks can lessen the value of edge strength 
as an indicator of that relatedness.  Accordingly, many of the analyses that follow assume edge 
strength is either one or zero, ignoring the tabulated strength. 
Triples are only recorded here in response to encountering a hyperlink, so all triples have non-
zero strength.  Self-links, that is, hyperlinks where the hyperlink origination and destination node 
number are the same, are often ignored in other webometrics studies as representing the obvious 
relationship of a document file to itself.  As self-links are entirely under the control of a webpage 
author, they are sometimes seen as less independent than links originating in some other file.  
Self-links are excluded from the calculations of the other graph features used in classifier 
construction here (i.e., all those other than the "Self" feature).  The "Self" feature then provides a 
means to inform classifier construction of this unique item of information which may reflect 
webpage construction conventions such as template use, and which may in turn be useful in 
identifying the overall website structural type. 
Information that is extraneous for subsequent analyses is easily discarded at that time (e.g., by 
treating all edge strengths as having a value of one), allowing one parser pass through the spider 
run log to serve all subsequent graph analysis applications here, and perhaps the interests of other 
researchers as well. 
4.1.4 Feature Selection 
The features in the following list were selected for use in developing the linear classifiers.  Three 
of these features were obtained by counting or totaling items found in the spider run log itself, 
while the other seven were obtained by determining various measures associated with the 
hypertext graph.  Features based on the hypertext graph might be expected to be more 
ubiquitously available, and to be more robust in the presence of change, as Web access 
necessitates that a hyperlink graph continue to exist, despite other technology changes that may 
occur.  Further, graph features are readily and unambiguously measured.  The reasons behind the 
interest in these features, and the source of the feature values from within the dataset are also 
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 outlined here.  The parenthetical, quoted character string identifies the label for each feature as it 
appears in this document, especially in figures and data tables. 
1. The total number of files ("Files").  The total number of files is one measure of the size of 
the website.  Increasing size may motivate website operators to employ more capable 
management techniques or technologies in file storage, with resultant implications for the 
ways in which information can then be organized and accessed in the website. 
2. The total number of bytes ("Bytes").  The total number of bytes, across all files of a 
website, is another measure of the size of the website, and as such is included here for 
similar motivations to the "Files" feature.  This feature is also influenced, to an unknown 
extent, by the type of files supported by the website (e.g., audio and video files are 
usually considerably larger than text files), so this feature is not expected to be 
completely duplicative of the "Files" feature. 
3. The total number of single-file documents ("Singles").23  The total number of single-file 
documents is a possible measure of the extent to which a website is used as more of a 
traditional publishing or broadcast mechanism, largely engaged in the transmission of 
information products which are not generally subdivided, and as such may reflect 
something of the role of the website within the agency operating it, or the role of the 
agency within State government. 
Identification of the file extensions and MIME type values deemed to constitute one of 
these types of files was done through examination of the final table row of (Jackson, 
2009), which lists all file extensions and MIME types, and their occurrence counts, across 
all websites currently being copied by the Illinois State Library.  File extensions or 
MIME types occurring fewer than 100 times in the 1.3 million files being downloaded 
monthly were ignored, as were file extensions or MIME types indicating markup 
language files. 
4. The mean file in-degree ("In").  The mean file in-degree is a reflection of the website 
graph density, that is, how extensively files provide hyperlinks to each other.  In a 
                                                     
23 The Illinois State Library tracks the use of word processor formats in websites, as a great many 
documents of interest to the library in pursuit of their document preservation function are produced as 
"single-file documents", using word processors.  For example, in the September 27, 2008, version of 
(Jackson, 2009), Illinois State Government websites were seen to contain 401,008 files with the extension 
‘.pdf’ (i.e., Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format), and 11,847 files with the extension ‘.doc’, ‘.docx’, 
or ‘.dot’ (i.e., Microsoft Word file name extensions).  Such “single-file documents” are examined by library 
staff for possible acquisition and long-term preservation.  The production of the more formal State 
publications using markup language is far less frequent (e.g., in the same report, the file name extension 
"xml" was encountered 3,796 times). 
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 sociomatrix representation of the website graph, the in-degree of a node is determined by 
processing the column of the matrix associated with the node in question. 
Column processing can either sum all entries, or count the non-zero entries, depending on 
the nature of the analysis to be supported.  For the analyses in this research, counting 
non-zero entries was used, thereby ignoring link strength information.  This was chosen 
both to avoid generally viewing the existence of redundant hyperlinks as indicative of a 
more intense inter-node relationship, and more markedly, to avoid rewarding link 
strength values for websites wherein nodes occur multiple times under aliased 
equivalents in their Web address. 
In- and out-degree of nodes is widely used in both webometrics studies (Thelwall, 2004), 
though nodes in webometrics (Björneborn, and Ingwersen, 2001 and 2004) generally 
equate to whole websites, or even larger aggregations (Thelwall, 2001; Thelwall and 
Wilkinson, 2003; Baeza-Yates and Castillo, 2001 and 2007), and in social network 
analysis (Wasserman and Faust, 1994).  In- and out-degree can readily be described and 
calculated from the graph representation as a sociomatrix. 
Depending on the nature of the analysis, "self-links" (i.e., hyperlinks where the source 
and destination file are the same) may or may not be included in degree calculations.  In 
this research, as in many others described in the webometrics literature, self-links are 
tabulated separately (see "Self," following). 
The mean of the in-degree value is then determined by dividing the total by the number 
of rows (or columns, as the matrix is square) in the sociomatrix built only from nodes 
resident on a given Web server.  Ignoring nodes resident on other servers for purposes of 
this calculation was done as no inward pointing hyperlinks would be discovered from 
those nodes as the archiving spider does not (with an extremely few exceptions) retrieve 
files from other locations for analysis or preservation. 
5. The mean file out-degree to external websites ("Out").  The mean file out-degree would 
be the same value as the mean in-degree, if calculated only on that portion of the graph 
which represents nodes (files) on the local Web server.  (The in-degree algorithm 
summing or counting the entire matrix down columns, while the out-degree algorithm 
proceeds along rows.)  The mean out-degree to external websites is therefore instead 
calculated involving only hyperlinks pointing to an off-site destination file.   
In a conventional sociomatrix representation of the graph, the total out-degree can be 
determined by processing across the row of the matrix corresponding to the node (file) in 
question.  The mean of this value is then determined by dividing the total by the number 
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 of columns in the graph.  The divisor, for the calculation of the mean, is the number of 
nodes associated with files residing on other Web servers. 
In contrast, in-degree calculation cannot use inward-bound hyperlinks as the spider will 
not have acquired the external files nor parsed their contents.  So, in-degree is here 
defined where both the hyperlink origin and destination nodes reside on the Web server 
being processed, while out-degree is here defined where the hyperlink origin file (node) 
necessarily resides on the Web server being processed, while the hyperlink destination 
file (node) does not. 
6. The number of nodes in the sub-graph having combined in- and out-degree of at least 
three ("SizeK3").  This feature is a reflection of that portion of the graph that is 
hyperlinked to other portions of the website to a reasonable degree, using the "k-core" 
measure (Seidman, 1983), which, although one of a number of possible measures, has 
also been used by Björneborn (2004) and Thelwall (2004).  This feature is an attempt to 
capture something of the widely analyzed social network concepts of graph 'cohesion' or 
'center-periphery structure', although a variety of other measures could have been used 
toward that end.  The calculation of the sub-graph is iterative, requiring in the worst case 
O(n3) operations, where n is the number of nodes in the original graph.  Possibly 
influenced by website construction norms, this feature proved computable.    Experiments 
in determining a suitable value of k determined a value of three typically produced sub-
graphs with sizes 25 to 95 percent the size of the original graph, and as such the k=3 sub-
graph size seems a viable feature reflective of graph cohesion. 
7. The mean file path length from the homepage ("Path").  The mean file path length from 
the homepage may reflect file grouping practices and the extent of branching in tree-like 
graph substructures.  It is calculated by performing a breadth-first search of the website 
graph, beginning with the node corresponding to the homepage.  Nodes are marked as 
they are tabulated, to preclude counting or processing them multiple times.  Hyperlinks 
pointing to files residing off the Web server being analyzed are ignored in calculation of 
this metric. 
8. The mean number of file self-links ("Self").  In a conventional sociomatrix representation 
of the graph, the weights of self-links are stored along the matrix main diagonal.  Some 
social network analysis techniques and webometrics applications ignore self-links.  
However, in this application, the mean number of file self-links may reflect webpage 
authoring conventions within an agency, and may reflect something of webpage size (e.g., 
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 larger webpages may tend to provide more on-page navigational links as user 
conveniences).  As such, this feature is potentially unique in its information content   
9. The total number of co-links ("CoLinks").  Co-links (Thelwall, 2004) reflect situations 
such as where file D links to files A, B, and C.  n*(n-1)/2 directionless co-link relations 
are said to exist, where n=3, specifically, co-links A-B, A-C, and B-C.  These relations 
are illustrated in Figure 6.  The co-link relationship does not imply the existence of a 
hyperlink between any pair of A, B, or C, though such a hyperlink may exist.  The total 
number of co-links may reflect webpage authoring conventions or webpage grouping 
practices within an agency, and may reflect something of website size. 
Co-link relationships arising from links in a certain file exist between all possible pairs of 
the non-zero entries in the row of the sociomatrix corresponding to that hyperlink-origin 
file.  The order of items in the pair is ignored as the co-link relationship is undirected.  To 
prevent intermingling of self-links, here separately analyzed, with externally directed 
links in this feature, only non-zero entries of the row other than that entry on the main 
diagonal (i.e., the self link) were counted. 
10. The total number of co-linking relationships ("CoLinkings").  Co-linking relationships 
(Thelwall, 2004) reflect situations such as, where files A, B, and C all link to file D,  
n*(n-1)/2 co-linking relationships exist, where n=3, specifically, and as an undirected 
relation, involving the file pairs A-B, A-C, and B-C.  These relations are illustrated in 
Figure 7.  The co-linking relationship does not imply the existence of a hyperlink 
between any pair of A, B, or C, though such a hyperlink may exist.  The total number of 
co-linking relationships presumably reflects the complimentary measure. 
Co-link relations, arising from links pointing to a certain destination file, exist between 
all possible pairs of the non-zero entries in the column of the sociomatrix corresponding 
to that destination file.  The order of items in the pair is ignored as the co-linking 
relationship is undirected.  To prevent intermingling of self-links with externally directed 
links in this feature, only non-zero entries of the row other than that entry on the main 
diagonal (i.e., the self link) were counted. 
These ten features were selectively normalized, as listed in Table 3, to avoid numerical 
calculation problems arising from large dissimilarities in their relative magnitudes.  If such values 
were processed without scaling, the very large values could dominate numerical results of 
algorithms, resulting in generally uninformative results.  The majority of cases involved 
logarithmic compression, or taking a mean, rather than using a simple count. 
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 A number of other features and variations on feature definitions might be utilized as well.  In 
particular, features from social network analysis concerning triads, cliques, graph diameters, and 
centrality measures provide seemingly independent metrics of a hypertext graph (here only 
partially reflected in the In, Out, Path, SizeK3, CoLinks, and CoLinkings features).  Incorporation 
of maximum and median values of features, in addition to the mean values or counts used here, 
also emerged in the analysis of causes of classification errors (described following) as a useful 
defense against certain specific error cases.  As this is an initial explorative study, the feature set 
examined here is small.  Generally successful results here (described following) establish the 
utility of the linear classifier approach, so subsequent researchers or tool developers may wish to 
significantly expand the feature set. 
After scaling, website feature values were additionally projected onto a unit sphere, by treating 
each website feature record as a 10-dimensional vector and dividing each dimension's measure by 
the overall vector length.  As spherical projection itself can be dominated by individual values 
having relatively much larger values (e.g., see the scaling discussion in Table 3 for the "Bytes" 
feature), this projection step was done after the selective normalization of individual features.  
Combined, these scaling measures reduced the possibility of a single feature dominating the 
analyses to come.  
Once so normalized, the features were checked for comparable magnitudes and consistent 
distributions, as illustrated in the "box and whiskers" diagram in Figure 8, and the "violin plots" 
in Figure 9.  The magnitudes were comparable, and the distributions reasonably continuous, 
producing no objection to proceeding with the other analyses. 
The features were then compared using all possible scatter plots of pairs of features, as 
summarized in Figure 10.  These features chosen were initially suggested from their use in other 
webometrics research, and were hoped to be generally independent.  However, scatter plot 
distributions that were roughly linear or roughly logarithmic in shape were obvious for several of 
the plots, when examined separately, suggesting there may be some commonality to patterns of 
occurrence of those features, at least within government websites.   
To analyze the multiple recurrences of shapes within Figure 10, the nature of the shape of the 
scatter plots was tabulated in Table 4.  Symmetry in un-directed relations was relied upon to 
complete the lower-triangular half of Table 4, by mirroring the upper-triangular half.  Table 4 can 
be understood as a collapsed display of a two-plane sociomatrix, simultaneously displaying the 
relations "linear" and "logarithmic" between a set of ten actors, with actor names corresponding 
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 to the features used throughout this research.  As a sociomatrix, then, Table 4 displays obvious 
structural equivalences.  These are made more clear through the removal of those actors not 
displaying structural equivalences (i.e., Out, SizeK3, and Self), and the interchanging of the order 
of the actors Path and In, resulting in the sociomatrix of Table 5.  Table 5 shows identical 
relations for the actors in the group Files, Bytes, Singles, and Path, and likewise for the group In, 
CoLinks, and CoLinkings.  Such a result is not entirely unexpected, as some linear fits were 
observed for the un-normalized features (e.g., as shown in Figure 4). 
These structural equivalences are a form of circumstantial evidence that some commonality 
underlies the grouped features, at least as these feature values arise when state government 
websites form the underlying datasets.  Other forms of circumstantial evidence to that effect are 
discussed following.  Consideration then needs to be given to what such underlying factors might 
be, for the two feature groups here identified.  Additionally, these equivalences suggest, to people 
in the business of constructing minimalist linear classifiers, that only one feature of the set Files, 
Bytes, Singles, and Path need be used, as well as only one from the set In, CoLinks, and 
CoLinkings.  Reduction in the features set employed in the experimental construction of linear 
classifiers is one of the analyses described following, toward the end of identifying those features 
contributing the most to the ability of a classifier to differentiate website structural types. 
A quick appraisal using a parallel coordinate plot (i.e., with all feature values standardized to the 
unit interval, and all dataset values for all features incorporated into the same plot, here that in 
Figure 11) can disclose features that seem to be more effective individually in discriminating 
between the classes.  Figure 11 showed no single feature that clearly segregated the three classes, 
but the In feature showed the strongest such effect, for script-based websites.  The features Files, 
Bytes, and Singles showed some differentiation capability.  The features Out and Self seemed 
poor differentiators. 
It appears from these overview analyses that feature values do differ to a reasonable extent across 
the datasets, that they occasionally display ranges of values reflecting the class of a data 
observation, and that there are some not completely understood interrelationships between 
features in this application, despite their having been chosen from the toolset of webometrics.  
Classification analysis done using combinations of features in the next phase of the research are 
described following.   
Characterization of the values of each feature exhibited in the training dataset, contrasted with 
expectations arising from the nature of the implementations of the different website structural 
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 classes follows immediately.  Although stereotypically generalized, this overview of feature 
values encountered is helpful in understanding the interrelationship of the analyzed features with 
the analyzed structural classes. 
4.1.5 Generalized Summary of Feature Values Associated With Structural Classes 
To provide an abstract characterization of the nature of the three structural classes with respect to 
the features examined, the class means of each classifier feature in the training dataset were 
calculated, as listed in Table 6.  In summary, the class means disclose the following general 
characterizations of the classes. 
1. Script-based websites are the largest in terms of the number of files, which is reasonable 
under the supposition that a need to manage ever-increasing quantities of files tends to 
push website staff toward adopting automated measures, and under the supposition that 
Web-formatted outputs of individual database records will be quite numerous. 
2. Directory-based websites are the largest in terms of the number of files with extensions 
on the list of single-file document types, which is reasonable if the agency operating the 
website is engaged in publishing many documents along a print-based model, and 
assuming the preparation of such document master files is (now) done with a word 
processor.  If the document products of the agency reflect mutually exclusive 
categorization (e.g., on the basis of geo-political region addressed or served, product or 
service line offered, or temporality), using directories as bins for the storage of like 
documents is quite reasonable, and seems to be the implicit assumption of the Arizona 
model.  Unexpectedly, graph-based websites have the lowest value here, but this may 
reflect the occasional use of script-based systems implementing whole-document 
retrieval from some form of library. 
3. Directory-based websites are the largest in terms of the total number of bytes retrieved.  
Part of the size ranking in terms of bytes retrieved is deceptive, as one of the directory-
based websites (ILGeoSurvey) contains 221,447,661,317 bytes, largely of maps, 
markedly perturbing the average.  However, the single-file document types just discussed 
may also tend to be formal reports and publications, as opposed to markup language 
statements of individual database records, or navigation pages leading users around 
websites, so, again, a large number of bytes would be expected in the directory-based 
websites which have the most single-file documents. 
4. Script-based websites have the largest average in-degree, which would be an anticipated 
consequence of the file-generating script being coded to provide convenience hyperlinks 
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 to various frequently used document destinations.  Directory-based websites have the 
lowest value, which conforms to a notion that hyperlinks have creation and maintenance 
costs that are highest in manual production environments, and as such may be implicitly 
or explicitly discouraged of Web authors. 
5. Graph-based websites employ the most outbound hyperlinks pointing to files in different 
websites.  Script-based websites may employ fewer due to their larger replication of any 
template contents, perhaps to the point of becoming tedious to users.  A brief statement of 
the sought record may be what users prefer, shunning redundancy.  Directory-based 
websites have the lowest value, which again conforms to a cost-related notion.  However, 
graph-based websites are presumably manually produced as well, so perhaps graph-based 
websites do not reflect a focus on the local information products anticipated for directory-
based websites, but reflect an author viewpoint more emphasizing the information 
products of this website in the larger context of state government. 
6. The size of the k=3 sub-graph (i.e., that largest sub-graph where all its nodes are of 
degree at least k) is largest for script-based websites, perhaps again reflecting replication 
of links that are coded by the script programmer, and the relatively higher cost of creating 
and maintaining hyperlinks within the other two, presumably manually produced, 
websites. 
7. The average path length from the homepage is shortest for graph-based websites, and 
longest for script-based websites.  This may reflect graph-based websites being 
unconstrained with regard to needing to subdivide the information holdings on the basis 
of a directory structure or a series of increasingly specific script parameterization menus. 
8. The average number of self-links in script-based websites is roughly double that of 
directory-based or graph-based websites.  This may reflect the common use of on-page 
hyperlinks to return the user to the top of a page, or to take the user into a long list.  If 
such provisions are included in the script code, very many such hyperlinks will be 
produced. 
9. The number of co-link relationships (typified in Figure 6) was highest for script-based 
websites, but this is an expected consequence of the larger numbers of files and of intra-
website hyperlinks there. 
10. The number of co-linking relationships (typified in Figure 7) was highest for script-based 
websites, but this is an expected consequence of the larger numbers of files and of intra-
website hyperlinks there. 
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 In a high-level, stereotyping summary, then, the three website structural classes examined 
exhibit the characteristics listed following. 
1. Directory-based websites have a preponderance of generally larger files, in word 
processing formats, and the fewest hyperlinks.  This class summary agrees well with the 
expectations associated with the original Arizona model, particularly concerning the 
anticipated hyperlink structure illustrated in Figure 2, reflecting a consistent classification 
of these websites by the researcher. 
2. Script-based websites have very many small files, generally not using word processing 
formats, the densest intra-website hypertext graphs, and the most self-links, but the 
longest average path length from the homepage to individual files.  This summary agrees 
best with expectations for scripts accessing a database, reformatting records for delivery 
to Web users, rather than expectations concerning document management systems or 
digital libraries.  That seems reasonable in that database management systems have been 
around longer than the other technologies, and generally cost less to deploy, so perhaps 
there are simply more of them at present. 
3. Graph-based websites have the most hyperlinks to other websites and the shortest average 
path length from the homepage to individual files.  It is tempting to suggest certain 
authors may have a "hypertext frame of mind," and may be more fluidly utilizing 
hyperlinks, perhaps operating under a fundamentally different view of information-as-
space, and choosing to situate their information within a larger context.  The properties of 
this class are certainly unique. 
4.2 ANALYSES BASED ON GRAPH FEATURES, WITH RESULTS 
The following sections describe analyses performed and results achieved using either the website 
graph (i.e., hierarchical cluster analysis and blockmodeling) or the feature set extracted primarily 
from that graph (i.e., linear discriminant analysis and principal components analysis).  This 
begins the description of phase two of the research effort -- experimental classifier construction.  
The attempt to construct, and then to improve upon the linear classifier constitutes the meeting 
place of the research questions, the dataset, and the suggestions arising in other literatures.  
Attempted linear classifier improvements here investigated candidate improvements in the 
understanding of what is uniquely going on involving website structure, as evidenced by the 
various features. 
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 4.2.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis 
Linear discriminant analysis attempts to learn a set of linear coefficients associated with each 
dimension of a feature space such that specify a hyperplane.  The salient feature of this 
hyperplane is that, when the points in the feature space are projected onto it, there is minimal 
separation between the points of each class, and maximal separation between the classes.  It 
would be very unlikely for this classification problem be solvable using only one of the features, 
so, as there will likely be overlap between categories on any one axis, accurate classification 
would not be expected to be possible using only one of the features.  Linear discriminant analysis 
is one means of using features in combination, specifically a linear combination, and is thus 
considerably more powerful than examination of a single, (hopefully telling) feature.  Linear 
discriminant analysis produces a form of answer that involves all of the features simultaneously, 
so linear discriminant analysis is an efficient method for this research, enabling analysis of the 
relative contributions of multiple features in the classifier. 
Linear discriminant analysis can be found discussed under many labels, both synonyms and more 
encompassing technologies, including pattern recognition, machine learning, supervised learning, 
supervised classification, class-based Karhunen-Loéve Transform (where Karhunen-Loéve 
Transform itself is an earlier name for principal components analysis), Fisher discriminants 
(Fisher, 1936), multiple discriminant analysis (sometimes used to make clear that the number of 
classes exceeds two), discriminant factor analysis, canonical discriminant analysis, and 
simultaneous diagonalization. 
Linear discriminant analysis uses class means, estimated from the training datasets, as the 
information about a class.  Linear discriminant analysis would be unusable where classes have the 
same means, but such is not the case with this data. (Table 7 lists the class means for the initial 
linear discriminant analysis classifier, constructed on the training dataset using all features listed 
in Table 3.)   
Use of linear discriminant analysis makes an implicit assumption that the classes are linearly 
separable, that is, separable by some linear combination of the feature values in a feature space of 
some dimensionality.  As such, construction of a classifier via linear discriminant analysis could 
fail, however this did not occur here. 
The correct assignment of training and testing datasets into classes are known in this investigation, 
so a supervised learning method is applicable, as opposed to an unsupervised (e.g., clustering) 
method that determines classes.  Other research may subsequently attempt to identify additional 
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 classes, and may employ unsupervised methods in that attempt.  Further, what is studied in this 
research involves discovering and examining a classification rule, not the analysis method.  
Unsupervised methods know the rule to be used (e.g., one based on distance in some way).  Here, 
it is the construction of the rule itself that is informing concerning the nature of website structure. 
Linear discriminant analysis applies in situations where the classes are mutually exclusive.  In 
this case, classes are mutually exclusive by definition -- only one "overall" website structure can 
be said to exist.  Structures of sub-graphs could be of different type, which is part of the reason 
for human-assigned overall classifications in this research. 
A total of n-1 linear discriminant functions are constructed by linear discriminant analysis, where 
n is the number of classes.  LD1 serves to distinguish the first class from the other classes, LD2 to 
distinguish the second class from the rest, and so forth.  The last remaining class does not need a 
way to distinguish it from anything else.  In this research, with three classes, two linear 
discriminant vectors will therefore be learned.  Projections from the ten-dimensional feature 
space will then be onto this two-dimensional surface. 
Linear discriminant analysis calculations here utilized the R (R Core Development Team, 2008) 
function "lda," as provided in the built-in "MASS" software package, and as described in 
(Venables and Ripley, 2002) and in connection with the use of the "languageR" linguistics 
analysis download software package (Baayen, 2008a, b).  The three overall structural classes to 
be assigned (i.e., directory-based, script-based, and graph-based website organization and access) 
were initially assumed equally probable, as using the observed probability of class occurrence, as 
is the R default, for the very small sample of the world's websites used in this research could be 
slightly biasing. 
The following begins the description of phase three of the research, detailed examination of 
classifier results, although understandings gained thereby are also discussed as iterations of 
phases two and three, in pursuit of understanding the role of the features in the classification 
process. 
4.2.1.1 Linear classifier successes 
The projection in Figure 12 of the website training examples onto the LD1-LD2 learned 
hyperplane shows readily separable regions corresponding to the three classes.  Accordingly, at a 
basic level, linear classifiers operating on the presumably robust website descriptor features 
arising from hyperlink graph processing show considerable promise for the classification of 
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 websites into the three overall modes of information organization and access examined in this 
study.  Counts of classifier successes (95.8%) and failures on the training dataset are listed in 
Table 8, while those on the testing dataset are listed in Table 9.  The initial success rate with the 
training datasets implies, as is also suggested following, that linear classifiers train well on this 
feature set, which in turn suggests that the feature set was both consistently constructed, and that 
it, or its subsets, contain sufficient information to support the construction of effective linear 
classifiers for this application. 
The R lda function learned the two linear determinant vectors having the coefficients listed in 
Table 10.  Examination of the cells in Table 10 with the largest magnitudes then discloses the 
more salient features in this classifier.  The proportion of trace, that is, "the proportions of the 
between-class variance that are explained by the successive linear combinations" (Maindonald 
and Braun, 2007, 389), for LD1 was 0.608, while that for LD2 was 0.392.  The relative 
comparability of these values indicates that both functions are important for classifier success. 
4.2.1.2 Classifier mistakes 
Using this classifier on the training dataset itself produced one instance of an incorrect 
classification (the ION website, plotted as the right-most "d" in Figure 12, and closer to the "S" 
class centroid than to the "D").  So, although Figure 12 has regions that could clearly be separated 
by line segments on the basis of class, distances from class centroids actually result in one of the 
websites being a classification error.  Additional use of this classifier on the testing dataset 
produced correct classifications for 11 of 22 cases.  The specific classification values assigned by 
the researcher and by the linear discriminant analysis classifier are listed in Table 11, with the 
number of websites of each manually assigned classification versus the number of each classifier-
assigned classification cross tabulated in a prediction table in Table 9.  Five of the eleven 
misclassifications were for classifier classifications as graph-based, with the corresponding 
human-generated classification being directory-based.  These misclassifications were analyzed in 
more detail. 
1. ION: The ION website was the only element of the training dataset incorrectly classified, 
being manually classified as directory-based, and classifier classified as script-based. 
Examination of the ION website features shows an unusually high value of the In feature 
(10.7) for the size of the website (an un-normalized file count of 3,139).  This value is 
more typical of the in-degree seen in script-based websites, suggesting a re-examination 
of the spider download.   
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 Re-examination of the ION spider results confirmed at the upper levels, the website is 
primarily directory-based.  However, the "courses/catalog" and "courses/register" 
subdirectories contain a very large number of script-based files, which appear to have 
caused the classifier to classify the website as script-based.  If the notion of overall 
structural classification is understood to be weighted by the number of files accessible 
under each structural type, the ION website should have been classified as script-based. 
This raised the question of a need for clearer definitional delineation between the 
structural classes, as in this case, script use is apparently entirely localized, but also 
extensive.  Seemingly, a recursive approach to structural type characterization at the sub-
graph level would be more broadly applicable than attempting an overall characterization.  
And, perhaps a recursive approach would be amenable to automatic determination.  Or, 
perhaps methods based on merging nodes within a graph based on high equivalence 
scores (as subsequently discussed) are a means to deal with websites having markedly 
stratified sub-graphs. 
2. CTE: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as script-based, as opposed 
to the manual classification as directory-based.  54 of 149 files (38.8%) have the 
extension ".asp" indicating Active Server Pages -- another form of scrip-like behavior, 
although these files were located in several directories, as opposed to being gathered 
together in a cgi-bin directory.  Although only 12 of those files used parameters in their 
Web address, there may have been commonalities in authoring conventions used in these 
ASP pages similar to conventions used in authoring other script types.  ASP pages, and 
presumably other forms of content-inclusion capabilities for dynamically composed 
webpages, presumably need to be considered in defining what it means to say a website 
has a script-based organization and access structure. 
3. FutureGen: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as directory-based.  This website has 93 files, mostly 
with ".pdf" extensions, stored in the /media/articles directory.  Although such practices 
would seem to rely on the graph structure for organization and access, there are also 
topical directory structures present (e.g., /site_visuals, /news, /media/releases), arguing 
for a directory-based classification.   
Most telling seems to be the use of a single, unusually large webpage to provide 
hyperlinks to the many copied articles from various publications.  The large out-degree of 
that node is perhaps untypical of directory-based structures, where the presumption is that 
files are being organized into groups by archival series.  This is too large an out-degree to 
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 be typical of such an organization, opening the door for the classifier to avoid the 
directory-based classification.  Still, while the classification as graph-based is 
understandable, admittedly a graph without a more step-wise path from the general to the 
specific, or some form of list-organizing principle, is perhaps not too useful to website 
users. 
4. Atlas: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as opposed 
to the manual classification as directory-based.  This website employs a very strict 
division using a directory hierarchy, and would seem to be the quintessential directory-
based example.  However, after extensive inspection, the website almost totally consists 
of graphical image products based on U.S. 2000 census data.  All these data product 
listings appear to have been machine generated, due to the complete absence of variation.  
It may be that the absence of boundary-crossing hyperlinks, in the manner of "small 
world" hyperlinks, makes this website non-conformant with the model the classifier had 
developed for directory-based websites.  Examples of mechanically produced websites of 
the various classes should be sought out and included in training datasets in future 
research. 
5. FireMarsh: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as directory-based.  This website employs many 
directories with names that include words suggesting topics (e.g., FIREPREVENTION 
MUSEUM AGENCYRULES ELEVATOR FISCAL NEWS PSANDE (personnel 
standards and education) ARSON FORMS NFIRS (National Fire Incident Reporting 
System) PUBLICEDUCATION, TECHSERVICES, BOILERS, HISPANIC, JFS -- 
juvenile fire setters, REMEMBERINGWHEN, FIRELINKS, HOMELANDSECURITY, 
MEMORIAL, PETROCHEMSAF, RW -- risk watch), and as such would appear to be an 
excellent example of directory-based file organization.  However, the directories 
/DOCUMENTS/, /TECHSERVICES/DOC/, and /TECHSERVICES/PDFS/ may have 
engendered the classifier confusion in that they contain a great many files, seemingly 
relying on the graph structure to organize their portion of the website contents.  
Directories including many files on disparate topics seem to trigger classifier use of the 
graph-based classification.  Further, this website raises the issue that a website need not 
be entirely conformant with one structural model, but may employ different models in 
different sub-graphs.  A recursive subdivision of the website graph is potentially the more 
accurate way to model structure in such a website, without insisting on a single, overall 
structure. 
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 6. DoHumRights: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as directory-based.  The directory structure contains 
a region containing a great many files on the results of individual hearings (e.g., 
http://www.state.il.us/DHR/ORDERS/2008/JULY/ESMERALDA%20HOLMAN.HTM), 
organized by year and month.  One webpage (http://www.state.il.us/DHR/ORDERS/) 
implements the entire access, down to the month level.  This very large out-degree 
appears to have again caused the classifier to select the graph-based classification.  The 
kind of manual examination performed in this research did not examine websites in 
sufficient detail to detect shallow-hierarchy hypertext access into deeper-hierarchy 
directory structures. 
7. Auditor1: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as directory-based.  Most of the website appears 
strongly directory-based, with directories named for Illinois agencies and sub-agencies, in 
hierarchical order.  But, the directories /AUDIT_REPORTS/, /AUDIT-
REPORTS/PERFORMANCE-SPECIAL-MULTI/PERFORMANCE-AUDITS/, and 
/AUDIT-REPORTS/PERFORMANCE-SPECIAL-MULTI/PERFORMANCE-
RESOLUTIONS/ again contain hundreds of files that are cross-cutting topically, and may 
well involve graph-based access.  Further, webpages such as 
http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/AUDIT-REPORTS/UNIVERSITY-ILLINOIS-
RESEARCH-PARK.ASP link to files in a sub-subdirectory (i.e., two levels down).  
There is no page listing all audits involving the University of Illinois, unlike the 
sequential decomposition of Figure 2.  There is instead one webpage with a very high 
out-degree (http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp), providing the 
hyperlinks to all audit reports of all agencies and sub-agencies. 
8. NewSalem: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as script-based.  Although 41 of 94 files are named 
based on parameterized script invocations, those files all implement only small pop-up 
windows describing scheduled plays.24  All those pop-ups are reachable only from 
http://www.lincolnsnewsalem.com/performance.cfm, making the website a poor example 
of a script-based website.  The manual classification was in error.  The manual 
classification was not based on an analysis of sufficient depth into the nature of the role 
of these scripts, nor of the locus of nodes of their possible invocation. 
                                                     
24 For example, http://www.lincolnsnewsalem.com/popup.cfm?ID=44 says only "Little Women", "Directed 
by Kelly Bassett". 
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 9. Pullman: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as graph-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as script-based.  This website was constructed using 
ContentDM and other software packages.  It contains 15,153 files that include a "?" 
within their Web address.  But, the pages of this website are heavily, and automatically, 
cross-linked.25  Apparently the extensive interconnections better fit the classifier model 
for graph-based websites than for script-based. 
10. IL_DryCleaner: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as script-based, 
as opposed to the manual classification as graph-based.  54 of 85 files in the top-most 
directory are minutes of meetings, accessed via two webpages (i.e., 
http://www.cleanupfund.org/agenda.html and http://www.cleanupfund.org/ 
prior_minutes.html).  This would be consistent with expectations for a graph-based 
website.   
The webpages all employ background graphics, but unusually these are each of a length 
just longer than the overlaid text.  This suggests the webpages may be produced as a set, 
using some form of automation, so that the image specification can be custom-tailored.  
Perhaps this is another case where mechanically produced websites with extreme 
regularity in hyperlink structure lie outside the type of structure the classifiers were 
trained upon.  This could lead to misclassification, favoring the class (script-based 
websites) where the most regularity is presumably found. 
11. IL_ParEduPtn: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as script-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as graph-based.  This website also may be computer-
generated, in that 193 files are named using numbers, e.g., a webpage entitled 
"conducting a functional behavioral assessment" (with the non-descriptive URL 
https://www.pepartnership.org/ resources/194.html), which then links to a Web address 
that appears highly unlikely to have been manually generated, considering the long alpha-
numeric string in the middle (https://www.pepartnership.org/content/ 
00569b553491d43eaa648d174dba8233/Addressing%20Student%20Problems%20Part%2
0II.pdf).  The website also includes 134 files apparently produced by an events calendar 
script.  In this case, again, perhaps the very high degree of regularity resulting from 
                                                     
25 For example, the "historic Pullman garden club" webpage (http://www.pullman-museum.org/cgi-
bin/pvm/getSubjects.pl?subject=Organizations%20--%20Historic%20Pullman%20Garden%20Club), links 
directly to the webpage for the Hotel Florence (http://www.pullman-museum.org/cgi-
bin/pvm/getSubjects.pl?subject=Hotel%20Florence%20--%20Exterior) as the hotel apparently had a rose 
garden -- the subject of yet another direct link (http://www.pullman-museum.org/cgi-
bin/pvm/mainRecordDisplayXML2.pl?recordid=11273). 
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 program generation of very many of the pages results in website features more closely 
matching those of script-based websites. 
12. IndComm: This website from the testing dataset was misclassified as directory-based, as 
opposed to the manual classification as graph-based.  There are very many single-file 
documents (i.e., 197 .pdf files and 68 .doc files) the top-most directory (e.g., 
http://cep.finditillinois.org/sn/SpiderOutput/IndComm/200810031228/www.iwcc.il.gov/
ANNUALREPORT01.PDF), which tends to support the assumption that the website 
graph must be organizing access to this disparate set.  However, under the directory 
/PDFS/, there's a range of Arbitration Call (i.e., case hearings) directories (i.e., 
CHGOCALL, DWNSCALL, ORALCALL, REVCALL, TDATES), which are further 
broken down into half-year directories, each of which then contain scores of .pdf files.  
The .pdf files seem to include the shortened names of the hearing arbitrator as part of the 
filename.  A single node with a very large out-degree then provides the hyperlink access 
to all these reports (http://www.iwcc.il.gov/chgo2009a.htm).   
The directory structure subdivision and naming system do not seem information bearing, 
and a great many files wind up resident in the same semi-annual directory.  It would be 
expected, then, that this website would be classified graph based.  However, the website 
has quite a low value for the In feature, as 581 of 1031 files (56.4%) are leaf nodes, 
located in the lowest-level directories, and only linked to from the one location 
mentioned.  This feature oddity might better match the classifier model of directory-
based websites, resulting in the misclassification. 
In summarizing the misclassifications;  
1. extensive use of scripts within a sub-graph triggered misclassification as "graph-based" 
(i.e., the ION website), but more importantly disclosing that website structure can vary 
markedly at the sub-graph level, 
2. two websites encountered were examples of unforeseen structural types, one distributing 
non-parameterized scripts in a directory structure (i.e., the CTE website),  
3. the presence of webpages with unusually large out-degree (i.e., the FutureGen, 
DoHumRights, NewSalem, and IndComm websites) seems to trigger misclassification as 
"graph-based" 
4. minimalist hypertext graphs suggestive of entirely automatic generation of a website or 
major portions thereof (i.e., the Atlas, IL_DryCleaner,and IL_ParEduPtnwebsites) were 
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 not present in the training datasets, and may form another structural type, with hyperlink 
utilization more regimented than that of script-based websites,  
5. the intermingling of many files, seemingly on separate topics, within one directory (i.e., 
the FireMarsh and Auditor1 websites), seems to trigger misclassification as "graph-
based",  
6. script-generated, tabular webpages (i.e., the Pullman website) very extensively 
employing hyperlinks (i.e., hyperlinks originating from nearly all field names and field 
values) were classified as graph-based rather than script-based, perhaps reflecting 
insufficiencies in the training datasets. 
4.2.2 Identifying Those Features Contributing the Most to the Linear Classifier 
Moving beyond the initial success of linear discriminant analysis in learning the classification of 
the training data, other analyses were conducted to identify which of the features had the greatest 
or least impact on the classifier effectiveness, and what that might suggest in terms of website 
organizational principles.  Additionally, calculation of features having little effect could be 
dispensed with, potentially simplifying classifier construction and application by others.  These 
investigations proceeded along two approaches;  
1. experimentally reducing the linear discriminant analysis input parameter set by 
eliminating the features that had the smallest magnitude in Table 10, and 
2. performing principal component analysis, then similarly experimentally reducing the 
linear discriminant analysis input parameter set, retaining only those parameters having 
conspicuously unique locations when their principal component #2 (PC2) value was 
plotted against their principal component #1 (PC1) value. 
These analyses and their results are described following. 
4.2.2.1 Discarding less important linear discriminant analysis features 
Subsequent experimentation attempted to reduce the feature set, discarding features having 
smaller coefficients.  (Linear discriminant coefficients for the classifier initially constructed are 
listed in Table 10.)  Linear discriminant analysis classifiers were also constructed using; 
1. any feature ranked relatively highly, by magnitude of its either its linear discriminant 
coefficient LD1 or LD2 in the initial linear discriminant analysis classifier, 
2. any feature ranked relatively highly, by magnitude of both of its linear discriminant 
coefficients LD1 and LD2 in the initial linear discriminant analysis classifier, and 
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 3. any feature plotting to a unique position in the PC1-PC2 plane resulting from principal 
components analysis (described following). 
The LD1 vector coefficients with the larger magnitudes (arbitrarily set, in comparison with the 
other values, as a level >= 20.0) are Files, Singles, and CoLinks.  The LD2 vector coefficients 
with the larger magnitudes (again arbitrarily set, as a level >= 25.0) are Singles, SizeK3, and 
CoLinks.  To determine if these features deliver enough information to support linear 
discriminant analysis classifier construction, a second linear discriminant analysis classifier was 
constructed using the set union of the aforementioned features, namely; Files, Singles, SizeK3, 
and CoLinks.  The projection of the training data feature space onto this LD1-LD2 plane is shown 
in Figure 13.  Its LD1 and LD2 coefficients are listed in Table 12.  The proportion of trace for 
LD1 was 0.8091, while that for LD2 was 0.1909.  The relative comparability of these values 
indicates that both functions are important for operation of this classifier.    Counts of classifier 
successes and failures on the training dataset are listed in Table 13, while those on the testing 
dataset are listed in Table 14. 
A third linear discriminant analysis classifier was constructed using the set intersection of the 
aforementioned features ranking highly in both the LD1 and LD2 vectors, namely; Singles, and 
CoLinks.  The projection of the training data feature space onto this LD1-LD2 plane is shown in 
Figure 14.  Its LD1 and LD2 coefficients are listed in Table 15.  The proportion of trace for LD1 
was 0.9973, while that for LD2 was 0.0207.  The lack of relative comparability of these values 
indicates that the LD2 function plays much less of a role in the operation of this classifier, and 
raises the possibility that this classifier might not effectively develop spatial distinctions between 
the classes.  This classifier also made more classification errors when run on its training dataset 
than any other classifier examined (nine, versus one, four, and four).  It interestingly made fewer 
errors in classification of directory-based websites as though they were graph-based, as was done 
by the original classifier utilizing all ten features (Figure 12).    Counts of classifier successes and 
failures on the training dataset are listed in Table 16, while those on the testing dataset are listed 
in Table 17.  In reducing the feature set used from ten down to two, seemingly too much 
information-bearing material was discarded.  This classifier was therefore dropped from 
subsequent analyses. 
4.2.2.2 Discarding features indicated by principal components analysis 
Principal components analysis offers a distinct view of the feature set, through construction of a 
set of orthogonal principal component vectors, successively chosen to minimize the remaining 
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 unexplained variance (Jackson, 1991).  Principal components analysis was performed on all the 
manually classified websites (i.e., both the training and the testing datasets).  Testing data was not 
held separate as this portion of the analysis was not constructing a classifier, but seeking 
background understanding of the relative prominence of features toward both the construction of 
a linear classifier and the understanding of the interplay of website graph features with overall 
website structure.   
Figure 15 shows the relative prominence of the first four principal components across the training 
and testing datasets.  Although PC3 did not exceed a customary cutoff level of explaining 5% or 
more of the total variance, it explained 4.9%, so it was temporarily included in subsequent 
analyses.  As Figure 16, plotting scatter plots on all pairs of axes chosen from PC1, PC2, and PC3 
did not disclose any obvious information contribution from PC3 that was not already disclosed by 
PC2, further use of PC3 was dispensed with.  Figure 17 shows the projection of the training and 
testing website datasets onto the PC1-PC2 plane.  Table 18 lists the rotation along each feature 
axis for PC1 through PC4. 
Figure 18 shows relatively unique locations for the features In, Out, and, to a lesser extent, Bytes, 
when plotted on the PC1-PC2 plane.  The other features had very similar plot locations, so the 
feature Self was taken as the representative of that group.  To investigate the utility of the features 
In, Out, Bytes, and Self as determinants of overall website structure, a fourth linear classifier was 
constructed as before, but with the feature set limited to those four features.  This classifier was 
trained using the same training datasets as before, with the resulting projection of points onto the 
LD1-LD2 plane as shown in Figure 19.    Counts of classifier successes and failures on the 
training dataset are listed in Table 19, while those on the testing dataset are listed in Table 20.  
The LD1 and LD2 coefficients of the features used in this classifier are listed in Table 21.  The 
proportion of trace for LD1 was 0.73, while that for LD2 was 0.267.  The relative comparability 
of these values indicates that both functions are important for operation of this classifier. 
As identifying the principal components for all classes simultaneously perhaps did not disclose 
the prominence of specific features in connection with one class at a time, three additional 
principal components analysis PC1-PC2 plots were constructed, specifically based only on those 
training websites manually classified as directory-based (Figure 20), script-based (Figure 21), and 
graph-based (Figure 22).  The graph-based principal components analysis (Figure 22) disclosed a 
uniqueness of the features In, Out, and Bytes, as before.  The directory-based principal 
components analysis (Figure 20) showed all but the pair of features Files and Singles as plotting 
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 to separate locations.  The features In, Out, Bytes, and Path were those more toward the edges of 
the plotted region.  The script-based principal components analysis (Figure 21) disclosed a 
uniqueness of the features In and Out, with some marginal separation of the features Path and 
Self from all the others.  The features disclosed as having unique PC1-PC2 plot locations through 
performance of principal components analysis on individual classes largely agreed with the set of 
four features already disclosed as interesting through the analysis of all manually classified 
websites.  There was no obvious reason to add or delete a feature from the experimental set of 
four used in the reduced feature set linear discriminant analysis classifier construction experiment, 
although there was a minor suggestion that the feature Path might be interesting.   
In the LD1-LD2 plot for the linear classifier produced using only the features In, Out, Bytes, and 
Self (Figure 19) it appears the three classes were not as separable as in the initial 10-feature linear 
classifier (Figure 12), and that some overlap exists for all three pairs of classes.  The within-class 
variance in the LD1-LD2 plane has apparently increased so that the between-class variance has 
been correspondingly reduced to the point boundaries overlap.  Classifiers exhibiting some 
overlap in classes are not useless, and in many situations are the best that can be achieved (i.e., 
where classes are not linearly separable).   
However, class centroids continued to be clearly separated, and it is the distance of a data point to 
a class centroid that determines the resulting classification, not the ability to draw a separating 
link in an LD1-LD2 plot.  When tested, this four-feature linear classifier misclassified four of 24 
training websites and eight of 22 testing websites.  Misclassifications, though, are rather 
uniformly distributed, suggesting this classifier is not unduly predisposed to certain types of 
errors.  Perhaps, then, the six features not used in this classifier (i.e., Files, Singles, SizeK3, Path, 
CoLinks, and CoLinkings) may not be contributing much information, at least in this type of 
classification process.  Some of those features may redundantly reflect similar items of 
information.  Also, though this classifier has some utility, perhaps another, completely different, 
and still more efficient classifier might be constructed, using some other small combination of 
features. 
4.2.2.3 Summarized contributions from classifier construction experiments 
Three of the four linear classifiers experimentally constructed performed reasonably well at the 
task of classifying websites on the basis of their overall mechanism for information organization 
and access, working with various subsets of the ten graph features used in this study.  The 
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 classifier constructed using features identified by principal components analysis had the highest 
success rate in testing (63.6%, as listed in Table 20), with its errors distributed quite uniformly. 
As summarized in Table 5 early in the process, and as subsequently reinforced through the 
experimental construction of classifiers with fewer features, the features Files, Bytes, Singles, and 
Path seem to be contributing multiple views of the same piece of information, perhaps as simple a 
concept as website size, variously expressed.  Also, the features In, CoLink, and CoLinkings 
seem to redundantly communicate information that perhaps loosely reflects graph density.  The 
feature Out is defined as based only on hyperlinks originating in a node of the studied website 
and pointing to a file on another website, and as such Out would not be thought likely to be 
closely related to intra-website graph density. 
In the give and take of comparing relative performance of individual classifiers, appraisal of the 
overall effectiveness of linear classifiers in this application can be blurred.  Accordingly, the 
prediction tables from those three classifiers that appeared to succeed, to some degree, were 
summed, as a form of overview.  Table 22 totals the successes and failures on the training 
datasets, while Table 23 addresses the testing datasets. 
The relatively large success rate of the linear classifiers at classifying the training datasets 
(tabulated as the main diagonal of Table 22, encompassing 86.1% of the cases) is not only 
encouraging, it furthers the implication linear classifiers train well on this feature set, which in 
turn suggests that the feature set was both consistently constructed, and that it, or its subsets, 
contain sufficient information to support the construction of effective linear classifiers for this 
application.  The 59.7% success rate with the testing dataset (Table 23), and in particular the 
erroneous cases where directory-based websites were classified as graph-based (being 48.0% of 
all the misclassification in that table), suggest new knowledge may be discoverable.  Potential 
causes for all the misclassifications by the 10-feature classifier (Figure 12) were identified 
through very detailed examination of the websites involved. 
A possible source of classification error would be the extensive use of templates in webpage 
construction, which would presumably give rise to a large number of ubiquitous hyperlinks 
having duplicated destinations.  These hyperlinks would be generated on the basis of a human 
judgment made in advance of the construction of a particular webpage, like those hyperlinks 
programmed for inclusion in script-generated webpages.  If extensive template use were a source 
of classifier confusion, misclassification of websites involving the script-based class would seem 
to be expected, either where script-based websites were classified otherwise, or where websites 
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 not based on scripts were classified as script-based.  Those situations are not happening, as 
evidenced by the relatively few misclassifications involving script-based websites for the three 
classifiers summarized in Table 22 and Table 23.  Templates can be a ubiquitous mechanism, 
occurring in webpages without regard to the website structural class.  There appears to be 
sufficient evidence of other kinds within the feature sets so that the classifiers did not become 
confused by templates. 
Graph-based and directory-based websites are being confused by these classifiers.  Interestingly, 
script-based websites are far less frequently confused with the other two types, suggesting that 
strongly deterministic features exist in the feature sets, serving to reliably anchor the 
classifications involving script-based websites.  Script-based websites, then, appear to be a 
relatively well defined and identifiable class, in this research context.  Websites that are produced 
seemingly entirely by some software tool can be mistaken for script-based websites.  Websites 
storing roughly 50 or more files, apparently on many different topics, within one directory seem 
to trigger misclassification as a graph-based website.  Websites that employ webpages with out-
degree of roughly 50 or more seem to trigger the same misclassification. 
Pursuing the misclassification of directory-based websites as graph-based involves considering 
what it means to be graph-based or directory-based, an especially ambiguous point as both the 
hypertext graph and a directory structure, however limited, coexist in all but the smallest websites.  
Principal components analysis plots of training websites for those two classes disclosed the 
relative prominence of the features In, Out, and Bytes for graph-based websites (Figure 22), while 
In, Out, Bytes, Self, SizeK3, Path, CoLinks, and CoLinkings were all prominent for directory-
based websites (Figure 20).  Correctly identifying a website as using, overall, a directory-based 
organization and access mechanism, then appears to require a good deal more information than 
correctly identifying a graph-based or script-based website.  This may be a consequence of 
seeking features extensively from the website hypertext graph, in a desire for the continued 
availability of these features through anticipated technology changes, whereas directories are a 
location-specific device inexorably linked with the physical storage mechanism of the website.  
One can envision a day where the slash character might indicate selection of the next level of 
nested subset, independent of the website physical storage, so inferring physical storage features 
from addresses is not necessarily substantiated. 
None of the features analyzed by the classifiers involve any direct information about the website 
directory structure.  The only source of directory information is in the spelling of Web addresses 
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 (i.e., inferring the existence of a directory in response to seeing a slash character).  The per-file 
average directory depth was used as a feature in the manual selection and classification of 
websites to form this research dataset, but that feature was excluded from the linear classifier 
feature set as being both dependent on the current website implementation technology and too 
closely allied with one of the classification choices.   
Interestingly, the Path feature (average path length from the homepage) was not indicated 
relatively prominently (with respect to the other prominently indicated features in those principal 
components analysis results) in connection with either directory-based or graph-based websites.  
One can imagine traversing a series of hyperlinks, starting from a homepage, and proceeding 
along directory hierarchy lines.  However, sub-grouping via mechanisms other than directories as 
the implementation storage technology could be used with a graph-based website, as the 
hyperlinks lead the user from the general to the specific.  Such a hyperlink path would very 
possibly be too similar to a path reflecting the directory hierarchy, and as such may not convey 
information useful in classification.   
The basic concept of general-to-specific information presentation being cross-cutting, even in 
domains other than website structural analyses, perhaps the hypertext structure itself cannot 
always, or reliably, disclose a differentiation between directory-based and graph-based overall 
website structure.  Other features, such as the median out-degree of graph nodes may be usable in 
inferring the nature and extent of the general-to-specific presentation plan of a website, possibly 
supporting additional inferences about the overall website structure. 
4.2.3 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Hierarchical cluster analysis run on a graph discloses groupings (clusters), comprising nodes or 
other clusters, that, considered pair-wise, have the most similarity in a calculated structural 
equivalence measure (de Nooy, Mrvar, and Batagelj, 2005).  The dissimilarity measure employed 
in the d1 algorithm (Ward, 1963) used within the Pajek software relies not on the strength of the 
zero, one, or two directed edges (arcs) involving both the nodes of the pair as endpoints, but on 
the similarity (structural equivalence) of the communications (relationship, hyperlink) links those 
two nodes each have with all other nodes in the graph.  The d1 measure is the number of nodes 
these two nodes do not share, normalized to the range zero through one (de Nooy, Mrvar, and 
Batagelj, 2005).  Other dissimilarity measures are also supported in Pajek. 
When hierarchical cluster analysis results are displayed in a dendrogram, the grouping of 
individual nodes into clusters is visually clear.  Node names are, say, displayed along the left 
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 edge, and vertical lines just to the right of the node names indicate groupings into clusters.  
Horizontal lines run to the right, starting from either node names or from the vertical lines 
indicating clusters, and terminating in another vertical line indicating the formation of the next 
level of cluster.  The length of the horizontal line is a visual indication of the degree of 
dissimilarity between the node or cluster being joined and the other parts of the new cluster.  Thus, 
long horizontal lines indicate less-related portions of the plot, and suggest delineation of the 
graph into partitions of seemingly like nodes or sub-graphs. 
When run on these website graphs, hierarchical cluster analysis discloses hyperlink utilization 
patterns involving nodes that are typically close together in the graph (that is, one can be reached 
from the other after traversal of only a very few edges).  If two nodes being compared correspond 
to files from entirely topically disjoint portions of the website, there would be an extremely small 
probability they would share hyperlink relationships with some common third node, assuming 
those relationships had something to do with the topic or nature of the files.   
However, with current webpage fashion employing ubiquitous navigation templates and 
mastheads, the two nodes may well both link to the homepage and other prominent pages of the 
website.  Ubiquitously applied constant sets of hyperlinks are not expected to invalidate 
hierarchical cluster analysis as an analytical technique as they will form a sort of additive 
constant or minimum value of the similarity measure, which, when stated in the converse terms of 
the dissimilarity measure used in the algorithm, reflects a maximum possible dissimilarity value 
that is less than one.  As dendrograms are relatively scaled for plotting, use of less than the full 
dissimilarity range of zero to one becomes moot when plotted. 
Hierarchical cluster analysis and dendrogram inspection in the website structural analysis context 
is then expected to disclose similarity in structural equivalence between pairs (involving either 
nodes or clusters), with nearby nodes of the graph expected to become clustered together earlier 
in the process (that is, with their associated cluster-indicating vertical lines plotted farther to the 
left in dendrograms).  The structural equivalence scores used are calculated on the graph, and the 
graph is defined completely independently of website directory structure or the character string 
forming the Web address.  Thus, the notion of a cluster of nearby graph neighbors reflects 
reliance only on the fact of hyperlink generation, and not the text of the Web address within the 
markup file.   
Hyperlinks are generated by Web authors for many reasons, but, presumably at least some of 
them are generated as an indication of file relatedness of some unspecified type (e.g., a shared 
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 topic, file format, date of publication, organizational affiliation, or author).  Also, as typing in 
syntactically correct hyperlinks is not generally amusing, hyperlinks to completely extraneous or 
unrelated files are considered less likely to occur.  Hierarchical cluster analysis in this research, 
then, contributes a unique view of website structure that reflects, at least in some way, the website 
author's notions of file relatedness.  This indication of relatedness is then comparable against 
other website structural measures that could also indicate relatedness, such as the grouping of 
files into a common directory, or the number of scripts, and the particular parameterization 
options supported thereby, in script-based file retrieval. 
Dendrogram samples are provided for websites of each of the three structural classes.  Printing 
dendrograms for large websites is impractical.  Figure 23 shows the dendrogram for the Prairie2K 
website, a directory-based website of only 50 files.  That dendrogram exhibits a multi-layered 
hierarchy, seemingly reflecting compartmentalization by sub-directory, so as to achieve localized 
similarity in structural equivalence results.  Figure 24 shows the dendrogram for the PubAidIG 
website, a script-based website of 487 files, and for which very little difference in structural 
equivalence values has produced a very flat hierarchy.  Figure 25 shows the dendrogram for the 
SmartEnergy website, a graph-based website of 262 files.  As the hierarchical structure in Figure 
25 is also quite flat, it is excerpted and enlarged in Figure 26, by way of illustrating that some 
structure (i.e., variation in structural equivalence measures) is indeed present, though tall and thin 
dendrograms such as Figure 24 and Figure 25 do not make this visually obvious. 
Note that network visualizations of whole websites are possible, and that these reflect graph edge 
strengths not visualized in dendrograms.  However, whole-website visualizations proved cluttered 
to the point of un-printability for websites of even intermediate size.  Sample visualizations using 
Pajek on the small Prairie2K websites are provided; in Figure 27, showing a circular node layout, 
ordered by hierarchical cluster analysis results to un-clutter the graphic, in Figure 28, showing 
results of the Kamada-Kawai energy-based graph visualization layout algorithm (Kamada and 
Kawai, 1989), and in Figure 29, showing results of the Fruchterman-Reingold energy-based 
graph visualization layout algorithm (Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991).  Whole-network 
visualizations proved generally impractical for website-based graphs due to the extent of visual 
clutter, and as such were not used in these analyses. 
4.2.4 Blockmodeling 
Blockmodeling and the combining of graph nodes into equivalence classes seems promising for 
the grouping of related files for archival acquisition analysis purposes, and as such may be of 
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 interest to tool makers.  The ability to reclassify a node (document file) from one supposed cluster 
into another based on patterns in its linkage structure could be utilized in tools performing 
identification of document file sets for simultaneous analysis.  The applicability of such 
knowledge in the analysis of website organizational and storage structures, though, is less 
obvious. 
Particular difficulties in applying blockmodeling to whole-website analyses include a need to pre-
group nodes into clusters so as to reduce the number of cells in the blockmodeling matrix, as well 
as known limitations of applying the method to sparsely connected graphs and to graphs 
containing tree-like sub-structures (de Nooy, Mrvar, and Batagelj, 2005).  Unfortunately, state 
government websites rather typically exhibit all these characteristics.  State websites can certainly 
be quite large.  And, as the activities of the agency operating the website are often sectionalized 
on various bases (e.g., geographic, geo-political, industrial sector, product or service type, 
antecedent statutory structure), tree-like sub-regions of websites are very common.  Further, when 
webpages are manually constructed or specified in developing a computer program, it is an 
expense to create and maintain hyperlinks, tending to discourage making the website hypertext 
graph particularly dense.  Certain websites constructed seemingly entirely by database dumps into 
webpage format may be densely linked (e.g., the Pullman website), and may therefore be better 
candidates for blockmodel analyses.   
Trial blockmodels were constructed and analyzed insofar as they may contribute understandings 
to the graph structure portion of this work.  Figure 30 shows the structural equivalence 
blockmodel of the Prairie2K website, while Figure 31 shows the corresponding regular 
equivalence blockmodel, and Figure 23 shows the dendrogram.  Figure 32 shows the structural 
equivalence blockmodel of the much larger CAIT website, while Figure 33 shows the 
corresponding regular equivalence blockmodel.  Differences in shading involving cells within 
blocks, where the blocks are delineated by the red lines in the figures, reflect relatively poor 
matches of certain nodes within the blocks.  Some relatively large portions of the CAIT website 
plots seem relatively free of this problem, however other sections there, plus effectively all the 
blocks in the Prairie2K plots reflect poor conformance. 
The choice of the number of blocks to use in a blockmodel is particularly important to the ability 
to successfully construct a model.  When employed as a general structure-investigative tool, 
theoretical models (e.g., center-periphery) may not have been constructed for investigation.  
When employed as incorporated in some archival appraisal tool, there will be even less 
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 theoretical presupposition to be explored.  Further, the partitioning of the network into clusters in 
preparation for analysis incorporates a dependency based on the type of cluster analysis 
performed.  The d1 dissimilarity measure, plus the others used in Pajek, used to construct the 
dendrograms, and thereby the hierarchical cluster analysis clusters, which in turn seed the list of 
pre-defined blocks, is a measure of structural equivalence.  Perhaps that dependency has resulted 
in the regular equivalence plots displaying the same results as the structural equivalence plots.  
That is, the dissimilarity metrics available may have effectively pre-determined structural 
equivalence as the basis in the blockmodel.  It would appear that blockmodeling of whole 
government websites will generally require some caution. 
4.3 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS SUMMARY 
Exploratory data analysis was used here, to broadly explore a largely unknown aspect of the Web.  
I selected websites typical of the three investigated overall structural types, and then randomly 
selected training and testing datasets from among those.   
Website copies were taken from an archive of the Illinois State Library.  As would be expected in 
working with Web materials, considerable data cleaning was necessary, especially concerning the 
elimination of duplicate materials and the normalizing of various forms of Web address aliases. 
The run log produced by the spider software was used as the principal source of data defining the 
nodes and edges of the hypertext graph.  Graph features widely used in webometrics studies were 
tabulated from these hypertext graphs.  Classifiers were trained using these features from 24 
website datasets, and tested using these features from 22 others.  (Manual dataset selection 
utilized different features, plus considerable world knowledge not available to classifiers.)  
Feature continuity and distribution were validated by examination of various plots, to guard 
against incorporation of poorly-defined features in the analyses, and to disclose unforeseen 
aspects of the problem space.  None of these initial features were discarded in that review.  
Feature values were dampened and normalized using logarithms and mean values, as necessary to 
cause feature magnitudes to be roughly similar, so as to avoid over-ranging the mathematics 
during classifier training.  Seven of the analyzed features were found to somewhat redundantly 
represent two graph descriptors in this context (i.e., website size and graph density) 
Linear discriminant analysis was used to construct a series of classifiers, investigating the role of 
multiple features simultaneously.  The initial linear classifier was trained on all ten features.  
Subsequent classifiers were trained on subsets of features suggested as the more important.  Two 
classifiers used the features indicated as most important from the construction of the first linear 
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 classifier.  Another classifier used features suggested as having unique characteristics under 
principal components analysis. 
Classifier results were examined, both on the training datasets and the testing datasets.  Useful 
classifier construction, particularly with the initial classifier trained on all features, 
simultaneously validated (a) that the three examined structural classes exist, with dissimilar 
feature values, (b) that linear classifier construction algorithms are capable of utilizing these 
feature dissimilarities to construct useful classifiers, and implicitly (c) that the manual 
classification of the datasets was done consistently.  Inadequacy of one classifier confirmed that 
linear classifier construction has a "breaking point" in this problem domain, when the list of 
available features is reduced too far to support classification, confirming that the classifiers are 
utilizing multiple features in combination, rather than exploiting some very few particularly 
revealing features. 
Examination of misclassification cases was particularly informative -- a valuable contribution of 
having used the exploratory data analysis method.  Results suggested two more unforeseen 
website structural types may exist, and provided operational website examples where website 
structure can vary markedly at the sub-graph level, arguing that website structure should not be 
modeled at an overall level, but recursively, allowing for dissimilar structural conventions in sub-
graphs. 
Aspects of website graph structure were also investigated using hierarchical cluster analysis and 
blockmodeling.  These methods were occasionally useful in identifying related documents which 
were not stored within the same directory, on the basis of hyperlink usage.  However, as the focus 




 CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND OPEN ISSUES 
The research questions explored are these. 
1. What evidence indicates the three structural classes examined exist, as either distinct or 
overlapping conceptualizations? 
2. How capable are classifiers, trained using features of the hypertext graph, of classifying 
websites structurally, and, if generally successful, which are the particularly important 
features, and how are they related to website structural choices? 
3. Which factors contribute to misclassifications, what do they disclose about the 
relationship between website organizational structure and storage technologies, and how 
might such features be reflected in the feature sets of subsequent classifier-based research? 
4. What other graph-based information sources might contribute to improved classification, 
and how might they be utilized in subsequent research? 
In the course of investigating these questions, areas frequently arose where this work could 
subsequently be extended, or could inform other research.  Following is a summary of the 
findings and contributions made by this research, and a list of additional research opportunities 
suggested by this work. 
5.1 FINDINGS 
The principal findings of this research are these; 
1. Sufficient evidence exists in the hypertext graphs of websites to permit linear classifiers 
to classify websites into the three overall structural classes investigated, confirming both 
the existence of unique properties of the three classes, plus the adequacy of linear 
classifiers in this application. 
2. The foregoing notwithstanding, contrary examples, discovered in the course of 
investigating misclassification cases, show website structure should be modeled 
recursively, allowing for variation at the sub-graph level, rather than incurring modeling 
inaccuracies through the use of one overall class. 
3. Two unforeseen additional classes of website structure were encountered, also discovered 
in the course of investigating misclassification cases. 
a) A possibly distinct class exists, based on the use of non-parameterized scripts, but 
with files distributed in multiple directories (e.g., Active Server Pages).  Such 
websites simultaneously exhibit both the characteristic hierarchical decomposition of 
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 the directory-based class and the mechanized duplication (with ASP files, 
presumably reflecting template or "file include" provisions) hyperlinks expected to be 
typical of the script-based class. 
b) A second unforeseen additional class of websites was encountered, incorporating 
extremely regular, near-minimal (spanning tree - like) hyperlink graphs, such as 
might be expected to be typical of a website generated as an integrated whole, by 
some software tool.  These are plausibly a distinct class, as they are entirely lacking 
in the "small world" hyperlinks expected in hand-generated directory-based websites, 
and they exhibit a far smaller localized graph density than is characteristic of script-
produced portions of websites. 
4. Though independently defined and selected from other webometrics research, in this 
context, two groups of features were found that seemed to reflect the same underlying 
causes (i.e., Files, Bytes, Singles, and Path seem to be a reflection of website size, while 
In, CoLinks, and CoLinkings seem strongly related to website graph density), and as such, 
future classifier-based research or tool development presumably does not need to use the 
full ten-feature set used in this research. 
Minor additional contributions of this research are these. 
1. Co-mingling many files on disparate organizational principles within one directory favors 
classification as being graph-based.  This is plausible because; directory hierarchies 
would be expected to taxonomically decompose a collection into multiple sub-directories, 
and script-based websites would be expected to have tree-like hyperlink fan-out, not 
multiple external sources of inbound links.  Confirming co-location would require adding 
some form of directory or file location information (e.g., the URL text) to the feature set. 
2. Including even one webpage with large out-degree favors a classification as being graph-
based.  This is plausible because directory hierarchies would be expected to decompose a 
collection step-wise, moving down the hierarchy, while script-based websites would be 
expected to decompose the parameter space step-wise, via sequential selections.  
Including use of the maximum and median of feature values in classifier construction 
would seem a defense against this type of misclassification. 
3. Script-and-database webpages, providing convenience hyperlinks from multiple fields, 
can be misclassified as graph-based.  This is plausible because both the unusually large 
number of hyperlinks and the regional graph density are untypical (i.e., expensive) for 
manually produced "directory-based" webpages, and the extent of cross-linking in script 
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 pages is generally lower than the more extreme, misclassified websites in this regard, 
whether responding to current fashion, or a user preference for clutter avoidance.  
Including use of the maximum and median of feature values in classifier construction 
would seem a defense against this type of misclassification. 
5.2 CONTRIBUTIONS, BY RESEARCH QUESTION 
The findings and minor contributions of this research are elaborated upon following, broken 
down by the research question being answered, plus a section describing contributions not 
specific to one of the original research questions. 
5.2.1 Research Question 1: the Existence and Nature of the Three Structural Classes 
This research confirms, through the construction of generally successful linear classifiers trained 
on ten features of the website hypertext graph, at least the examined three website structural types 
exist as distinguishable classes.  As Illinois State Government websites were the source of these 
datasets, this thereby also confirms that examples of each class are in production use in.  Of these, 
the script-based class was consistently the most distinct, and involved in the fewest classification 
errors, suggesting the classifiers were able to find combinations of features that relatively reliably 
indicate that class. 
The directory-based and graph-based classes were generally separable by classifiers, but the 
largest single type of classification error was in the classification of a directory-based website as 
graph-based.  Detailed manual inspection of the misclassification cases, including use of the 
archived copies plus the online websites, and also inspecting the HTML source code concerning 
webpage implementation details, disclosed or suggested plausible causes behind classification 
errors, including; 
1. websites seemingly entirely constructed by computer program (e.g., perhaps using 
website content management systems such as Drupal26 or Plone27) were perhaps "too 
perfect" (i.e., constituting a rather extreme form of "tool mark"), lacking the various 
"small world" style hyperlinks people often interject, therefore falling outside of the 
range of examples in the training datasets28, and suggesting it is another unique structural 
class, 
                                                     
26 http://drupal.org/ 
27 http://plone.org/ 
28 Conversely, the Pullman website is based on the CONTENTdm® content management system 
(http://www.contentdm.com/), and instead of a minimalist hyperlink structure involves very extensive 
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 2. websites with scores of topically dissimilar files in one directory tended to be classified 
as graph-based, perhaps in response to the access mechanism needed to sensibly present 
such a large pile of files to a user, 
3. websites with webpages containing scores of hyperlinks tended to be classified as graph-
based, perhaps in response to the simple profusion of links overriding more subtle 
interpretations of features, 
There are also definitional issues concerning what is meant by a directory-based structure, 
particularly in that websites are traversed by hyperlinks, not by a user necessarily being aware of 
the directory location of a given file.  Directories are implied by the presence of slash characters 
in Web addresses and may not actually exist.  On a practical note, any website with material 
stored on a disk drive necessarily uses at least one directory to store its contents, but this, as a 
matter of degree, would not be termed an overall directory-based structure.   
Although coupling the information organizational principle directly to the storage mechanism, 
here the familiar directory hierarchy, might appear problematic, some very large Illinois websites 
are successful examples of such a design.  Those websites tend to have strong hierarchical 
decomposition of the information products or the services provided by the agency operating the 
website.  Hierarchies types encountered include geo-political subdivisions, geographic 
subdivisions, the online courses offered by a university, and a list of government agencies audited. 
Subdividing a website by, say, counties, cannot be seen as necessarily an edict from the powerful 
in the agency operating the website, but much more likely seems an obvious choice, presumably 
concurred in by those engaged in the work of that agency.  Compelling organizing aspects to the 
work, such as the video monitoring of surgery progress discussed in (Nardi, Kuchinsky, 
Whittaker, Leichner, and Schwarz, 1996) can be cross-cutting, accepted by multiple parties 
engaged in related work.  Discounting these larger, successful, directory-based website examples 
as potentially appropriately so structured, there was then no clear example examined of a website 
constructed under inflexible dictates of management.  A specification from which there could be 
no variance was found in two cases (Atlas and IL_DryCleaner), where the postulated website 
construction software precluded operator involvement in webpage construction. 
                                                                                                                                                              
interlinking between webpages.  The nature of the hyperlink structure generated by a content management 
system presumably reflects implementation decisions by both the programmers of the content management 
system and the website operators configuring it for use. 
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 All websites employ hyperlinks as the means of user (and spider) navigation, so it is again a 
matter of degree to decide a website has an overall graph-based structure.  Further, as extensive 
script use is typically, currently, easily detected through the presence of parameters in Web 
addresses, and as a directory hierarchy along topical or archival series lines can be inferred 
through the use of names suggesting activities or information products of an agency, the 
classification "graph-based" might mean only "none of the above."   
5.2.2 Research Question 2: the Capability of Linear Classifiers 
The problem of website structural classification appears to be addressable using linear classifiers 
trained on features of the hypertext graph, as demonstrated through the construction of three 
reasonably accurate classifiers.  The successful training of classifiers on the training data, and 
using the feature set selected, in turn implies the dataset was consistently processed and classified, 
and that the feature set encompasses measures of the hypertext graph sufficient to support 
classification by structural type. 
Within the ten initial features, two groups seeming to reflect similar information content were 
identified (i.e., the seemingly size-related group Files, Bytes, Singles, and Path, and the 
seemingly graph density-related group In, CoLinks, and CoLinkings).  Presumably using only 
one of each of those sets would suffice for classifier construction.  Construction of experimental 
classifiers using reduced feature sets showed some variation in output, but, taken as a group (as 
summarized in Table 22 and Table 23), these linear classifiers had an overall acceptable rate and 
distribution of errors, with the exception of the investigated more-frequent misclassifications of 
directory-based websites as graph-based.  The most extreme reduction in the feature set, based on 
retaining only those features identified in the initial ten-feature classifier construction as 
important in both the LD1 and LD2 linear discriminant vectors, produced a classifier having 
unacceptable results.    Improvement on the results presented herein is always possible. 
5.2.3 Research Question 3: Factors Contributing to Misclassifications 
A number of unforeseen factors appear to have affected classifier accuracy, as evidence by 
detailed examination of the websites associated with the classification errors of the initial, ten-
feature classifier (Figure 12, Table 8, and Table 9).  Some of these cases involve implementation 
technologies or choices not even suspected to exist, despite eight years involvement in state 
government website archiving.  These various factors are listed following. 
1. Other forms of program-based webpage constructors than cgi-bin scripts (e.g., the Active 
Server Pages of the CTE website) also exhibit script-like regularity, though ASP files are 
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 distributed in multiple directories.  Websites of this nature may constitute a new and 
unique structural class.  Websites employing distributed script-like files need to be 
included within classifier training datasets. 
2. Some websites are apparently entirely and simultaneously constructed via software tool, 
and seem to exhibit none of the individual variation typical of human authors, including 
the absence of "small world" style hyperlinks to other material the webpage author may 
have considered related.  Three such websites (i.e., Atlas and IL_DryCleaner, and 
IL_ParEduPtn) were incorrectly classified.  Websites of this nature may constitute a new 
and unique structural class.  Websites constructed by such tools need to be included in the 
training datasets. 
3. Other websites (e.g., Pullman) are apparently constructed by software tools performing a 
form of document database dump, complete with the generation of all manner of 
convenient or relationship-indicating hyperlinks.  The huge number of hyperlinks so 
generated will probably confuse classifiers unless such websites are included in the 
training dataset. 
4. Some websites employ webpages as indexes to large numbers of document files.  In 
examples encountered here (i.e., FutureGen, DoHumRights, Auditor1, and IndComm), if 
the out-degree of even one node exceeds about 50, misclassification of the entire website 
as graph-based would often ensue.  Although such webpages may not be particularly 
useful to humans29, they exist, and websites containing such material should be included 
in the training dataset. 
5. Some websites locate large numbers of document files, on seemingly disparate topics, 
within one directory (e.g., FireMarsh).  When this is done, misclassification as a graph-
based website can ensue, perhaps in response to the various hyperlink paths needed into 
this directory to support its topically-organized use. 
6. The FireMarsh and Auditor1 websites are also examples of websites where sub-graphs 
clearly employ different organization and access principles.  Rather than coerce the 
concept of website structure into the designation of a single, overall structure, a recursive 
definition of website structure should be used, allowing more representative modeling to 
be employed for sub-graphs.  If some statement of overall structure is needed, perhaps it 
could then be determined by counting the numbers of nodes in sub-graphs of the different 
structural types, and awarding the overall designation to the more populous.  But, for 
                                                     
29 Such webpages are, however, readily processed by spiders, including the spiders feeding search engines.  
Users can readily obtain keyword-based access into strangely hyperlinked material via a search engine.  
Perhaps, being charitable, that is even what the website designer intended as the principal access modality. 
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 other applications, such as supporting archival analysis, a structural model more closely 
matching the sub-graph of interest would be known. 
5.2.4 Research Question 4: Other Graph-Based Information Sources 
Two additional, powerful, graphical analytical methods, hierarchical cluster analysis and 
blockmodeling, were experimented with using the hypertext graphs from this research.  Both 
address qualitatively different types of information (i.e., the graphs themselves) than the feature 
sets used by the linear classifiers, and as such may disclose unique information.  However, the 
information they disclosed proved of more applicability in addressing co-authorship as a file 
relatedness measure than in structural analysis. 
5.2.4.1 Hierarchical cluster analysis results 
Hierarchical cluster analysis, specifically as practiced using Pajek, defines groups of nodes within 
a graph that have commonalities with the other nodes in their group regarding their hyperlink 
patterns.  Hyperlink targets may be nodes within the same group, or may be outside that group.  
As visualized in dendrograms, dissimilar groups are drawn with interconnection pathways that 
venture to the right in the plot an extent proportional to the degree of difference.  Constant sets of 
hyperlinks such as those included in template-based headers, footers, and "Nav Bars" affect all 
nodes equally, and thus do not perturb the dissimilarity measure.  So, the variation in hyperlink 
patterns is the signal, and it is algorithmically separated from the constant noise. 
Hierarchical cluster analysis results are not central to this research, but are of interest in using 
website graph information in support of archival decision making.  Nodes can be grouped 
together by hierarchical cluster analysis in response to how they are hyperlinked, which does not 
necessarily correspond to their storage location.  A recurring example was the temporary posting 
of the current year's annual report in a main directory, while older annual reports were collected 
in some other directory.  As both current and old reports were hyperlinked off the same index 
page, hierarchical cluster analysis grouped the current and the older files together.  As the files 
resided in different directories, directory-based analytical tools would not alert the operator to 
their potential relatedness.  Detection of this kind of relatedness detection can be of value to those 
constructing tools for archival analysis of websites. 
5.2.4.2 Blockmodeling results 
Blockmodeling, though more computationally complex, potentially extends hierarchical cluster 
analysis through provisions to merge groups of similarly-linked nodes into blocks, and thereby 
reduce the size of the matrix being used for subsequent computations.  Blockmodeling results, too, 
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 are not central to this research, but are also of interest in using website graph information in 
support of archival decision making.  Blocks tentatively identified using hierarchical cluster 
analysis to produce clusters are then examined concerning similarity in link patterns.  Individual 
nodes within blocks can be reassigned, depending on the results.  Blockmodeling can also be tried 
using various numbers of blocks, typically in the neighborhood of the number of blocks 
suggested via other means such as hierarchical cluster analysis.  Random assignment of nodes to 
blocks, with the recording of that combination having the lowest error score, then, might disclose 
grouping similarities the human-in-the-loop hierarchical cluster analysis missed.  This kind of 
information could also be utilized in archival analysis tools. 
5.2.5 Other Contributions 
Appendix A details difficulties in using spiders as an acquisition mechanism for datasets.  Many 
of these were widely known before this research, but others, including nuance and specific 
examples, arose here. 
1. There is a particular need for more emphasis of the problem that the lack of an in-practice 
canonical form of Web addresses, sufficient to eliminate duplicates based on case 
sensitivity mismatch, and on script parameter ordering can make complete processing of 
a website practically unachievable with a spider.  While spiders could be modified to 
impose a canonical form, such as through the compelling of all-upper or all-lower case, 
and the ordering of parameters via some expedient means, such as alphabetically by each 
name in a name-value pair, there is no mechanism for enforcing conformance with these 
conventions.  Changes are needed within the spiders themselves as post-processing 
corrections are moot, if the processing never concludes.  Dispensing with synonymous 
forms of Web addresses before requesting file retrieval would save processing, 
bandwidth, and disk space.  Archiving spiders and search engine spiders operate largely 
the same way, so addressing this problem would improve the completeness of both 
website archiving and website search. 
2. Spiders need enhanced programming to address the issue of DNS aliases -- another form 
of Web address synonymy.  Requests for duplicated information might be precluded, at 
least in those cases such as a government body archiving the other agencies of 
government, where the different names are known to be aliases, as opposed to "virtual 
hosting" of a second website on the same computer. 
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 5.2.6 Limitations On Results 
These results may not be broadly applicable outside the domain of datasets analyzed.  Only 
researcher-selected, operating state government websites, of one US state (Illinois) were studied 
in detail.  However, my research group has performed Illinois website archiving using a spider-
based mechanism for eight years, and has similarly performed this work for the cognizant 
preservation agency in six additional states (i.e., Alaska, Arizona, Montana, North Carolina, Utah, 
and Wisconsin) for one to two years, and encountered problems typical of those reflected in the 
example Illinois websites.  Further, at least in the Illinois case, and as described in (Johnson, 
1996), agency employees are drawn from the geographically surrounding community, and may 
well reflect capabilities representative of a population similar to that hired for industry website 
implementation. 
However, government agencies may have information publishing requirements that differ from 
commercial or private individual groups, in nature or extent.  Although companies or 
corporations publish some serial or series publications (e.g., annual reports), they may not publish 
informational materials as extensively as government agencies do.  Personal homepages and 
forms of correspondence supported by social networking websites presumably differ in their use 
of hyperlinks, potentially giving rise to entirely different classes of hypertext graphs.30 
Conventions for agency activities, the role of websites, and the nature of information products of 
government agencies may differ nationally, or on a federal, state, or local government level. 
5.3 OPEN ISSUES 
As research into website construction and utilization abuts organizational theory, interpersonal 
communication, social network analysis, webometrics, and our rapidly evolving understandings 
of hypertext as a communications medium, a great number of additional studies might be 
undertaken that are in a sense adjacent to, or follow-on to this study.  With an improved 
understanding of the relationships between information organizational structure and storage 
structure in websites, other studies addressing meaning and sociological causes behind structural 
choices will be empowered to proceed. 
An improved understanding of the spectrum of website structural alternatives would empower 
future researchers in attempting to more completely understand this form of technology work 
within organizations, as well as empowering tool developers confronting a societal crisis in the 
                                                     
30 The Illinois State Library excludes social networking websites or Web servers from its archive as a 
matter of policy. 
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 currently limited abilities to preserve the digital portion of the historical record.  Measures that 
identify website content organization and structure automatically could contribute to the process 
of website analysis and to the integration of a range of analytical tools across a spectrum of 
website structural classes.  With a better understanding of the role of website structure in Web-
based information dissemination, additional analytical complexity will then be able to examine 
website structural evolution over time. 
Social network analysis and blockmodeling utilize graph mathematics that is defined over 
multiple relations, rather than just one (e.g., the sociomatrices representing graphs simply add 
another layer in a third dimension).  Incorporating information other than the directed 
connectedness graph produced by hyperlink extraction from markup language file content could 
support a richer, and perhaps more nuanced analysis.  Content analysis based on linguistics 
techniques is clearly another source of information that can serve both archival appraisal 
processes and ingestion processing.  Bearman (1989) has long been enthusiastic concerning the 
potential application of parser-based content analyses and annotation in support of archival 
processing, advocating automated classification and the utilization of embedded markup.    
Natural language techniques are entirely absent from this research, and much work there can 
potentially be coupled with an improved understanding of website structure, in pursuit of a more 
complex understanding of how information is encoded across all the various parts of a website. 
Studies of meaning in hyperlinks have often sought to compare or contrast them with citations 
(Adamic and Adar, 2001; Bar-Ilan, 2005; Bharat, Chang, Henzinger, and Ruhl, 2001; Brooks, 
1985 and 2004; Cothey, 2006; Cronin, 1980, 1984, 2001; Heimeriks and Van den Besselaar, 2006; 
Kleinberg, 1999; Park and Thelwall, 2003; Scharnhorst, van den Besselaar, and Wouters, 2006; 
Walker, 2005; Wilkinson, Harries, Thelwall, and Price, 2003).  For example, Small (1978) sets a 
broad base, saying citations are symbols for ideas, and Brooks (2004) similarly says cited objects 
reflect meaning.   Yet, for application in connection with document files that are jointly part of an 
archival series or website subset, there needs to be a more utilitarian class of hyperlinks that 
simply serve "table of contents," "member of set," or "packing list" functions.  This research has 
not differentiated between types of hyperlinks on the basis of their role in the website or the 
motivation behind their creation, although such information could be sought as a means of 
expanding understanding of the nature of website structure. 
Correlation of website structural indicators of document file relatedness with the intentions of 
staff actually involved in the production of the material awaits a qualitative analysis.  Scharnhorst, 
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 van den Besselaar, and Wouters (2006) suggest that "if one wishes to study the communication 
behavior within different specialties on the web, sociological approaches to science studies can be 
used as a framework to interpret apparent differences."  Finding similarities in patterns in website 
hyperlink structure does not confirm that cooperating groups of Web workers were the creators of 
the associated files.  Further, statistical or structural analysis will not disclose why or how these 
groups came to form, and whether they are likely to hold together, or opportunistically re-form, in 
the future.  To use authorship groups as evidence of the desirability of additional files for 
preservation necessitates at least some understanding of the lifecycles of, and participant 
motivations within these groups. 
A follow-on study is also suggested, along the lines Scharnhorst, van den Besselaar and Wouters 
(2006) observe, noting "quantitative approaches as network analysis can also be used to trigger 
ethnographic observations that in turn deliver a rich spectrum of possible meanings and functions 
of hyperlinks," and towards answering Thelwall's (2001, 1157) observation that "an unresolved 
question, however, is whether any Web link calculations can be shown to correlate with other 
aspects of human activity that are worth measuring, such as the production of research, or 
whether their utility is restricted to developing knowledge of the Web itself." 
The mathematical tools behind this work, especially those taken from graph theory and social 
network analysis, reflect the understanding that websites deliver a composite form of the 
information products of an organization.  And, as organizations are social constructs, the websites 
they produce might be beneficially modeled using tools derived for the modeling of societal 
structures, and might be experimentally grouped into classes, like so much of other human 
endeavor.  This supposition has been played out successfully, with new capabilities and caveats 
identified regarding the use of knowledge gleaned from analyses of website structure in other 
applications.  A more inclusive structural understanding has resulted, confirming the uniqueness 
of three structural models, and suggesting two others, with identification of multiple factors 
affecting class interrelationships and the potential for automatic classification. 
5.4 RESULTS SUMMARY 
This research found hypertext graph features suffice to support the construction of linear 
classifiers for overall website structure determination.  Basing these classifiers on hypertext graph 
features is thought to be a more robust basis than exploiting artifacts of current implementation 
technologies (e.g., characters embedded in URLs).   
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 However, counter examples encountered show cases exist where website structure differs 
markedly within a sub-graph.  So, the notion of overall website structure is, at least in some cases, 
inappropriate.  Website structure should then be understood as potentially varying on a sub-graph 
basis, where, in limiting cases, the sub-graph analyzed encompasses the entire graph. 
Other counter examples from investigation of misclassifications identified two groups of 
operational website examples seemingly constructed under unforeseen structural models.  
Subsequent work should examine those classes as well, providing additional training and testing 
datasets can be identified. 
Two groups of graph features were identified that seemingly reflect largely the same information 
in the context of these analyses (i.e., website size, and hypertext graph density).  Subsequent 
research or tool development may not need to calculate all the features examined here, and may 
wish to incorporate additional social network analysis metrics and defensive variants of these 
features (e.g., through the use of maxima and medians). 
Appraisal of website content for preservation probably outstrips staff and budget capacity, if 
conducted even if only for the current Web content, but on a per-file basis.  Means of aggregating 
document files into groups are attractive in that they would reduce the number of overall 
appraisal decisions the staff must make.  Alternatively, simply retaining copies of all website 
material ultimately relies on keyword search for access, perhaps plus relying on a general 
hopefulness concerning the progress of technology.  To preserve the perceived-valuable ability 
for preservation professionals to add value to an archive or library through abstract groupings, 
whether by subject, author, chronology, or other basis, tools are needed to increase processing 
throughput.  However, tools assuming an incorrect relationship between website organizational 
and storage structure may inject errors or unnecessary "work-arounds" of their own into the 
appraisal process. 
This research has broadened the understanding of the types of structures encountered, particularly 
addressing state government websites, and established that linear classifiers are usable in this 
problem space as identifiers of overall website structural type.  These results inform both 
developers and users of archival tools and methodologies.  Further, spider processing difficulties 
and classification faults have been examined, with origins in questionable or simply unspecified 
practices engaged in by website implementation staffs.  Efforts to systematize state government 
website implementation conventions could simultaneously improve not only the degree of 
automated support possible in archival appraisal, but also coverage by other spider-based copying 
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 mechanisms, particularly Web search engines.  Such efforts would pay off immediately in 
improved search and delivery of information products to the public, and in the long term in 





Figure 1.  Illinois Governor's homepage (http://www.illinois.gov/gov/) of March 17, 2008, 
showing navigation bars ("Nav Bars") on both left and right margins, and a row of 
reference links along the bottom, providing convenient hyperlinks to  




Figure 2.  Expected hyperlink access paths in a directory-based file organization and 
storage scheme such as the Arizona model.  The red circles represent markup language files; 
the orange triangles, non-markup files for document publishing; hyperlinks are shown as 
arrows; directories are indicated by black rectangles.  Archival series start-point markup 
files in directory A/B presumably link to individual volume files, either within a 
subdirectory, or sharing their directory. 
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 Figure 3.  Number of website files vs. number of directories. 
Plot shows results of the most recent spider runs on or before January 29, 2009, 
for the 319 websites being actively archived by the Illinois State Library as of that date. 
(y=0.9475*x + 1.2091, with an adjusted R-Squared of 0.7201, using ordinary least squares.) 
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 Figure 4.  Website size in bytes vs. number of files. 
Plot shows results of the most recent spider runs on or before January 29, 2009, 
for the 319 websites being actively archived by the Illinois State Library as of that date. 
(y=1.178*x + 4.487, with an adjusted R-Squared of 0.7713, using ordinary least squares.)
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Figure 6. CoLink relationships.  When a file, D, has lyperlinks (the black, solid arrows) 
pointing to files A, B, and C, CoLink relations (the red, dotted lines) are said to exist 




Figure 7.  CoLinking relationships.  When a file, D, is pointed to by lyperlinks (the black, 
solid arrows) from files A, B, and C, CoLinking relations (the red, dotted lines) are said to 




Figure 8.  "Box and Whiskers" plots (Tukey, 1977) of the normalized features.  The heavy 
horizontal line represents the median, the vertical limits of the boxes represent the limits of 
one quartile of the data from the median, and the vertical extent of the dashed lines 
encompass approximately 95% of the data.  The small circles indicate individual outliers 
beyond that.  The normalized feature magnitudes are sufficiently close that one relatively 




Distribution of the Files feature 
Figure 9.  "Violin plots" of the distributions of normalized features, by class.  Feature range 
is shown on the vertical axis of these plots, and the distribution of features at those values is 
shown, mirrored, in the as-plotted horizontal extent of each shape.  A different shape is 




 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the Bytes feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the Singles feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the In feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the Out feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the SizeK3 feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the Path feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the Self feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 
Distribution of the CoLinks feature 
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 Figure 9.  (continued) 
 




Figure 10.  Scatter plots of all pairs of features. Features plotted are; Files, Bytes, Singles, In, 
Out, SizeK3, Path, Self, CoLinks, and CoLinkings.  Feature values have been normalized 



























































































































 Figure 12.  Projections of initial linear classifier training data results onto the hyperplane 
formed by the learned linear discriminant vectors LD1 and LD2.  These vectors maximize 
inter-group separation while minimizing within-group separation.  The projection shows 
clear separation between the three structural categories, with no overlap.  A red "d" 
indicates a directory-based structure, a blue "s" indicates a script-based structure,  
and a green "g" indicates a graph-based structure.   
Class centroids are plotted with capital letters. 
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 Figure 13.  Projections of linear classifier training data results, using only the features Files, 
Singles, SizeK3, and CoLinks,  onto the hyperplane formed by the learned linear 
discriminant vectors LD1 and LD2.  A red "d" indicates a directory-based structure, a blue 
"s" indicates a script-based structure, and a green "g" indicates a graph-based structure.   
Class centroids are plotted using capital letters.  Result shows separation persists between 
the structural categories "d" and "s", with no overlap, but entries from category "g" now 
overlap those from the other categories, particularly category "d."  And, the class centroids 




Figure 14.  Projections of linear classifier training data results onto the learned linear 
discriminant LD1 and LD2 hyperplane, using only the features Singles and CoLinks.  A red 
"d" indicates a directory-based structure, a blue "s" indicates a script-based structure, and 
a green "g" indicates a graph-based structure.   Class centroids are plotted using capital 
letters.  Results show categories "d" and "s" remain separable, but category "g" overlaps 





Figure 15.  Proportion of variance explained by the first four principal components.   The 
fractions of the total variance explained by PC1 through PC4 are 0.796, 0.094, 0.049, and 
0.029 Only PC1 and PC2 explain over the customary cutoff line for further analysis (5%), 




Figure 16.  Scatter plots for all websites, plotted by all pairs of principal components 1, 2, 
and 3.  The PC1-PC2 and PC1-PC3 plots show some separation by website type, while the 
PC2-PC3 plots show little separation.  PC3 appears to contribute little separating power 




Figure 17.  Scatter plots of all manually classified websites (training and testing datasets) on 
the basis of principal components 1 and 2.  Directory-based websites are indicated by the 
red plusses, script-based by the green circles, and graph-based by the blue triangles.  Some 
coarse separation by class is indicated, with the directory-based points plotting generally to 
the left, the graph-based websites plotting generally to the right, and the script-based points 




Figure 18.  Scatter plot of training and testing websites, and features based thereupon, using 
the values of principal components 1 and 2.  The features In, Out, and Bytes plot to unique 
locations.  The feature Self was taken as the representative of all the other features. 
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 Figure 19.  Projections of linear classifier training data results, using only the features In, 
Out, Bytes, and Self, onto the hyperplane formed by the learned linear discriminant vectors 
LD1 and LD2.  A red "d" indicates a directory-based structure, a blue "s" indicates a 
script-based structure, and a green "g" indicates a graph-based structure.   Class centroids 
are plotted using capital letters.  Results show category "g" overlapping both others, 
however category areas "d" and "s" are only touching. 
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Figure 20.  Scatter plot of training websites manually classified as directory-based, and 
features based thereupon, using the values of principal components 1 and 2.  Unlike Figure 




Figure 21.  Scatter plot of training websites manually classified as script-based, and features 
based thereupon, using the values of principal components 1 and 2.  As with Figure 18, the 
features In and Out plot to unique locations, while the other feature tended closer together, 
including the formerly unique Bytes feature.  The features Path and Self are more 




Figure 22.  Scatter plot of training websites manually classified as graph-based, and 
features based thereupon, using the values of principal components 1 and 2.  As with Figure 
18, the features In, Out, and Bytes plot to unique locations, while the feature Self is taken as 
the representative of all the other features. 
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Figure 23.  Hierarchical cluster analysis dendrogram of the spider results for the directory-
based Prairie2K website.  The heavy red vertical line indicates the cluster division selection.
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Figure 24. Hierarchical cluster analysis dendrogram of the PubAidIG spider results. 
This script-based website exhibits very little structure, arising from differences in structural 
equivalence values, with the preponderance of hundreds of files being 
drawn at the lowest level.  
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Figure 25.  Hierarchical cluster analysis dendrogram of the SmartEnergy spider results. 
This graph-based website exhibits a shallow hierarchical structure, reflecting considerable 
similarity in the structural equivalence scores of the nodes.  
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Figure 26. A portion of the hierarchical cluster analysis dendrogram of the SmartEnergy 
spider results of Figure 25, much enlarged to show samples of the 

















































Figure 27.  Circular layout of vertices for graph visualization of the Prairie2K spider results. 
Vertex order permuted for clarity, using hierarchical cluster analysis results.   




















































Figure 28.  Kamada-Kawai energy-based graph visualization for the Prairie2K spider.  
Colors indicate cluster membership assigned through hierarchical cluster analysis. 

















































Figure 29.  Fruchterman-Reingold energy-based graph visualization for the Prairie2K 
spider.  Colors indicate cluster membership assigned through hierarchical cluster analysis. 
Line width reflects edge strength.  
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Figure 30.  Blockmodeling partition based on structural equivalence, using the Prairie2K 
spider results.  Heavy red lines indicated block boundaries, as established through 
hierarchical cluster analysis. 
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Figure 31.  Blockmodeling partition based on regular equivalence, using the Prairie2K 
spider results.  Heavy red lines indicated block boundaries, as established through 











































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 32.  Blockmodeling partition based on structural equivalence, using the CAIT spider 












































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 33.  Blockmodeling partition based on regular equivalence, using the CAIT spider 





Figure 34.  Treemap visualization showing three columns due to redundant retrieval of 
nearly identical contents from the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 




Table 1.  Selected website structural class representatives. 
Retrieved File 
Count 
Overall Website Information Organization and Access Classification 
Directory-Based Script-Based Graph-Based 













101 - 200 CAIT (1) 
SAC 
CTE (2) 


































none available IL_OffcEduServ (1) 
IndComm (2) 













3,201 - 6,400 Auditor1 (2) 
IlPlanCommission (1) 
none available AtGen (2) 
6,401 - 12,800 none available GovStUniv5 (1) ColZone (1) 




25,601 - 51,200 none available StMuseum (1) 
Pullman (2) 
none available 
51,201 - 102,400 ILGeoSurvey (1) DoHumSvcs2 (1) none available 
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 Table 1. (continued) 
Table Key: 
(1) Indicates selection as a training website.  If only one website was available within a 
class and size range, preference was given for its use as training data. 
(2) Indicates selection as a testing website. 
Unless indicated as above, a website was not selected for further analysis. 
Some classes had no websites within a certain size range.  If none were available for a 
certain class, across multiple adjacent size ranges, another selection was made in the 
nearest size range (e.g., for the websites MultiWWWIL and Govnr2).  If the paucity of 
websites in adjacent size ranges made it impossible to assign both training and testing 
websites, preference was given to using websites as training data, however multiple size 
ranges of strictly training data were broken by the assignment of at least some websites as 
testing data (e.g., as was the case for the DoNatRes website). 
The short names for websites used throughout this research are cross-referenced to the 




 Table 2.  Formal names and homepages for websites used in this research. 
Identifier Website Formal Name and Homepage Manual 
Structural 
Classification 
ARDC Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission 
http://www.iardc.org/ 
graph-based 
AbePapers Papers of Abraham Lincoln, The 
http://www.papersofabrahamlincoln.org/ 
graph-based 
Arts Illinois Arts Council 
http://www.state.il.us/agency/iac/ 
directory-based 
Aspire Illinois Aspire 
http://www.illinoisaspire.org/welcome/ 
script-based 
Assistive Illinois Assistive Technology Project 
http://www.iltech.org/ 
graph-based 
AtGen Office of the Attorney General 
http://www.illinoisattorneygeneral.gov/ 
graph-based 
Atlas Illinois Atlas 
http://www.illinoisatlas.com/ 
directory-based 
Auditor1 Auditor General 
http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/ 
directory-based 
BdEd-Boone Boone/Winnebago Regional Office of Education 
http://www.4roe.org/ 
script-based 
BdEd-DeWitt Regional Office of Education #17 
http://www.exu.ilstu.edu/roe/ 
script-based 
BdEd-Hamilton Regional Office of Education #25 
http://www.roe25.com/ 
directory-based 
BdEd-Logan Regional Office of Education #38 
http://logan.k12.il.us/roe38/ 
graph-based 
BdEd-Whiteside Whiteside County Regional Office of Education 
http://wside.k12.il.us/ 
directory-based 
Bienvenido Bienvenido a Illinois 
http://www.disfrutaillinois.com/ 
graph-based 








CTE CTE Curriculum Revitalization Initiative 
http://www.ilcte.org/ 
directory-based 
CentNet Illinois Century Network 
http://www.illinois.net/ 
directory-based 
CivilSerCom Illinois Civil Service Commission 
http://www.icsc.il.gov/ 
graph-based 
ColZone College Zone College Planning Resource 
http://www.collegezone.com/ 
graph-based 
Comptrol Office of the Comptroller 
http://www.ioc.state.il.us/ 
script-based 
DeafHHC Deaf and Hard of Hearing Commission 
http://www.idhhc.state.il.us/ 
directory-based 





 Table 2.  (continued) 
Identifier Website Formal Name and Homepage Manual 
Structural 
Classification 
DoAgric Illinois Department of Agriculture 
http://www.agr.state.il.us/ 
script-based 
DoHumRights Department of Human Rights 
http://www.state.il.us/dhr/ 
directory-based 
DoHumSvcs2 Illinois Department of Human Services 
http://www.dhs.state.il.us/ 
script-based 
DoLabor Illinois Department of Labor 
http://www.state.il.us/agency/idol/ 
directory-based 
DoNatRes Department of Natural Resources 
http://www.dnr.state.il.us/ 
directory-based 
Early Illinois Early Learning 
http://www.illinoisearlylearning.org/ 
directory-based 
EnvCouncil Illinois Water Resources Center 
http://web.extension.uiuc.edu/iwrc/ 
graph-based 
FireMarsh State Fire Marshal 
http://www.state.il.us/osfm/ 
directory-based 
FireSvc1 Illinois Fire Service Institute 
http://www.fsi.uiuc.edu/ 
script-based 
FutureGen FutureGen for Illinois 
http://www.futuregenforillinois.com/ 
directory-based 
GovStUniv5 Governors State University 
http://www.govst.edu/ 
script-based 
Govnr2 Office of the Governor 
http://www.illinois.gov/gov/ 
script-based 












Illinois Commission on the 50th Anniversary of Brown v. 
Board of Education 
http://www.illinoisbrownvboard.org/ 
graph-based 
IL_AutmPrgm Autism Program 
http://www.theautismprogram.org/ 
graph-based 
IL_CleanCoalIns Illinois Clean Coal Institute 
http://www.icci.org/ 
directory-based 
IL_DryCleaner Drycleaner Environmental Response Trust Fund of Illinois 
http://www.cleanupfund.org/ 
graph-based 
IL_EEC Illinois Executive Ethics Commission 
http://www.eec.illinois.gov/ 
graph-based 
IL_EduResch Illinois Education Research Council 
http://ierc.siue.edu/ 
graph-based 
IL_GCMC Gary-Chicago-Milwaukee Corridor 
http://www.gcmtravel.com/ 
script-based 





 Table 2.  (continued) 
Identifier Website Formal Name and Homepage Manual 
Structural 
Classification 
IL_ICCHE Illinois Council on Continuing Higher Education 
http://www.icche.org/ 
graph-based 
IL_ICTS Illinois Certification Testing System (ICTS) 
http://www.icts.nesinc.com/ 
graph-based 
IL_Literacy Illinois Literacy 
http://literacy.kent.edu/illinois/index.htm 
directory-based 




Online College Degrees and Online College Courses from 
The University of Illinois 
http://www.online.uillinois.edu/ 
script-based 
IL_ParEduPtn Parent and Educator Partnership 
http://www.pepartnership.org/ 
graph-based 
IL_Parent247 Parenting 24/7 
http://parenting247.org/ 
script-based 
IL_RiverRoadByway Illinois Great River Road National Scenic Byway 
http://www.greatriverroad-illinois.org/ 
graph-based 
IL_WatershedPlan Social Dimensions of Watershed Planning 
http://www.watershedplanning.uiuc.edu/ 
directory-based 
ION Illinois Online Network 
http://illinois.online.uillinois.edu/ 
directory-based 
IVPA Illinois Violence Prevention Authority 
http://www.ivpa.org/ 
directory-based 
IlPlanCommission Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission 
http://www.nipc.org/ 
directory-based 
IndComm Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission 
http://www.iwcc.il.gov/ 
graph-based 
InspGen Illinois Inspector General 
http://inspectorgeneral.il.gov/ 
graph-based 
Insur2 Illinois Division of Insurance 
http://www.idfpr.com/DOI/Default2.asp 
directory-based 
Military Illinois Department of Military Affairs 
http://www.il.ngb.army.mil/ 
directory-based 








NewSalem Lincoln New Salem 
http://www.lincolnsnewsalem.com/ 
script-based 
OBRE Division of Banking 
http://www.obre.state.il.us/default2.htm 
graph-based 
OSHA2 Illinois Onsite Safety and Health Consultation Program 
http://www2.illinoisbiz.biz/osha/index.htm 
directory-based 
Prairie2K Prairie State 2000 Authority 
http://www2.state.il.us/ps2000/ 
directory-based 





 Table 2.  (continued) 
Identifier Website Formal Name and Homepage Manual 
Structural 
Classification 




Pullman Pullman State Historic Site 
http://www.pullman-museum.org/ 
script-based 
Reach Project Reach 
http://project-reach-illinois.org/whatis.html 
graph-based 









SenDem1 Senate Democrats 
http://www.senatedem.ilga.gov/ 
script-based 
SenGOP Senate Republicans 
http://www.senategop.state.il.us/ 
script-based 
SmartEnergy Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) 
http://smartenergy.arch.uiuc.edu/ 
graph-based 
StMuseum Illinois State Museum 
http://www.museum.state.il.us/ 
script-based 










Files The base 10 logarithm of this number was taken, as this number in un-scaled 
form ranged from 50 to 67,850 in the dataset (a ratio of 1,357).  By taking the 
logarithm, the range was compressed to be from 1.699 to 4.832. 
Bytes The base 10 logarithm of this number was taken, as this number in un-scaled 
form ranged from 540,048 to 221,447,661,317 in the dataset (a ratio of 410,052).  
By taking the logarithm, the range was compressed to be from 5.732 to 11.345. 
Singles The base 10 logarithm of this number was taken, as this number in un-scaled 
form ranged from 8 to 61,947 in the dataset (a ratio of 3,319).  By taking the 
logarithm, the range was compressed to be from 0.903 to 4.792. 
In This feature had a range from 1.094 to 81.633.  No scaling was applied. 
Out This feature had a range from 0.048 to 20.856.  No scaling was applied. 
SizeK3 This number of nodes was divided by the number associated with the "Files" 
feature above, as this number in un-scaled form ranged from 0 to 58,459 in the 
dataset (an infinite ratio).  By using a relative size, the range was compressed to 
be from 0 to 4.767. 
Path This feature had a range from 1.612 to 6.837.  No scaling was applied. 
Self This feature had a range from 0 to 4.821.  No scaling was applied. 
CoLinks The base 10 logarithm of this number was taken, as this number in un-scaled 
form ranged from 987 to 216,075,901 in the dataset (a ratio of 10,546).  By 
taking the logarithm, the range was compressed to be from 2.994 to 8.335. 
CoLinkings The base 10 logarithm of this number was taken, as this number in un-scaled 
form ranged from 7 to 79,508,694,775 in the dataset (a ratio of 1,983,194,803).  




 Table 4.  Collapsed two-plane sociomatrix of relationship types suggested by the general 
shape of the scatter plots in Figure 10.  The general curve shape indicated as the 
relationship type means the feature of the column has the general shape (linear or 
logarithmic) of that function of the feature of the row (i.e., fc = g(fr)). 






Files n/a line line log   line  log log 
Bytes line n/a line log   line  log log 
Singles line line n/a log   line  log log 
In log log log n/a   log  log log 
Out     n/a      
SizeK3      n/a     
Path line line line log   n/a  log log 
Self        n/a   
CoLinks log log log log   log  n/a log 
CoLinkings log log log log   log  log n/a 
 
 
Table 5.  Simplified sociomatrix from Table 4.  Deletion of the features Out, SizeK3, and 
Self, for which no obvious functional shape was apparent, and the feature In that was not 
structurally equivalent to any other, illustrates the structural equivalence of the feature 
groups {Files, Bytes, Singles, Path} and {In, CoLinks, CoLinkings} as all their members 
exhibit the same type of relation, based on functional shape assessment, 
with all other features. 




Files n/a line line line log log log 
Bytes line n/a line line log log log 
Singles line line n/a line log log log 
Path line line line n/a log log log 
In log log log log n/a log log 
CoLinks log log log log log n/a log 
CoLinkings log log log log log log n/a 
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 Table 6.  Un-normalized means of the training data features, by class. 
Feature Directory-Based Script-Based Graph-Based 
Files 4724.50 12237.33 1898.00
Bytes 27874389546 1134648413 111300870
Singles 3887.7500 2312.6667 597.4286
In 4.038761 29.060380 10.666808
Out 1.403057 3.333086 4.574802
SizeK3 919.625 10013.444 1143.857
Path 3.790509 4.499707 2.854310
Self 0.5752126 1.2234179 0.5616637
CoLinks 545629.8 27699035.2 1856291.1




Table 7.  Normalized means of the linear discriminant analysis training dataset features, 
by class. 
Feature Directory-Based Script-Based Graph-Based 
Files 0.2239131 0.1294201 0.1684918
Bytes 0.6244093 0.3308772 0.4956483
Singles 0.2101857 0.1021870 0.1546086
In 0.3043954 0.7570060 0.5918488
Out 0.1164026 0.1300944 0.1854364
SizeK3 0.0265472 0.0330933 0.0247030
Path 0.2899399 0.1838012 0.1698124
Self 0.0482701 0.0394808 0.0289012
CoLinks 0.3802156 0.2348891 0.3200167




 Table 8.  Prediction table of the linear classification results for the classifier of Figure 12 (all 
ten features) on the training dataset.  Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 7 1 0 
Script-Based 0 9 0 
Graph-Based 0 0 7 
 
 
Table 9.  Prediction table of the linear classification results for the classifier of Figure 12 (all 
ten features) on the testing dataset.  Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 2 1 5 
Script-Based 0 6 2 
Graph-Based 1 2 3 
 
 
Table 10.  Coefficients of linear determinants resulting from linear classifier construction 
using the training feature set. 
Feature LD1 Value LD2 Value 
Files 88.9452264 19.736502 
Bytes 10.0513976 -12.417992 
Singles -69.1831599 61.966975 
In 12.8603606 -2.510243 
Out 0.5783487 -5.649691 
SizeK3 -8.7972317 116.406709 
Path -2.4700861 8.653244 
Self -3.0059136 19.690755 
CoLinks -22.4583354 -34.800836 
CoLinkings 7.2032207 -19.467340 
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BdEd-Hamilton d d 
CTE d s 
FutureGen d g 
Atlas d g 
FireMarsh d g 
DoHumRights d g 
Auditor1 d g 
DoNatRes d d 
NewSalem s g 
Pullman s g 
MultiWWWIL s s 
Comptrol s s 
IL_OnlineCollege s s 
Bright s s 
BdEd-DeWitt s s 
IL_ICCHE g g 
IL_DryCleaner g s 
Bienvenido g g 
IL_ParEduPtn g s 
IndComm g d 
AtGen g g 
Govnr2 s s 
 
 
Table 12.  Coefficients of linear determinants resulting from linear classifier construction of 
Figure 13, using only those features that had relatively large values of either their 
LD1 or LD2 coefficients. 
 
 
Feature LD1 Value LD2 Value
Files 40.60649 -10.77999 
Singles -24.17515 -62.08600 
SizeK3 39.62311 -99.30092 
CoLinks -27.27706 45.44701 
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 Table 13.  Prediction table of the classification results for the linear classifier of Figure 13 
(features Files, Singles, SizeK3, and CoLinks) on the training dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 6 0 2 
Script-Based 1 7 1 
Graph-Based 0 1 6 
 
 
Table 14.  Prediction table of the classification results for the classifier of Figure 13 
(features Files, Singles, SizeK3, and CoLinks) on the testing dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 2 1 5 
Script-Based 1 7 0 
Graph-Based 1 2 3 
 
 
Table 15.  Coefficients of linear determinants resulting from Figure 14 classifier 
construction using only those features that had relatively large values of  
both their LD1 or LD2 coefficients. 
Feature LD1 Value LD2 Value
Singles -22.505778 30.05301 
CoLinks -1.102009 -22.35888 
 
 
Table 16.  Prediction table of the classification results for the linear classifier of Figure 14 
(features Singles and CoLinks only) on the training dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 6 0 2 
Script-Based 1 5 3 




 Table 17.  Prediction table of the classification results for the linear classifier of Figure 14 
(features Singles and CoLinks only) on the testing dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 6 1 1 
Script-Based 1 5 2 
Graph-Based 3 1 2 
 
 
Table 18.  Rotation, along all feature axes, of principal components 1 through 4 from 
principal components analysis of all manually classified websites  
(i.e., training and testing datasets). 
Rotation PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 
Files -0.166448628 -0.008433699 0.20271745 -0.04327229 
Bytes -0.526800426 -0.057129032 -0.16472457 0.54885859 
Singles -0.155807459 -0.027612993 0.21033874 0.02629849 
In 0.728936043 -0.158439951 0.32070024 0.28462841 
Out 0.107400332 0.973943871 0.01512897 0.10182879 
SizeK3 0.001853563 0.030096680 0.03591946 0.04381815 
Path -0.185193199 0.078091814 0.15990588 -0.71332668 
Self 0.003254916 0.112263073 0.09521220 0.17266833 
CoLinks -0.248070970 0.050412502 0.34162021 0.25311418 
CoLinkings -0.178235401 -0.009177566 0.79487214 0.01309915 
 
 
Table 19.  Prediction table of the classification results for the linear classifier of Figure 19 
(features In, Out, Bytes, and Self) on the training dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 7 2 2 
Script-Based 1 7 0 




 Table 20.  Prediction table of the classification results for the linear classifier of Figure 19 
(features In, Out, Bytes, and Self) on the testing dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 4 2 2 
Script-Based 1 7 0 
Graph-Based 2 1 3 
 
 
Table 21.  Coefficients of linear determinants resulting from Figure 19 classifier 
construction using only those features that had visually unique plot locations in the 
principal components analysis PC1-PC2 plots. 
Feature LD1 Value LD2 Value
In -9.4239433 7.069928 
Out -0.9813244 6.915145 
Bytes -5.6418750 13.791595 
Self 6.5607285 -19.380006 
 
 
Table 22.  Sum of the prediction tables, for the classifiers that appeared to work reasonably 
well (i.e., Table 8, Table 13, and Table 19) for the training dataset.   
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 20 1 3 
Script-Based 3 22 2 
Graph-Based 0 1 20 
 
 
Table 23.  Sum of the prediction tables, for the classifiers that appeared to work reasonably 
well (i.e., Table 9, Table 14, and Table 20) for the testing dataset. 
Entries on the main diagonal count successes. 
Manual 
Classification 
LDA Classified as 
Directory-Based 




Directory-Based 8 4 12 
Script-Based 1 20 2 
Graph-Based 4 2 9 
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 Table 24.  Wget spider verbose run log fragment for the processes of  
de-queuing a URL, retrieving the file, and storing it. 
Dequeuing http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/ at depth 0 
Queue count 0, maxcount 1. 
--2008-10-03 10:04:17--  http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/ 
Resolving www.isrl.uiuc.edu... 128.174.154.64 
Caching www.isrl.uiuc.edu => 128.174.154.64 
Connecting to www.isrl.uiuc.edu|128.174.154.64|:80... connected. 
Created socket 4. 
Releasing 0x08426118 (new refcount 1). 
---request begin--- 
GET /pep/TestSite1/ HTTP/1.0 
Pragma: no-cache 





HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 
---response begin--- 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Date: Fri, 03 Oct 2008 14:52:24 GMT 
Server: Apache/1.3.34 (Unix) PHP/5.1.6 mod_jk/1.2.0 mod_ssl/2.8.25 OpenSSL/0.9.7d 








  HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
  Date: Fri, 03 Oct 2008 14:52:24 GMT 
  Server: Apache/1.3.34 (Unix) PHP/5.1.6 mod_jk/1.2.0 mod_ssl/2.8.25 OpenSSL/0.9.7d 
  Last-Modified: Sat, 26 Feb 2005 18:46:34 GMT 
  ETag: "774017-1086-4220c40a" 
  Accept-Ranges: bytes 
  Content-Length: 4230 
  Keep-Alive: timeout=15, max=100 
  Connection: Keep-Alive 
  Content-Type: text/html 
Registered socket 4 for persistent reuse. 
Length: 4230 (4.1K) [text/html] 
Saving to: `www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html' 
     0K ....                                                  100%  488K=0.008s 




 Table 25.  Excerpt from a wget spider run log reflecting the parsing of a retrieved file for 
URLs, then reviewing those URLs against spider configuration directives to see if they 
should in turn be queued for retrieval. 




appending "http://www.finditillinois.org/metadata/indexingsites.htm" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"Page1-1.html") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/Page1-1.html 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/Page1-1.html" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"sub/Page1-2.html") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/sub/Page1-2.html 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/sub/Page1-2.html" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"Img1.jpeg") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/Img1.jpeg 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/Img1.jpeg" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"sub/Img2.jpeg") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/sub/Img2.jpeg 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/sub/Img2.jpeg" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"GraySquare.gif") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/GraySquare.gif 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/GraySquare.gif" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"GreenSquare.gif") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/GreenSquare.gif 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/GreenSquare.gif" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"RedSquare.gif") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/RedSquare.gif 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/RedSquare.gif" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"References.doc") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/References.doc 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/References.doc" to urlpos. 
www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: merge("http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/", 
"References.pdf") -> http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/References.pdf 
appending "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/References.pdf" to urlpos. 
no-follow in www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/index.html: 0 
Deciding whether to enqueue "http://www.finditillinois.org/metadata/indexingsites.htm". 
The domain was not accepted. 
Decided NOT to load it. 
Deciding whether to enqueue "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep". 
Going to "" would escape "pep/TestSite1" with no_parent on. 
Decided NOT to load it. 
Deciding whether to enqueue "http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/Page1-1.html". 




 Table 26.  Illinois State Library spider run-configuration parameters Document Type 
Descriptor, with descriptive comments.  These are the controls available to the Illinois State 
Library to customize spider operations for a particular website. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>  
<!-- edited with XML Spy v3.5 NT (http://www.xmlspy.com) by Larry S. Jackson (UIUC 
GSLIS) -->  
<!--DTD generated by XML Spy v3.5 NT (http://www.xmlspy.com)-->  
 
<!--This DTD specifies how websites to be archived (e.g., those of a state agency) are 
described to the electronic archival software produced by the Capturing Electronic 
Publications (CEP) project. Additional CEP documentation, including hard-coded and soft 
default values for these fields, is available at http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep Documentation on 
wget is available from its website at http://www.sunsite.dk/ Note that double-hyphens in 
commentary (required to match with the wget documentation) are herein encoded in escaped 
form (i.e., "\-\-") so that this DTD remains valid XML.-->  
 
<!--Debug ("yes", or "no" by default) concerns use of wget's debug mode. All CEP 
invocations of wget are done using debug mode (i.e., run with the "-d" switch), resulting in 
very verbose spidering logs. These are of some use in diagnosing why spidering a particular 
website is failing. However, all that debugging information is usually not worth archiving. 
This switch controls whether the verbose debug log is retained ("yes"), or whether it is 
simplified back to normal size before deposition into CVS ("no").-->  
<!ELEMENT Debug (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--Delay specifies an integer average number of seconds for wget to wait between 
successive requests for a webpage from the same server. This is an important mechanism in 
limiting the load the CEP spidering imposes on a target website. Further, this is an important 
mechanism allowing the simultaneous operation of 200+ spiders on a single CEP-host 
workstation, as most of the spider processes will be waiting out this delay period at any given 
instant. The value of this field is used as the parameter for the wget "-w" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT Delay (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--DepthLimit is the equivalent number of mouse-clicks away from the homepage that wget 
is allowed to go. Limiting this to small numbers may result in an incomplete spidering, 
whereby only the topmost webpages of a site are downloaded for the CEP archive. The value 
given here is used as the parameter with the wget "-l" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT DepthLimit (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!--DomainsExcluded specifies domains to definitely be excluded from wget processing. 
This field is rarely used in CEP, but is possibly useful to stop "run-away" spiders. These 
values are applied to the right side of each domain name encountered in a hyperlink, so a 
value of ".com" would exclude all domains ending in those characters. The value given here 
is used as the parameter with the wget "\-\-exclude-domains" switch.--> 
<!ELEMENT DomainsExcluded (#PCDATA)> 
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 Table 26. (continued) 
<!--ExcludedDirectories specifies the directories under the specified Host(s) that wget may 
not enter. This field may be entered zero or more times. Only one excluded directory should 
be included in each instance. Generally, the path specifications given in these values should 
begin with "/". This field is useful to preclude redundant spidering (e.g., if web materials of a 
subordinate agency are to be archived separately, even though they are hosted on the same 
web server). The values of all these instances are combined and used to form the parameter 
for the wget "-X" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT ExcludedDirectories (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--ExcludedFiles specifies the ending of a file name wget is not to retrieve (e.g., .gif or.jpg). 
Uses of wildcarded endings must be double-quoted, e.g., "getdoc.pl?*". This is an important 
mechanism in limiting the processing associated with document retrieval scripts that are 
extremely frequently called, such that the resultant web site size will overload CEP and CVS. 
The values of all these instances are combined and used to form the parameter for the wget 
"\-\-reject" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT ExcludedFiles (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--ExportableHomepage is used only in report generation, in the event that the URL at 
which a spider should be started for best web site coverage is not one to which people should 
be referred (e.g., a useful mechanism when the advertised homepage uses some active 
technology which is not HTML and therefore cannot be spidered).-->  
<!ELEMENT ExportableHomepage (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--ExportOai ("yes", or "no" by default) directs the exporting of CEP-acquired metadata to 
an OAI-PMH script.-->  
<!ELEMENT ExportOAI (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--FullName specifies the full name of the agency, and is not used by the spider. It is used 
only in producing management and statistical reports.-->  
<!ELEMENT FullName (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--Host specifies a website host machine and optionally the server's port number. As such, 
Host should not contain "http://", slashes, or directory, file, or script name characters. For 
example, "http://www.whitehouse.gov:8080/welcome/index.html" should use 
"www.whitehouse.gov:8080". "http://128.174.154.10/index.html" should use 
"128.174.154.10". Multiple Host entries are allowed for a website. The first Host named is 
used by CEP in an attempt to predict the homepage URL. All Host fields are used to fill in 
the wget "-D" ("domains accepted") switch parameter. If this field is absent or blank in an 
XML file, a spider is not launched for the website associated with that XML file.-->  
<!ELEMENT Host (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--IgnoreLength ("yes", or "no" by default) directs wget to ignore length mismatches 
between HTTP headers and actually received file sizes. A value of "yes" causes wget to be 
run with the "\-\-ignore-length" switch.-->  




 Table 26. (continued) 
<!--IncludedDirectories specifies the directories under the specified Host(s) that wget may 
enter. This field may be entered zero or more times. Only one included directory should be 
included in each instance. Generally, the path specifications given in these values should 
begin with "/". By default, it may enter any directory at, or subordinate to, the directory of the 
specified homepage. Useful if wget is to archive materials superordinate to, or sibling to, the 
homepage directory. The values of all these instances are combined and used to form the 
parameter for the wget "-I" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT IncludedDirectories (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--IncludedFiles specifies the ending of a file name wget is to retrieve (e.g., .html). Uses of 
wildcarded endings must be double-quoted, e.g., "getdoc.pl?*". This is a seldom-used 
mechanism as it is difficult to predict what a webmaster might come to name a file. The 
values of all these instances are combined and used to form the parameter for the wget "\-\-
accept" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT IncludedFiles (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--MailChangeAlertsTo specifies a comma-separated list of e-mail address of persons 
interested in CEP's alerting service function which reports, upon completion of CVS 
processing, a list of added, deleted, and changed files for a given web site.-->  
<!ELEMENT MailChangeAlertsTo (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--MysqlSearch ("yes", or "no" by default) directs CEP to call the mySQL search engine 
update routines to post the results of the latest spidering into the archives search engine 
database. Not supported due to capacity limits of mySQL being insufficient for state 
government web archives. If "yes", metadata is transferred upon CVS acceptance of a given 
spider result.-->  
<!ELEMENT MysqlSearch (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--OriginatorTagset specifies, using colon separators, the hierarchical position of the 
sponsor of a given web site in the state government. A maximum of 5 fields are supported, 
corresponding, in order, to the State GILS metadata tags "OriginatorJurisdiction", 
"OriginatorOffice", "OriginatorDepartment", "OriginatorDivision", and "OriginatorProgram" 
(e.g., "State of Illinois: Secretary of State: Illinois State Library: Library Automation and 
Technology). These values are used as defaults for all web pages at this web site which do 
not report their own Originator-series of HTML META tags. That is, document/file 
authorship is hereby inferred, based on knowing the owner/operator of a web server.-->  
<!ELEMENT OriginatorTagset (#PCDATA)> 
  
<!--PageRequisites ("no", or "yes" by default) directs wget to include all the files necessary to 
regenerate each webpage it processes. For example, if an image resided on a different server, 
wget would normally not try to retrieve it. With PageRequisites set to 'yes', that image file 
will be retrieved and included in the archived materials, momentarily disregarding all wget's 
other rules about where it should not go.--> 




 Table 26. (continued) 
<!--ParaLength specifies the absolute maximum length of the string retained as the 'first 
paragraph of text' when SuppressMinedMetadata is 'no'.-->  
<!ELEMENT ParaLength (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--ParaThreshold specifies a length limit which, if a single line meets or exceeds, it is 
considered a paragraph. This is used when SuppressMinedMetadata is 'no', and effectively 
sets a lower limit on the length of the retained 'first paragraph of text', if any text is indeed 
obtainable.-->  
<!ELEMENT ParaThreshold (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--ParentDirectories ("yes", or "no" by default) gives permission for wget to archive 
materials strictly superordinate to the homepage directory (i.e., back towards the web server's 
DocRoot directory). If this value is "no", wget is run with the "\-\-no-parent" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT ParentDirectories (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--Password is the password associated with the UserID, and is used as the parameter for the 
wget "\-\-http-passwd" switch. Used for access-controlled webpages only.-->  
<!ELEMENT Password (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--RelativeizeLinks ("yes" by default, or "no") directs wget to edit HTML files and change 
intra-website links encountered into relative format. This is essential to support subsequent 
web browser use in the archive, as without doing so, the links will point not within the 
archive, but back to the "live" webserver. This would cause a mix of old and new content to 
be presented to the user. A value of "yes" causes wget to be run with the "-k" switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT RelativizeLinks (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--Remarks contains administrative remarks concerning the spidering of this web site. As 
these remarks may persist for years, it is prudent to date each entry. Wget is not given this 
field.-->  
<!ELEMENT Remarks (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--RespectRobotsExclusion ("no", or "yes" by default) directs wget to respect the robots.txt 
and ROBOTS HTML META tag 'NOFOLLOW' exclusion mechanisms, or to ignore these 
and thereby download more material. For good web ettiquite, this should only be set to 'no' 
when used with a website allied with the archiving operation (e.g., part of the same State 
Government).-->  
<!ELEMENT RespectRobotsExclusion (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--Retries specifies the integer number of retries wget is allowed to make if a certain 
webpage fails to load. Used to fill in the wget "-t" switch parameter.-->  




 Table 26. (continued) 
<!--SiteParameters is the complete list of website-specific control parameters. In general, 
unless an entry is explicitly required, it should be left blank, allowing the default behaviors of 
the spider group (e.g., State) to take place.-->  
<!ELEMENT SiteParameters (Host*, FullName?, TopURL*, ExportableHomepage?, 
OriginatorTagset?, TransformType?, TransformFrom?, TransformTo?, Delay?, VipWebsite?, 
Debug?, RespectRobotsExclusion?, Retries?, Timeout?, UserID?, Password?, ParaLength?, 
ParaThreshold?, UseThisAlias?, TreatSiteAsCaseInsensitive?, PageRequisites?, 
SuppressEmbeddedMetadata?, SuppressHttpMetadata?, SuppressMinedMetadata?, 
SuppressNonHtmlMetadata?, SuppressHyperlinkLogs?, IgnoreLength?, DepthLimit?, 
RelativizeLinks?, DomainsExcluded*, MysqlSearch?, ExportOAI?, IncludedDirectories*, 
ExcludedDirectories*, IncludedFiles*, ExcludedFiles*, ParentDirectories?, 
MailChangeAlertsTo*, Remarks*)>  
 
<!--SuppressEmbeddedMetadata ("yes", or "no" by default) directs post-spider processing to 
skip the processing associated with extracting HTML META tags for all downloaded 
markup-language files.-->  
<!ELEMENT SuppressEmbeddedMetadata (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--SuppressHttpMetadata ("yes", or "no" by default) directs post-spider processing to skip 
the processing associated with recording the file transfer specifics observed by wget for all 
downloaded files.-->  
<!ELEMENT SuppressHttpMetadata (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--SuppressHyperlinkLogs ("yes", or "no" by default) directs post-spider processing to skip 
the production of a series of reports related to the hyperlinks encountered by wget in the 
processing of a website.-->  
<!ELEMENT SuppressHyperlinkLogs (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--SuppressMinedMetadata ("yes" by default, or "no") directs post-spider processing to skip 
the extensive processing associated with the inspection of the whole text of downloaded 
files.-->  
<!ELEMENT SuppressMinedMetadata (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--SuppressNonHtmlMetadata - not yet used - ("no", or by default "yes") directs post-spider 
processing to skip attempts to extract vendor-formatted metadata from inside a variety of 
non-markup file types.-->  
<!ELEMENT SuppressNonHtmlMetadata (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--Timeout specifies the number of seconds before wget assumes a web server will not 
answer a preceding request. The value of this field is used as the parameter for the wget "-T" 
switch.-->  
<!ELEMENT Timeout (#PCDATA)> 
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 Table 26. (continued) 
<!--TopURL specifies the homepage of the website. If the homepage is nothing more than 
"http://" plus the (first) Host name, this field should be left blank. In that case, CEP will direct 
wget to assume a homepage formed by concatenating the strings "http://" and the value 
provided in the first Host tag encountered in this file (e.g., a Host value of 
"www.whitehouse.gov" results in an assumed homepage of "http://www.whitehouse.gov"). If 
a value is supplied here, it is used instead of the Host-inferred value. Note that if a TopURL 
value does not equate to a file name (i.e., it ends with a directory name), it should terminate 
with a slash. This is the only occurrence of the termainal slash in CEP, and is essential so that 
wget recognizes the name as being a directory, for purposes of limiting where all the spider 
subsequently goes.-->  
<!ELEMENT TopURL (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--TransformFrom is used to specify the "from" portion of a PERL "substitute" or 
"transliterate" function call, attempting, post-download, to eliminate redundant retention of 
downloaded files that have used slightly different names (e.g., script outputs). 
TransformType, TransformFrom, and TransformTo are used together.-->  
<!ELEMENT TransformFrom (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--TransformTo is used to specify the "to" portion of a PERL "substitute" or "transliterate" 
function call. It is null in cases where matched strings are to be deleted. TransformType, 
TransformFrom, and TransformTo are used together.-->  
<!ELEMENT TransformTo (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--TransformType is null by default. It may also take values "s" or "tr", for PERL's 
"substitute" or "transliterate" function calls, respectively. TransformType, TransformFrom, 
and TransformTo are used together.-->  
<!ELEMENT TransformType (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--TreatSiteAsCaseInsensitive ("yes", or "no" by default) specifies that a web site that 
appears to be case sensitive is to be forced through post-spider processing which will change 
all file and directory names to all-upper-case. This is necessary if a web site was formerly 
case insensitive, and it is desired to keep the archival of individual files and directories under 
the same names as formerly, for space conservation reasons.-->  
<!ELEMENT TreatSiteAsCaseInsensitive (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--UserID is the user ID associated with the Password, and is used as the parameter 
associated with the wget "\-\-http-user" switch. Used for access-controlled webpages only.--> 




 Table 26. (continued) 
<!--UseThisAlias directs wget to identify itself to web servers using this character string. 
Some may consider masquerading (e.g., as a web browser rather than a spider) to be bad web 
ettiquite, so this is best done only with websites allied with the archiving operation. Popular 
values this character string might be set to include these values of the browsers' UserAgent 
field taken from Illinois' CEP server logs: "Wget/1.8.2", "FAST-WebCrawler/3.8/Scirus 
(scirus-crawler@fast.no; http://www.scirus.com/srsapp/contactus/)", "Mozilla/2.0 
(compatible; Ask Jeeves/Teoma; +http://sp.ask.com/docs/about/tech_crawling.html)", 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; AOL 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1)", "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; AOL 9.0; Windows NT 5.1)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows 98)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 98; Win 9x 4.90; YPC 3.0.0; 
YPC 3.0.1; Hotbar 4.6.1; yplus 4.1.00b)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 
5.0)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)", 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)","Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 
6.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR 1.0.3705)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 
NT 5.1; FunWebProducts; SV1; .NET CLR 1.0.3705)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; (R1 
1.5))", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)", 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; MSN 
9.0;MSN 9.1; MSNbMSNI; MSNmen-us; MSNcIA; MPLUS)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; MSN 9.0;MSN 9.1; MSNbMSNI; MSNmen-us; MSNcIA; 
MPLUS)", "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; en) Opera 8.51", 
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.7.12) Gecko/20050922 Fedora/1.0.7-1.1.fc3 
Firefox/1.0.7", "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; Konqueror/3.1-rc1; i686 Linux; 20020922)", 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; Yahoo! Slurp; http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/ysearch/slurp)", 
"Yahoo-MMCrawler/3.x (mms dash mmcrawler dash support at yahoo dash inc dot com)", 
"lwp-trivial/1.41", "msnbot/0.9 (+http://search.msn.com/msnbot.htm)".-->  
<!ELEMENT UseThisAlias (#PCDATA)>  
 
<!--VipWebsite ("yes", or "no" by default) is used to cause the name of this web site to print 
in an emphasized way in post-spidering statistical reports, etc. -->  
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 APPENDIX A: SPIDER OPERATION AND FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS 
Probing websites from a (generally) necessarily external vantage point, using spiders to download 
all hyperlink-target files, does not necessarily acquire the complete contents of the website 
(Thelwall, 2004; Weideman and Schwenke, 2006).  Analyzing an incomplete graph can then give 
rise to many errors.  Thelwall (2004, 18) encourages the phrase "publicly indexable pages" be 
used to describe the "collection of pages in a site that can be found by a crawler by following 
links from the home page and obeying ethical issues," as it "gives a convenient reminder that no 
claim is made that all pages in the crawled sites have been downloaded."  Lawrence and Giles 
(1998) introduced the corresponding term "indexable Web" to reflect the implications of 
potentially incomplete copying on subsequent search engine applications, but such limitations 
also apply to other post-retrieval applications of copied material. In this research, the concern is 
that summation of hyperlink strengths across many aliases may give rise to a graphical model of a 
website with link strengths that are not representative of the degree of relatedness the website 
author(s) actually intended. 
As most people do not directly use Web spiders, explanation of the origins of various archival 
limitations arising from Web design and spider operational incompleteness are provided here.  
The basic sequence of operation of Web spiders is described following, as are problems in 
utilizing spider-based website copying in the construction of archives.  The sections following 
provide a basic review of spider operation, a description of what the term "website" is understood 
to mean in the practical context of the Illinois State Library website copying work, and a 
description of the sources of incompleteness in website copying via spider. 
A.1 BASICS OF SPIDER OPERATION 
In rendering the display of an individual webpage, a Web browser begins with a specified file, 
and, if that file contains markup directives or program scripts the browser is capable of processing, 
the browser will automatically load those hyperlink-target files which are utilized in displaying 
the current webpage.  Spider operation is similar, although automatically pursuing all embedded 
hyperlinks, whether associated with the rendering of the current webpage or not, without waiting 
for a user to select them, and being generally unable to execute encountered program scripts 
(Weideman and Schwenke, 2006). 
Two tables briefly illustrate the type of information found in wget spider run logs.  Table 24 lists 
the spider processing sequence associated with the processing of the test webpage 
http://www.isrl.uiuc.edu/pep/TestSite1/ and the subsequent storage of that copied file.  Table 25 
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 then shows the sequence of parsing that file, including reviewing discovered hyperlinks against 
spider configuration directives as part of deciding whether those hyperlinks should be queued for 
retrieval processing.  The process of file loading and parsing continues until no more hyperlinks 
meeting spider run configuration constraints are found. 
In the Illinois State Library archival processing, and as is generally the case in spider-based 
processing of individual websites, files located on Web servers other than the Web server being 
copied are not analyzed for hyperlink content.  That is, the copying does not attempt to retrieve 
the content of all other Web servers, but of a specific one, or a delimited few, servers.  As such, 
analytical graphs produced from these spider results will not contain hyperlinks which originate 
from these other Web servers.  Hyperlinks from within markup files located on the archived Web 
server will be discovered by parsing of those files.  Those hyperlinks can result in the production 
of graph links from what can be termed an "internal" node of the website to an "external" node, 
corresponding to a file external to the website.  However, graph links in the reverse direction, 
from an external node to an internal node, will never be generated, as the content of the external 
files are not processed by the spider, in the quest for more hyperlinks.  This results in what might 
be deemed, for some analytical purposes, as an asymmetry in a portion of the website graph.  
Some graph features used in analyses are most appropriately considered in a graph which is at 
least potentially symmetric, and as such are employed only on that local-server portion of the 
graph produced from the results of the spider operation (i.e., where both the hyperlink origin node 
and the hyperlink destination node are obtained from the one Web server being archived). 
A.2 DELIMITING A WEBSITE AND CONFIGURING SPIDERS 
Spider processing for Illinois is done using a separate spider process for each website to be copied.  
An Illinois “website” is generally considered synonymous with a Web server Domain Name 
System (DNS) name, however some Web servers are deemed by the Illinois State Library to 
contain multiple websites.  Such designation usually has historical roots, including histories of 
print publishing transactions between an agency and the Illinois State Library, or government 
reorganizations over time.  For continuity in the archive, sub-parts of a current website 
corresponding to a former website may continue to be processed under the former website name. 
Some Illinois State Government websites employ multiple Web servers (Web servers are 
programs, running on a computer, so multiple copies of that program could be run on one 
computer simultaneously), with the website information content distributed in some way across 
these multiple Web servers.  There may be more than one computer utilized in hosting these Web 
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 servers.  Often, aliases for DNS names result in a situation where multiple Web servers appear to 
be involved, but only one computer is actually providing the information.  The analyses herein do 
not generally address such websites, due to the complexity in understanding exactly which 
materials are to be considered as included or excluded from the logical website.   
For a variety of reasons, an agency may operate multiple Web servers to deliver distinct portions 
of its information content, or to perform distinct portions of its interactions with users.  One 
example of a complex Web presence is that of the Illinois Secretary of State, whose office 
oversees many recordkeeping functions for the State.31  Hyperlinks frequently traverse from one 
Web server to another within the overall (logical) website, making overall structure and 
relatedness information very difficult to discern. 
Some may term such an aggregation a single website, while others may prefer to define a website 
in terms of a strict association with one instance of a running Web server program.  The Illinois 
State Library uses both variations in website archiving, however the latter are much more 
frequent.  Generally, a group of Domain Name System (DNS) names, with possibly attendant 
limits on directories, serves to define a website for Illinois State Library archival purposes. 
Another situation frequently encountered involves hosting (locating) agency Web materials on a 
Web server that is shared with multiple agencies.  Motivations for this design include cost 
reduction and the sharing of scarce personnel capabilities.  In Illinois, the Office of the Governor 
operates the Web server at http://www.illinois.gov/  in such a way, and the Office of the Secretary 
of State operates http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/ similarly.  Depending on the implementation 
chosen, it may or may not readily be possible to correlate portions of the website with a specific 
                                                     
31 One server, http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/, provides the most-used public interaction host 
for the Office of the Secretary of State.  That server contains some of the files of interest in 
connection with driver’s licensing, vehicle title and registration, the State Library, the State 
Archives, the Court of Claims, the Organ and Tissue Donor Registry, a mechanism for reporting 
possible malfeasance somewhere under the cognizance of the Secretary of State, a mechanism for 
notification of fraudulent activities currently afoot in the wider population, the Inspector General 
(of the Office of the Secretary of State, as distinct from that of the State), the Secretary of State 
Police, business-related administrative filings, and other activities.  However, a number of other 
Web servers are also employed by departments and projects for their various purposes (e.g., 
http://www.ilsos.gov/, http://www.lifegoeson.com/, http://landplats.ilsos.net/, 
http://www.askawayillinois.info/, http://eliillinois.org/, http://finditillinois.org/, 
http://www.idaillinois.org/, http://www.digitalillinois.org/, http://igi.finditillinois.org/, 
http://ediillinois.org/, http://www.avoidthescam.net/, http://www.illinoiscenterforthebook.org/, 
http://islref-erseourcenews.blogspot.com/, and multiple additional commercial websites providing 
contracted services).   
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 activity of sub-agency of the agency operating the Web server.  As world knowledge of the 
current situation fades with time, as is expected over the life of an archive, accomplishing such a 
correlation at a later date can become increasingly problematic. 
A.2.1 The Domain Name System, Website Names, and Aliases 
Website DNS names can potentially be changed very frequently.  Motivations for such changes 
include marketing-like positioning or branding of services or information products of an agency 
(e.g., www.gedillinois.org became www.ged-i.org after apparently 28 months of operation), 
revision of an agency name in response to revision of its assigned mission, relocation for 
implementation reasons (e.g., combining to achieve website cost savings, or separating for 
improved local administrative control of Web materials), or simply a desire to sound progressive 
(e.g., tax.illinois.gov is synonymous with www.iltax.com and the older www.revenue.state.il.us).  
However, as URLs are location-dependent, when the machine name portion of a URL is changed, 
all copies of that URL, wherever held, simultaneously “break” (become inoperable).  Broken 
URLs can degrade the completeness of a spider-obtained website copy, undermining the 
completeness of the archive. 
Logic within web server software permits one computer to interact with Web users under multiple 
DNS names.  This capability permits multiple organizations to share a Web server computer 
without the risks of sharing storage and name spaces for their Web files.  Potentially, though not 
necessarily, references to some Web server so configured using its different DNS names results in 
the delivery of different information content.  Under the Apache Web server software, this 
capability uses the “VirtualHost” configuration command (Apache HTTP Server Project, 2008).  
This capability can be used for hardware cost savings by government, or by companies providing 
Web hosting services to other companies.  Virtual hosting can also be used to provide the same 
Web content under differing DNS names, such as when a new name has been created, but the old 
name has not yet been taken off line.   
A difficulty to spider-based retrieval in such a situation is the possibility that the webpage content, 
served by DNS names appearing to be simple aliases, may differ.  The Web server virtual host 
mechanism can be configured to serve a differing set of information content when invoked under 
each unique name.  To be sure of having the most complete spider coverage, both (all) names 
should be copied by spider, the results compared, and duplicates presumably eliminated. 
There is no method integral to the Web architecture itself whereby those needing access to the 
information or service accessed by that URL are necessarily advised of the URL revision.  If the 
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 agency operating the web server chooses to keep the server operating under the former name for a 
time, users can be advised of the change, and optionally have their Web browsers automatically 
redirected to the new location.  Often a new DNS name is implemented, but resolving to the same 
website host computer as does the formerly preferred DNS name (e.g., www.finditillinois.org 
resolves to the same computer as the older, but still active name findit.ilsos.net , and similarly 
www.illinoisattorneygeneral.gov resolves to the same computer as the older, but still active 
names www.ag.state.il.us and ag.state.il.us).  Spiders configured to process obsolete names can 
go on for some time archiving material that is of no interest to the State. 
Hyperlinks within such a website might contain specification of one of the seemingly aliased 
DNS names.  This practice generally increases website maintenance costs when DNS names are 
changed, or when information content is ported to another location, such as another Web server 
or for offline use such as on local disks or removable media, and as such is generally discouraged 
(Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter, 1998).  But, the practice is possible with HTML hyperlinks, 
and it occurs in real websites.  When such a situation occurs, only spiders configured to traverse 
links into the hard-coded DNS name will retrieve those documents.   
For example, a spider-based copy of the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity website, begun October 1, 2003, and simultaneously processing the DNS names 
cisweb.illinoisbiz.biz, illinoisbiz.biz, www.commerce.state.il.us, and www.illinoisbiz.biz returned 
the directory and file structure illustrated in the treemap32 display in Figure 34.  Three columns 
predominate in that figure, with the right-most being wider than the others.  The other two 
columns are very much alike, based on a quick visual inspection.  The right-most column, though, 
contains a region at the top of approximately 20% of the height of the image that has no parallel 
within the other two columns.  Other than that, the contents of the right-most column appear 
generally to be a vertically compacted, near-duplication of the content of both of the other two 
columns.  The region at the top of the right-most column equates to documents that are the targets 
of URLs which explicitly contain the ‘www.illinoisbiz.biz’ DNS name, instead of allowing the 
spider (or Web browsers) to infer the use of that host computer, through relative addressing, 
                                                     
32 Treemap is a visualization tool from the Human Computer Interaction Lab at the University of Maryland 
(http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap/) that facilitates, among other things, the detection of comparable 
regions of hierarchically structured directories of files.  The size of regions in Figure 34 is proportional to 
the sizes of files or directories that region contains.  As each directory level is descended, working 
downward from the assigned starting directory, the orientation of the regional dividing lines being drawn is 
toggled between horizontal and vertical.  The eye is quite adept at detecting regions of strong similarity in 
such a display, while overlooking minor variation.  Computer comparison of these files would not so 
quickly disclose the similarity as very many of these particular files incorporate gratuitous differences that 
result in their contents differing only very slightly, and presumably not in information-bearing ways. 
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 based on the DNS name used to retrieve the page containing the text of the hyperlink.  Other 
smaller variations between columns are likely also the result of explicitly specified DNS names 
comparably being used within hyperlinks. 
A.2.2 Illinois State Library Spider Configuration Options 
In the spider run-initiation sequence, a default set of spider configuration parameters is hard-
coded, then an Illinois-wide set of default parameters is applied to all spiders, and last, 
customizations unique to each individual website are applied.  Spider configuration parameters 
used in assembling this dataset via the Capturing Electronic Publications system (Jackson, 2006) 
are described in detail in Table 26.  Once so configured, the spider is run, terminating when it has 
retrieved all the files within the effective limits of its parameterization.   
As the example in Table 24 shows, a spider retrieves a file based on a Web address taken from a 
stack, and retains that file under a directory path and file name formed by the characters of the 
URL.  If the file is encoded in HTML, the spider parses the file and adds any hyperlinks 
encountered to the stack for subsequent processing.  A list of files already retrieved precludes 
redundant file retrieval.  As XML files are used to retain the control parameters for the individual 
spiders, the information in Table 26 is provided in a heavily commented XML Document Type 
Descriptor (DTD) format.  Most of these configuration directives correspond directly to options 
supported by the wget spider (Free Software Foundation, 2008).  
Of the fields listed, the fields Debug, Delay, ExportableHomepage, ExportOai, FullName, 
IgnoreLength, MailChangeAlertsTo, MysqlSearch, OriginatorTagset, ParaLength, ParaThreshold, 
Remarks, Retries, SuppressEmbeddedMetadata, SuppressHttpMetadata, SuppressHyperlinkLogs, 
SuppressMinedMetadata, SuppressNonHtmlMetadata, Timeout, and VipWebsite do not generally 
affect file retrieval, although the Delay, Retries, and Timeout fields may play a role file retrieval 
in the case of communications difficulties. 
A.3 ORIGINS OF INCOMPLETENESS IN SPIDER-COPIED WEBSITES 
There are many things that can go wrong with a running program, and spider programs are no 
exception.  Some of the more recurring problem sources encountered in this research are 
described following, including; website construction faults, intentional restrictions by the website 
designer or operator, generally unpredictable operational (run-time) errors, various "spider traps" 
causing near-infinite looping in spiders, limitations arising from the Web URL syntactic rules and 
abuses thereto, and the frequent use of embedded (i.e., Web browser executed) programs within 
webpages. 
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 A.3.1 Website Construction Faults 
Government websites are produced by individuals that seem to have highly varying skills in that 
regard (Johnson, 1996).  Exploratory programs for this research, constructed to parse information 
from state government markup language webpages, have disclosed numerous syntactical errors 
within markup files.  Broken links and garbled renderings are by no means limited to government 
websites (Signore, 2005).  Perhaps simple typographical errors should be corrected before 
analysis proceeds.  However, corrections can be quite extensive (especially when many such files 
are being produced by a flawed script), and determining what constitutes the "correct" version 
can be problematic and perhaps arbitrary.  In cases where the syntactic fault is part of a hyperlink, 
the website copying spider may correspondingly have failed to acquire the seemingly-intended 
target file, resulting in points of incompleteness in the resulting graph. 
Some of the limitations encountered were deliberate, designed into the Web, while others are 
consequences of fluctuating network and server load.  Some difficulties originate in 
organizational practices, such as that it can be difficult to identify which exact portions of 
information content on potentially multiple Web servers are considered to constitute one logical 
website.  Others limitations result from the implementation of new technologies that spiders are 
not capable of processing.  And, there is the possibility of hyperlinks being "broken," due to any 
number of causes (e.g., from simple typographical error through website redesign).   As all 
limitations generally result in an incomplete copy of the website being obtained, they have been 
recently mentioned in literature addressing the archiving of websites (Bar-Ilan, 2001; Thelwall, 
2004; Baeza-Yates, Castillo, and Efthimiadis, 2005; Jackson, 2005; Thelwall, Vaughan, and 
Björneborn, 2006).  The limitations discussed in the literature, or encountered in practice, are 
summarized following, and are here grouped by the nature of their causal factors. 
A.3.2 Intentional Restrictions 
Design of the Web contained mechanisms that prohibit or restrict access to portions of the 
information content of the server.  Some restrictions are specific to spiders, while others affect all 
users.  Depending on the implementation of the spider, it may or may not enter a note concerning 
specifically what actions were taken as a result of the failure of a retrieval attempt into its log file, 
and thereby into the archival record.  In the absence of such a note, future archive users may 
surmise a file did not exist when the spider was run, although perhaps the file did exist and access 
thereto was either prohibited or otherwise not achieved. 
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 A.3.2.1 Spider-Specific Restrictions 
Design of the Web contained mechanisms that prohibit or restrict the operation of spiders on a 
particular server.  The use of a single file, necessarily named “robots.txt,” and necessarily located 
in the top-most directory of the file structure served by the server, implements a means whereby 
the server operator can ask spider software to refrain from processing certain addresses within the 
website.  An additional mechanism is implemented using META tags embedded within markup-
language files to direct, via FOLLOW/NOFOLLOW attribute values, if the hyperlinks within that 
one file are to be followed by a spider or not33.  If the spider is “polite,” it will obey these 
requests.  If not, there is no inherent prohibition mechanism in the server that enforces the 
request.34   
A.3.2.2 Universal access restrictions 
Support for password-based restrictions is built in to Web servers in varying forms.  Generically, 
a user, be it human or spider, must supply an account identifier and password when challenged by 
the server.  Unlike the spider-only restrictions just discussed, this server mechanism secures 
access to the protected portions of the website, for both spiders and human users alike. 
A.3.3 Operational Impacts 
The operating state of the applicable portion of the Web at the time of spider operation can affect 
the completeness of the website copy.  If network traffic is too heavy, a request or response might 
not be delivered sufficiently quickly.  A website, or major subsystem thereof, might simply be 
shut down at the time of spider operation.  Networks or sub-networks, too, can fail, generally 
totally disconnecting the spider from the website.  Firewall configurations can have similar 
effects.  Such a retrieval failure may be considered a broken link, or other form of retrieval failure.   
Spiders also receive retrieval information from Web servers in the form of the HTTP transport 
header, and this information can be used in selection of recovery attempts, in cases where 
connection between the spider and the server has been accomplished but the information result of 
the requested URL is not subsequently delivered.  The various reasons why a server may be 
unable to deliver the result of a particular URL (e.g., the URL no longer equates to a resource on 
                                                     
33 A similar variant, INDEX/NOINDEX, requests a particular file be indexed, or not, by publicly usable 
search engines subsequently utilizing information copied by the spider. 
34 The wget spider used by the Illinois State Library obeys robots.txt requests, normally, but can be 
instructed, via an optional command line switch, to ignore those requests.  Ignoring an existing robot.txt 
file might be used to obtain a copy of another State website for archival purposes, without requiring that 
website be opened to all other spiders.  In such a way, the Illinois State Library could discharge its website 
archival responsibilities without requiring additional actions of the website operator.  To date, that mode 
has not been used. 
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 the server, or, the file is in a protected region of the server) can potentially be handled differently 
than an inability to establish a network connection between spider and server. 
File transfer size limits can also be imposed by servers or by network hardware between the 
server and spider.  Truncation of a transmission can result, which the spider may or may not 
detect.  Both the impossibility of a certain transfer, and the possibility of the results of a partial 
transfer being taken as a complete copy are sources of error in the archive. 
A.3.4 Spider Traps 
Website implementations, particularly those involving scripts which are, correctly or incorrectly, 
used to retrieve very large numbers of files (as described following) can exceed practical limits in 
the production of a spider-based copy.  In practice, ongoing work in a directory containing tens of 
thousands of files will slow any form of computer operation to a crawl.  Once a spider begins 
processing such a website, it never completes (or, escapes), hence the moniker "spider trap" 
(Chakrabarti, 2003; Thelwall, 2004).   Generally it will be necessary to abort operation of such a 
spider.  Spider operators might then attempt to find configuration parameter limitations to reduce 
the number of files downloaded, using spider parameter choices like those listed in Table 26. 
Two general mechanisms are often encountered, singly or simultaneously, underlying 
impracticalities in obtaining a spider-produced copy of a website; 
1. directories can be overloaded with contents, rendering their use by any computer program 
impractically slow, and 
2. the same information content may be delivered under multiple Web addresses that are 
effectively aliases of one another. 
Scripts often reside (or, appear to reside, as undetectable redirection mechanisms may be in use) 
within a single directory.  Commonly, and historically, the single script directory is named "cgi-
bin," although this name is locally configurable.35  Occasionally scripts themselves do reside in 
hierarchical directory structures.36  To say that a script "resides" in some location within the file 
                                                     
35 For the Apache Web server, the ScriptAlias directive equates any logical name (e.g., "cgi-bin") with a 
file system directory path specification (Apache HTTP Server Project, 2008).  Script invocations containing 
that logical name are routed to scripts within that directory upon receipt.  The Web browser or spider 
software making the request is unaware of the particular directory path specification in use by the website.  
Alternatively, and additionally, any directory may be used for the storage of script files, potentially 
intermingling them with static files. 
36 As an example of a website employing subdirectories under its cgi-bin script directory, the spider-based 
copy of the 'Every Library in ILLINET' website of May 1, 2008 contained 9,143 database-generated 
webpages (e.g., that for the Prairie Area Library System, http://www.eliillinois.org/cgi-bin/ELI/ 
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 system has some basis in fact, in that the script (computer program) file itself is generally disk-
resident somewhere within the website host computer.  However, if a script generates very many 
webpages, and spider convention is to store the contents of the downloaded file with a location 
based on the Web address used to acquire these contents (i.e., that of the script program itself), all 
the delivered files appear, in the archive copy of the website, to reside in the same directory as the 
script itself.37  As a practical matter, many spiders, whether for archiving, webometrics studies, or 
search engine applications, omit script retrievals.  It may also be difficult to recognize script 
invocations as a variety of file type extensions may be used (e.g., .cgi, .pl, .asp, .php) and any 
number of alternative encoding syntaxes may be devised for parameter passing. 
Aliases, whether intentional or not, arise from multiple sources, and all are potential sources of 
redundancy in the archive; 
1. script parameter order in Web addresses does not obey a Web-enforced canonical 
form, and the ordering used might be a required encoding of information being 
passed to the Web server, 
2. script parameters can employ null values, which may or may not express an intention 
that is the same as if that parameter were instead omitted, 
3. operating systems employ different conventions regarding the use of case in their file 
systems, and the conventions of both the original website host computer and the 
archive copy host computer must be considered, and 
4. redirection mechanisms are integral to the design of the Web and to Web server 
software, so a delivered file might not have be stored in the location seemingly 
specified in the URL, but at a location that is only arrived at through resolving what 
is potentially a series of redirections, involving both the client (spider or Web 
browser) and the Web server(s). 
A.3.4.1 Script parameter ordering 
If script parameters are used to retrieve records from a database, and the result set from the 
database lookup of each parameter is subjected to a Boolean AND operation with each other set 
                                                                                                                                                              
GetSpecificRecord.PL?RecordID=10015_99), however it also delivers apparently static files from within 
subdirectories of cgi-bin, such as http://www.eliillinois.org/cgi-bin/ELI/images/JWhite.jpg (a photograph 
of the Secretary of State) and http://www.eliillinois.org/cgi-bin/ELI/includes/TwoColumnsRight.css (a 
stylesheet). 
37 For example, the Department of Agriculture website of May 1, 2008, contained 5,635 script-delivered 
webpages within the directory containing http://www.agr.state.il.us/agrihappenings/events/.  These files 
appear to be the information output of a database-driven event calendar. 
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 (i.e., the result set as finally delivered will contain only those records present in the first 
parameter's set, and the second parameter's set, and the third, and so forth), the order of 
specification of parameters is immaterial to the content finally delivered.  Thus, the URL 
http://example.gov/cgi-bin/PhoneBook.cgi?Last=Jackson&First=Larry 
would presumably retrieve the same content as  
http://example.gov/cgi-bin/PhoneBook.cgi? First=Larry&Last=Jackson.38 
For n things (here, script parameters), there are n factorial (n!) possible orderings.  Each ordering 
results in a different URL, however, presumably the same information content results.  Because 
of this, a spider, unable to conclude the alternative URLs actually deliver the same content, will 
correspondingly process all n! URLs.  As n increases, this rapidly gives rise to a situation where 
the number of possible URLs exceeds what can be retrieved in any practical time interval.  In the 
preceding example with two parameters, 2! = 2, so the two URLs listed are the only possible 
orderings.  However, if ten parameters are to be supplied, 10! or 3,628,800 alternative URLs 
would return identical content.  Not only will such spider processing attempts waste processor 
time and network bandwidth in great quantity, but the downloaded results will correspondingly 
consume archive disk space.   
The simple expedient of imposing a canonical ordering on parameter sequence can eliminate this 
problem, by specifying that only one parameter ordering is acceptable.  For example, 
alphabetizing name-value pairs by their name portion would say that http://example.gov/cgi-
bin/PhoneBook.cgi?Last=Jackson&First=Larry is an invalid (i.e., duplicated) encoding that need 
not be processed.  As it may be difficult to coordinate all the authors of a website in this regard, 
the spider could be programmed to perform this parameter ordering during its run.  In doing so, 
there is the assumption that the sequence of parameters does not alter the results returned.  If, as a 
counterexample, suppose there is no postulated phone book entry for "Larry Jackson," and the 
system returns alphabetically adjacent entries based on the order of parameters.  Then, one URL 
(from the previous example) will return records having first names near "Larry," while the other 
returns records having last names near "Jackson."  Adequacy of the simplifying assumption of the 
independence of parameter order necessarily requires confirmation by, at least, the inspection of 
                                                     
38 These examples provide URLs that communicate parameter name-value pairs in the "get method" 
serialization.  The alternative "put method" separately, and invisibly, transmits parameter values resulting 
from user entries in HTML FORMs, and is not generally useful in a spider context as spiders cannot fill in 
blanks within forms.  Although the communicated set of name-value pairs would be the same, the 
unsuitability of the put method for spider use means it is not further discussed herein. 
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 results obtained from the website.  And, even that is not a guarantee the website implementation 
will not be changed in the future. 
A.3.4.2 Null script parameters 
Sometimes parameters are encoded within URLs as name-value pairs having no value.  Returning 
to the ongoing example, consider the URL http://example.gov/cgi-bin/PhoneBook.cgi? 
First=Larry&Mid=&Last=Jackson.  There is the possibility that this URL is to indicate that a 
matching record must necessarily be that of a person having no middle name in the database 
record.  Or, perhaps this URL encoding is to indicate that the middle name is not to be used as a 
matching criteria (e.g., the middle name is unknown), thus the system is to return the records of 
all persons matching on only the First and Last parameters.   
This gives rise to the question of whether the preceding URL is logically, in the implementation 
of the postulated website, equivalent to the URL http://example.gov/cgi-bin/PhoneBook.cgi? 
First=Larry&Last=Jackson.  Although canonical form rules for null-valued parameters could be 
given to staff, or programmed within spider, one cannot be certain how a particular website 
actually handles null parameters, without inspection of results, or communicating with the 
website developers. 
Existential or Boolean-like variables have been encountered, encoded in alternative ways.  
World-Wide Web Consortium convention for script parameter passing would be for the use of a 
name-value pair, presumably with the value portion being "1" or "TRUE," or something to that 
effect (Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter, 1998).  But, sometimes the equal sign and value are 
omitted, giving rise to another form of alias.39 
A.3.4.3 Case inconsistency 
Different host computers or operating systems may employ case differently in file and directory 
names.  Thus, the file http://example.gov/a.html may or may not have content identical to 
http://example.gov/A.HTML.  Although it may prove difficult for a website implementation staff 
to themselves consistently keep track of content differences between "a.html" and "A.HTML," it 
is possible that a website could have a policy that the case of characters is to be strictly observed 
as a form of information encoding.  This is another situation where multiple typed sequences in 
                                                     
39 For example, the Illinois Procurement Bulletin URLs 
http://www.purchase.state.il.us/IPB/MASTER.NSF/VIEWALLBYTNUMTITLE? OPENVIEW& 
START=310& COUNT=250& EXPAND=318 and http://www.purchase.state.il.us/IPB/MASTER.NSF/ 
VIEWALLBYTNUMTITLE? OPENVIEW=1& START=310&COUNT=250&EXPAND=318 currently 
display the same database record contents. 
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 URLs could produce identical retrieved content.  Again, content inspection or contact with 
website operators is prudent before simplifying to a canonical form of URL encoding.  In eight 
years of website archiving operation by the Illinois State Library, case inconsistencies were 
always found to reflect operating system conventions, not per-file differentiation. 
As a spider-based website copying system involves both the host computers of the archived 
website and the computer storing the copy, there are two points of vulnerability where operating 
system conventions regarding case may affect the completeness of the archive through the 
potential overlaying of files. 
Variation in case convention can also occur with name-value pairs in the passing of parameters, 
confusing the appropriate archival system response still further.  For example, the URL fragment 
"First=Larry" may or may not be considered logically equivalent to "first=Larry" or "first=larry." 
A.3.4.4 Redirection 
Web servers contain mechanisms to redirect a request to a new location.  Generally this is done as 
a user convenience following website redesign.  The new location may or may not be located on 
the same server or directory as the requested URL.  The new location may or may not conflict 
with the configuration of the spider, which may result in a failure to obtain a copy of the 
redirected file.  Depending on its programming, the spider may or may not note this failure in the 
record.  An incomplete archival copy may result, possibly without clear evidence of the 
incompleteness. 
In the course of this research, websites were found employing the redirection of thousands of 
URLs.40  Even the familiar practice of leaving off defaulted file names (e.g., "index.html") from 
the end of URLs, or of omitting a terminal slash from a URL consisting only of a machine name 
(e.g., "http://ediillinois.org") triggers use of the redirection mechanism within the Web server, 
with the potential for file alias generation.  In cases where the default file name is "index.php," 
and the file is actually a script, another fundamentally different way to spell parameterized script 
invocations arises.41 
                                                     
40 The Department of Human Services website currently is one such example, where a request for the URL 
http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=30328 is redirected to the URL 
http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?Item=22450, and a request for the URL 
http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?Item=31430 is redirected to the URL 
http://www.dhs.state.il.us/applications/ChildCareEligCalc/eligcalc.asp . 
41 For example, the Department of Agriculture URLs http://www.agr.state.il.us/dq/index.php?PG=190 and 
http://www.agr.state.il.us/dq/?PG=190 currently retrieve the same content. 
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 A.3.5 URL Issues 
The Web URL address mechanism itself introduces several difficulties in constructing an archival 
system to retain copies of websites.  URLs specify a location of a file or "service" (Berners-Lee, 
Fielding, and Masinter, 1998) within a host computer file system, and optionally a set of name-
value pairs or other parameterization to be processed by a script (i.e., the "query" portion of 
typical URIs, in Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter).  Server support for script-based 
information delivery introduces potential difficulties in archival copying of websites via spiders.  
Other server design features complicate matters, particularly redirection provisions and the 
metacharacters of the host operating system. 
Script-based information access via servers has been a feature since the earliest days of the Web.   
Script programs running on Web servers, and obtaining retrieval parameters or other information 
directly from the Web server program, which in turn obtains it from the user's Web browser, 
provide a convenient means to couple other computerized information facilities for Web-based 
content delivery.  For single-user, single webpage access, this capability usually is transparently 
easy.  But, spiders cannot predict how an HTML FORM should be filled in.  And, for spiders 
attempting to traverse all the webpages of a certain website, implementation choices can be 
problematic.  In particular, as previously discussed, a variety of alias mechanisms can also 
engender very large, and unnecessarily redundant, spider-produced copies of websites.  Without 
making some potentially unjustified assumptions, a spider is not generally able to tell beforehand 
if two URLs that are typed differently actually refer to the same information content.  And, as a 
practical matter involving other systems that might be encountered, URLs should not be allowed 
to be extremely long. 
A.3.5.1 Length issues 
Web addresses may conceptually be arbitrarily long, though the practice risks exceeding design 
limits of the various devices and software implementing Internet networking.  Excessively 
lengthy character strings are also defended against as a potential "buffer overflow" attack against 
Web server software, possibly permitting unauthorized access into host computers.  Servers, 
firewalls, and other software systems can set limits on the length of a URL they will process or 
pass.  Frequently, in cases involving parameter-based specification of desired information, a URL 
can be quite long.  The resultant intervention of security mechanisms, with the attendant retrieval 
failure, could be interpreted by the spider as a broken hyperlink.  Any retrieval failure results in a 
less than complete website archival copy and corresponding omissions from the analyzed graph.  
The cause of such retrieval failures can be difficult to determine as, perhaps, a Web browser or 
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 spider running on a different computer would experience successful file retrieval.  The number of 
broken hyperlinks per website was therefore one of the features used in the website selection 
process for this study. 
A.3.5.2 Metacharacters 
Metacharacters are characters interpreted in special ways by certain software, most notably by the 
operating system.  Operating system vendors have not used metacharacters consistently, so 
larger-scale systems encompassing more than one operating system type, such as systems for 
website archival copying, must detect and compensate for the use of metacharacters within URLs.  
URLs further reserve certain characters for specific purposes (Berners-Lee, Fielding, and 
Masinter, 1998).  A certain character may have no specific importance under one type of 
operating system, while under another type, the appearance of that character may trigger 
unintentional system actions.   
The two metacharacter mismatches encountered most frequently in the Illinois State Library 
effort are the slash-backslash disagreement, and the ampersand.  Other mismatches, such as 
disagreement between operating system vendors on the use of blank space and exactly which 
characters indicate quoted material were more readily dealt with. 
Under Microsoft operating systems, the backslash character is used to indicate a directory, while 
UNIX operating systems use it to indicate that the next character is to be interpreted literally, 
thereby supporting the inclusion of characters outside the normal, printable set.  URL results 
delivered by servers running under Microsoft operating systems may contain embedded backslash 
characters, originally indicative of an additional directory layer, but that subtlety may be lost on a 
spider running under a UNIX operating system.  A confusing archival copy can result, possibly 
one that does not deliver the contents associated with a particular URL when so queried. 
The Web convention for separation of name-value pairs in script URLs is to use an ampersand.  
However, under UNIX operating systems, encountering an un-encoded ampersand in command 
text causes that text preceding the ampersand to be executed as a separate job, in background 
mode.  Subsequent text is then interpreted as an additional command.  Defensive measures must 
be taken throughout the system to ensure UNIX command processing never encounters an un-
encoded ampersand embedded in a command stream.  Otherwise, again, a confusing archival 
copy can result. 
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 A.3.6 FORM Completion Problematic 
HTML FORMs, particularly those involving free-text fields to be completed, are effective 
roadblocks to spiders.  The spider cannot know plausible entries for arbitrary form fields.  Forms 
can also be problematic for human users from outside the problem domain, as they may similarly 
be ill equipped to make suitable guesses42.  Much of the content termed the "deep Web" lies 
beyond such an interface, out of the reach of spiders, and therefore remaining un-indexed by 
search engines and not directly discoverable by potential users (Berners-Lee, Hall, Hendler, 
O’Hara, Shadbolt, and Weitzner, 2006).  Archive construction via spider-based retrieval is 
similarly impacted (Masanès, 2005). 
A.3.7 Profusion of Sort Orders 
Very nearly identical, or overlapping information can be delivered at multiple URLs when the 
underlying database provides multiple report formats or sort orders.43  Although an archive might 
be considered complete with only copies of the "full" record, a spider cannot be expected to 
detect which of multiple script invocations produces the full record, nor which sets of reports are 
actually re-orderings of the same information, or parts thereof.  These causes can result in the 
spider-based production of an unnecessarily large archived copy of a website.  The copy might be 
too large to practically obtain or retain.  Frustratingly, a much smaller copy might have sufficed 
for completeness of the historical record, if cooperation between the website staff and archive 
staff had been obtained. 
A.3.8 Embedded Programs Running Within Web Browsers 
New-technology adjuncts incorporated into webpages can contain file loading mechanisms that 
fail to be recognized by spiders, or that exhibit run-time file loading behaviors which the spider is 
unable to predict.  As such, file load directives originating within the webpage in question would 
fail to be subsequently processed (Brooks, 2004; Weideman and Schwenke, 2006).  Adjuncts that 
                                                     
42 The Illinois Commerce Commission website, www.icc.illinois.gov, provides access to information by 
case number, providing the user knows the case number sought.  The Illinois General Assembly website 
provides access to the status of legislation at http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/default.asp, however users 
must either know the identifying number and alphabetic type-code of the legislation sought, or use a 
separate keyword search facility, or browse all legislation of the current session by number. 
43 An example is the "Every Library in Illinet" website, http://www.eliillinois.org/, which provides listings 
of 9,012 libraries (September, 2008 data), sorted by any one of; library name, library type, city, library 
system, zip code, county, telephone number, control number, OCLC code, web address, circulation vendors, 
LLSAP membership, ILDS route, library director, library reference head, library circulation head, inter-
library loan head, children/young adult head, technical services head, and automation head.  With the 
cooperation of this website operator, a private script directs the archiving spider to a single list of the full 
database records, archiving all the database fields in one set of files. 
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 involve programs running on the user's computer and controlled, directly or indirectly, by actions 
of the user are generally not duplicable by spiders.  Further, historical sequences of user 
selections may affect the actions of these programs, giving rise to very many retrieval 
possibilities. 
Some spider programmers have attempted to recognize any URL-like text within a file as a 
hyperlink to be further processed.  Cases where programs construct hyperlinks dynamically from 
fragments or parameter sequences, though, contain no corresponding complete URL within their 
source code.  Additionally, pre-compiled programs (e.g., programs that take charge of a certain 
portion of a Web browser window and accomplish all the information display in that portion) are 
not generally de-compiled in an attempt to extract embedded hyperlinks.   
Further, new technology adjunct programs continually arrive, further complicating any attempt by 
spider programmers to keep up.  Generally, hyperlinks within markup language files are readily 
parsed and processed by spiders, while hyperlink equivalents embedded within files utilizing 
other technologies are not processed.  Thus, in the view of a human user, a spider-produced 
archive might be considered to be incomplete, though the spider has successfully processed all 
the hyperlinks possible. 
A.4 SPECIFIC DIFFICULTIES WITH THE ILLINOIS DATASETS 
A bug in the version of the wget software used occasionally results in the concatenation of two 
particular types of output lines in the spider run log file.  A global-replacement editing pass on all 
spider run log files was therefore performed to inject line breaks around the leading portion of the 
potentially offending character string.44  Subsequent processing could then rely on the regular 
syntax of the leading and trailing portions of what might have initially been printed as one line. 
  
                                                     
44 Specifically, the following PERL substitution was performed on all lines of text, throughout all spider 
run logs; $Line =~ s/appending "[^"]*" to urlpos\./^M$&^M/ig; 
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 APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE HYPERTEXT SYSTEMS 
Generally, inclusion of hyperlinks to remote targets results in a website that is more "brittle" in 
the face of change, in that revision to a group of files could necessitate hyperlink editing in all 
other files that point to the changed files.  This is somewhat administratively difficult in that the 
Web hyperlink mechanism is unidirectional, and, unlike bi- or multi-directional hypermedia 
systems, does not readily support queries such as "list all the webpages that point to my page."  
Combined, there is a work-avoidance (and therefore, cost-avoidance) motivation in minimizing 
the number of non-local, and in the context of considering directory-based information 
segregation, non-hierarchical hyperlinks in websites. 
In the current Web, hyperlinks to disjoint targets are more labor intensive to both create and to 
maintain operational, as; 
(1)  knowledge of the contents of the targets must be obtained, and then kept current, as the 
appropriateness of a certain hyperlink target may change without notice,  
(2) target file locations (Web addresses, and thus the basis of current Web hyperlinks) may 
be changed without notice, breaking the hyperlink. 
Hypertext systems alternative to the Web, including XPath/XLink/XPointer (Bradley, 2002), 
HyTime (International Organization for Standardization, 1997), HyperCard, Xanadu (Nelson, 
1993), and Hyper-G (Andrews, Kappe, and Maurer, 1995; Pam and Vermeer, 1995) have 
demonstrated expanded hyperlink capabilities that may contribute to improvements in 
automatically copying hypertext content for preservation, including; 
(1) bi-directional hyperlinks, 
(2) hyperlinks residing outside of document files, which are then able to be applied as 
originating from non-markup language files, or which can reside in hyperlink databases 
operate by parties other than the document owner, 
(3) hyperlinks having multiple points of origination, or multiple points of termination, 
(4) hyperlinks having the capability of bearing an annotation identifying their lexical role in 
a hypertext document, 
(5) redirection mechanisms to resolve file retrieval mechanics even if a file has been 
relocated, and 
(6) hyperlink databases that also function as a convenient place to resolve alternative version 
(e.g., other language, or earlier edition) issues and to impose document access rights 
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 provisions (e.g., the verification of a subscription or other form of membership, or the 
collecting of fees). 
Some of these features appear to contribute to the construction of website graph representations 
having fewer errors, and as such may provide an enhanced graph analytical ability.  These 
systems are briefly compared, following, as regards their potential to better support website 
preservation analysis than does the current Web. 
Current Web addresses (URLs) generally specify a file or script location, perhaps also passing 
parameters to scripts.  As Web locations are volatile, reflecting surprisingly frequent changes in 
website DNS names, and as websites are often internally overhauled or reorganized by their 
operators, Web hyperlinks can often fail to find their target file.  These failures will introduce 
flaws into a graphical model of the website, although it is not necessarily clear precisely what the 
nature of the error behind the broken hyperlink might be.  Conversely, website renaming or 
internal overhaul will completely undo any directory-based information segregation model as 
potentially all the hyperlinks therein will break.  Redirection mechanisms would seem to help in 
constructing a less flawed graphical model. 
Hyperlink graphs based on the Web would most accurately use directed edges45 because of the 
inherent implementation of Web hyperlinks.  Web hyperlinks are created by the author of the 
hyperlink-source page and do not require the knowledge or consent of the author of the 
hyperlink-target page.  As such, a viewer of a target page who arrived there via some path other 
than via some specific hyperlink-source page has no way to access that specific hyperlink-source 
page.  If the viewer arrived at the target via said source, Web browsers generally provide a "back 
arrow" function that will redisplay the previous page, however this functionality is usually 
implemented using a cached copy of the source page and does not involve hyperlink traversal per 
se. 
Hyper-G and others employ bi-directional hyperlinks, defined and retained in databases rather 
than within document files.  Through bi-directionality, it is readily possible to detect all 
hyperlinks pointing to a certain file, and as such it is in principle possible to notify the authors of 
those hyperlinks when a change is made to a target file or when a target file is being taken down 
                                                     
45 Some whole-website or multi-website studies have considered hyperlinks to be undirected, seeking to 
infer collegial relationships between website owners rather than to model the underlying hyperlink graph in 
its full fidelity (Bar-Ilan, 2005) (Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003).  Any evidence of the relationship, such as 
the existence of one directed hyperlink, is sometimes extrapolated to infer some form of inter-agency 
relationship. 
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 from the server.  Retaining hyperlinks in external databases removes the necessity to edit multiple 
hyperlink-source files whenever a hyperlink-target file is relocated or deleted.  These measures 
can contribute to constructing a more complete graphical model of the website(s) through 
reduction in the number of broken hyperlinks.  Unlike the Web, full-fidelity Hyper-G graphs 
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